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We are continuing with the disoussion of the Berlin question.

At previous

sessions of this Meeting, and also when the question was discussed in informal
conversations, we have already had an opportunity of explaining the substance of
the Soviet Government's proposals for a settlement of the Berlin problem.

I hope

that in the further examination of these proposals we shall discuss specific
provisions in detail, in order to make it easier to reach an agreement acceptable
to all parties.

I intend also today to give some additional explanations regarding

the Soviet Government I s proposals on the Berlin "question.

First of all, however, I

should like to dwell once more on the proposals which the Governments of the three
7estern Powers have submitted here on this question.
The Soviet Government is

dee~ly

caused by the present situation in

convinoed that the danger to peaoe in ,Europe

~est

Berlin can be removed on the basis of an

agreed four-Power settlement which will ansver the purpose of reducing international
tension, take into account the actual situation as it has developed in Germany

~d

be acceptable to the German Democratic Republic, in the centre of whose territory
West Berlin is situated.

The proposals concerning Berlin in the so-oalled package

plan of the three Western Powers, however, in no way answer these purposes.

They

are quite'unsuited to help us in the search for an agreed settlement of the Berlin
question,·as the Soviet delegation has quite clearly explained at this Meeting.
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On 26

~~y,

i!~.

Herter, the United states Secretary of State, explained

the positlQn Qf the United States

Goverrn~ent

on the Berlin question in even

greater detail than on 14 Bmy.
Unfortunately this stateDent, too, could not but elve rise to serious
disappointraent.

It nerely bore out the view that the Governnents of the three

Western Powers still adhere to positions which provide no basis whatsoever for
an agreenent.
What, in fact, did the United States Secretary of state propose here?
are the contents of the seven-point

?r0Gr~~~e

By way of exaople, let us look at

~oint

What

he has outlined?

I of these?roposals.

It enVisages

no nore or no less than that East Berlin should be torn fron the Geroon Denocratic
l~epublic

and be includ.eu, together with West Berlin, .in "one indivisible area" which

is to be placed under a four-Power occupation

regioe~

The Soviet delegation has repeatedly stated its views regarding these
uanoeuvres in regard to East Berlin, and there is no need for ne again to point
out how unrealistic such attenpts to settle the Berlin question at the expense
~i

the German

De~ocraticRepublic

are.

Their true purport can only be to make

it nore difficult to reach an agreenent on the Berlin question.
The first point of the Western Plan further proposes that the four Powers,
namely, the United States, the USSR, the United Kingdon and France, should
dictate to the Berliners the procedure for

~unicipal

elections

up a City GoverruJent and drafting n Constitution for Berlin -

for setting

~ld
a~d

all this again

W1J.er a foreign occupation retiine.
xoint II of

t~e proGrar~,e ~ut

forward by

!~.

Herter makes it clear to

those who mieht have any doubts on this score that the implementation of the
three-Power Plan would by no neans bring the inhabitants of Berlin an autonomous,
i~ae?endent

life

~ld

freedo8 from foreign occupation.

Here it is written in

black and white that irrespective of the elections, the plebiscite or the Berlin
Constitution, all of which are referred to in the Western proposals, the tour

Powe~s

would have the right not only to maintain in this city any nWlber of their troops
they chose, but would also enjoy all the prerogatives of occupyinG

P~wers,

including

the riJht to rescind lecislation or suspend its operation with reference to such
considerations as, for exarnp1e, lithe presti3e and security of Allied Forces,
dependants, employees and representatives, their

i(~Junities

and other

requir~oent5".
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Truly, as we read these lines we begin to feel that we are

m~~ing

a journey

into the past, that it is not our task to consolidate the foundations of a peaceful
life .in

Eur~p~

and restore the rights of the Germans but to impose our will on them

as if they were our

en~mies,

.relying on military force.

,"

This.impression of' an anachronism is still further stren6 thened, if we study
the subsequent points of t~~ ~estern Powers' ?lan. There we read that composite
poli~e

patrols consisting of members of the armed forces of the occupying Powers

a~e,to

appear in the streets of Berlin.

assuri~g

It is proposed that questions in regard to

access to Berlin by land, by water and by air would be settled by the

ocoupation Powers, too, as if the German Democratic Republic, on whose territory
Berlin is situated, did not exist.
The last point, the seventh, of the ,Vestern Powers' Plan contains a vaguely
formulated but signif1cant hint that even the coming into force of a peace treaty
with Germany will not necessarily free Berlin

f~om

foreign occupation.

We have thus been presented with a fully worked out and detailed programme
for perpetuating the foreign occupation of West Berlin and extending the occupation
regim~

to East Berlin as well.

normalize the situation in

~est

The proposal is made that we take no steps to
Berlin but to redouble and in many

waysaggrava~

the very factors which have turned this situation into a grave danger to peace in
'. Europe.
But this is not all.

The three-Power proposals are permeated with contempt

.·for the. idea that in both East and West Berlin there have been established two
separate and different ways of life and that East Berlin is an integra~ part of the
German Democratic aepublic.
There is not even a hint here of solicitude for the population of Berlin or of
concern about the aotual conditions under which they are living, although without
this it will of course

be

impossible to find a correct approach to the solution of

the Berlin question.
Faced with such a plan, how can we regard it as indicating a desire to reach an
agreed solution of the' Berlin problem?
,

I

thicl~

)...it is impossible to draw such a conclusion.
quite a different conclusion.

that with the best will in the world

The logic of facts forces us to draw

This conclusion was formulated the other day with

complete clarity and frankness by the Chairman of the Council of lliinisters of the

;ussa,

~~.

N. S. Khrushchev, when he stressed

is not a single point for negotiation.

tha~

in the Western Powerls Plan "there

These proposals are not based on any desire
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to find a correct solution which could bring about the lessening of international
tension which all peoples want".
The Soviet Government sincerely wants to find an
Berlin question in the

int~rests

situation and consolidating

peac~

ag~eed

solution to the West

of bringing about a healthier international
in Europe, and it oontinues to hope that such is

also the intention of tte other participants in our keeting.

But if this is so,

then it is essential to lay aside hopeless attempts to put forward plans which are
known in advance to be unacceptable.

It is essential to go over to a joint search

for a reasonable solution which would answer the purposes that I have indicated and
would not harm the interests of any of the parties concerned.
These aims cannot, of course, be achieved through attempts to break up the
existing way of life in East or West Berlin, but only by jointly guaranteeing a
status for West Berlin under which the administration of the city will be handed
over entirely to its inhabitants and no foreign State at all will interfere in its
affairs.

It is also clear that no solution of the Berlin question can be correct

and lasting unless it takes into account the legitimate rights of the German
Democratic Republic.
We have heard it stated here that the German Democratic Republic "has no kind
of mandate except that which has been given it by the Soviet Union".

The Soviet

delegation considers it necessary to make its position crystal clear on this point,
so that in future in working out agreed solutions to the Berlin question we need
not come up against further difficulties.
In view of the clearly incorrect interpretation of the nature of the relations
existing between the Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic, I must explain
that the rights and functions which the Soviet Union once exercised in the eastern
part of Germany in its capacity as an occupying Power have been handed over fully
and in their entirety to the German Democratic Republic.

In September 1955 a

treaty was concluded between the Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic,
under which the Soviet Union &id not reserve to itse1f any rights whatsoever limitfug
the sovereignty of the German Democratic Republic either in internal matters or in
foreign policy.

No articles can be found in this treaty, for example, which remove

from the sovereignty of the German Democratic Republic questions relating to the
unification of Germany or of Berlin, such as are known to eXist, with regard to the
Federal Republic of Germany, in the Paris hgreements which the Western Powers have
concluded with that State.
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Even from a purely legal point of view then, the agreements between the
Soviet Union and the German Democratic Republic preclude the possibility of its
being granted any kind of "powers" or "mandate" by the Soviet Union.
The Soviet Government respeots the agreements which it has concluded with the
German Democratic ~epublic, as it is ready to respect also those agreements which
may, and we hope will, be concluded as a result of our discussion of the Berlin
question if we all try to reach agreement.

IVe do not think that our colleagues

in the negotiations would be entitled to require from us any other attitude towards
our international obligations.

To attempt to treat the German Democratic Republic

in the way that the representatives of the Western Powers are doing in their
statements when we discuss the Berlin question would mean living in a world of
ideas which are in their very nature alien to Soviet foreign po·licYi it would mean
being a long way off from a true estimate of the

essen~e

of the Berlin question.

If we trace the development of Germany over the last ten years, it is not
"difficult to grasp the main content of the historical processes that have been
taking place there:
themselves.

step by step the two German states have been establishing

Each of these States

h~s

obtained international recognition.

The

German Democratic Republic maintains normal diplomatic relations with States of
which the population comprises more than a. third of mankind. But we have absolutely
no intention of persuading our colleagues to establish dip~~matic relations
with the German Democratic· Republic.
Berlin question and tne diplomatio
are two different matters.

~e

The working out of an agreement on the

recognitio~

of the German Democratic Republic

are only inviting the Governments of the united

states of America, Britain and France to use a maximum of realism in approaching
the examination of so important end acute a problem as the question of West
Berlin.
Let us assume that an independent politic. 3.1 unit, whether a town or some
other specially separated district, had grown up on :he territory of some other
State, and that this independent political unit was maintaining links with foreign
States and was, moreover, using the land and air communicatiQns of the country
in which it was situated.

Could the status of that town or district conceivably

be determined and given practical effect without the co-operation of the State
concerned?

Yet the attempt is being made to put the German Democratic RepUblic

in precisely such a situation.
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If the intention behind the stateoents on the necessity for SODe kind of
t1

mandat.e" for the Garnan Denocratic Republic was that the legitimate rights of

the Gernan Demooratic Republic should not be
create a great neny

artific~al

t~.en

dea410cks in our

into account, this would
but such deadlooks

ne~otiations;

can be avoided if we all app~aise in a sensible nanner the situation in Berlin
and the la3itinate interest of the Geroan Deoocratic Republic in solving this
question.
The representatives of the Western Powers frequently interpret the Soviet
GoverDLlent's proposal to give West Berlin the status of a Free City as oeaning
that the Soviet Union does not take into consideration the riGhts of the United
states of Anerica, Britain and France which derive froD the fact of tha capitulation
of Hitler's Geruany.

But this is an incorrect interpretation.

that the Aoerican, British

~~d

We do not think

French troops were in Berlin in any sense unlawfully.

But the essence of the question now is not in the least that we should
busy ourselves with

eX~TIining

the legal eleoents which are the result of the

nilitary defeat of Geroany fourteen years ago.
present situation in

W~st

non-validity of Allied

The necessity for changing the

Berlin is deternined not by the validity or the

docw~ents

of 1944 and 1945 with

re~ard

to the occupation

of Berlin, but by the fact that this occupation itself, which once served as a
s~~bol

of the quadripartite occupation of GerDany as a whole, has long ago

becone out of date, has
extent

poisonill~

t~~en

on an artificial character and is to a large

relations between States, including the great Powers which ware

fornerly Allies in the anti-Hitler
C~Jnot

the fate of

~est

in relation to the German

coalition~

Berlin, whicc has found itself in a special position

De~_locratic

Re::.:;ublic, be settled otherwise than on the

basis of its occupation by foreign troops?
this question

C&~

be cQupletely settled by handinG over the adninistration of

West Berlin to its own
p~rticipants

In occupation

The Soviet GOV9rnDent considers ,that

in our

inhabit~~ts~

l~eting

Indeed, there are signs that other

also are aware that it will be inpossible'to stay

indefinitely~

The Poreign Minister of Great Britain, Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, has said here
that the American, French anc1 British forces are today in West Berlin "not as
eonquerors ll but with the consent, as he oaintained, of the najority of the
population of West Berlin.

Let us leave aside for the nonent the question of
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to what extent the inhabitants of West Berlin really desire the prolongation of the
occupation of their city and how far in general it is possible to speak of the free
expression of the will of the population while an occupation regime exists.
present moment it is

n~cessary

At the

to stress another matter - such a lliegal basis" for

r

maintaining the oCQupatl0n regime as citing the

agreemen~

of the population is, of

course, quite untenable from the point of view of international law.
What then follows from the arguments advanced here by the representatives of
the Western Powers in support of the presence of their troops in West Berlin?

One

time they tell us that these troops are there on the basis of rights arising out of
Germa.ny1scapitulation.

Another time we are told that the troops of the three.

Powers are in that city "not as conquerors", but by agreement with West Berlin.

If

that is the argument, however, then what point is there in the reference to Germany's
capitulation?

Moreover, is it not clear that in this case the repeated references

to previous agreements between the three Powers and the Soviet Union lose all sense?
Needless to say, such a formulation of the question would, of course, in no way
commit the German Democratic Republic, whose position on the Berlin question should
not be a matter of indifference for the Western Powers.
This contradiction in the reasoning of the Western Powers is not a coincidence.
It reflects the contradictions of the position itself which the Governments of the
United States of !merica, the United Kingdom and

Fr~nce

adopt in the Berlin question.

No matter how much one tries to tie up the ends, it oannot be denied that the
occupation regime in WGst Berlin has become obsolete.
In seeking the preservation of the present occupation regime in West Berlin, the
Governments of the United States of America, the United Kingdom and France are
apparently afraid of budging from their occupation rights because· they underestimate,
for some reason, the possibilities of a different settlement of the Berlin question
on a quadripartite basis.

We would, however, again draw the attention of the

delegations of the United States of America, the United Kingdom and France to the
fact that the Soviet Union proposes that agreement be reached on a settlement of the
Berlin question on a baSis which would meet the interests of all parties and would
not be detrimental either to the security or to the prestige of any state.

None of

the participants in this Meeting appears to dispute the need to change the present
situation in Berlin.

This is borne out also by the fact that our Governments ha.ve

agreed to discuss the Berlin question at this

~eeting.
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In outlining our proposal for giving West Berlin the status of a
demilitarized Free City we have repeatedly stressed that the Soviet Government
is interested in providing such guarantees for the existence of a Free City of
West Berlin and its

liru~s wit~

the outside world

as would ensure the lasting

r

and unshakeable status of. West Berlin as an independent political unit.
From the exchange of views on the Berlin question we have received the
impression that it is the proposal for the withdrawal of the troops of the three
Powers from West Berlin that gives rise to the greatest objecrbiona on the part
of the Governments of the United states, the United Kingdom and France.
Mr. Selwyn Lloyd spoke about this at the meeting of 30 May.

He tried to convinoe

us that the armed foroes of the United states, the United Kingdom and France in
West Berlin constitute the sole guarantee for the independence of the oity on
which the three Western Powers can at present rely.

Mr. Herter and

Mr. Couve de Murville expressed similar views during our conversations in the
last few days.
It was precisely with a view to working out a mutually acceptable agreement
on the Berlin question that the Soviet Government made two

supple~entary

proposals for settling the question of foreign troops in West Berlin.

We might

agree that there should be a symbolic and preoisely stipulated number of United
states, United Kingdom, French and USSR troops in West Berlin.

Inasmuch as the

Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom and France attach such
importance to the presence of foreign troops in West Berlin, it would seem that
they should have no objection to such a settlement of the question.
like, is a compromise proposal

w~ioh

This, if you

should suit all parties if there is a real

desire for agreement.
Another possible alternative for a settlement of this question would consist
in the replaoement of the troops of the United States,

t~e

United Kingdom and

France in West Berlin by limited oontingents of troops of neutral states.
It goes without saying that in this we proceed from the assumption that the
presence of the troops of the four Powers or of neutral oountries on the
territory of the Free City of West Berlin, must in no way be regarded as an
occupation of that torritory and that the foreign troops will not interfere in
the domestic affairs of West Berlin.
determined by a separate agreement.

The legal status of such troops might be
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Con8eque~tly,.
~
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If there are o.ny doubts apout i5Ut1ro.nteas capable of

,.

I '

.

.' •

.

protectiIlg the FreeCi ty at' We!t Berlin a.gainst interferenoe in i.ts affairs
• .

i

I

'.

:

•

and of ensuring its
".

':

.

,

"...

~

•

unin~eded cQu~unication

t.

'

. • . .,l.,.

•

,

with the outside world, there

'0:....:"

•

will be no lack, on the part of the Soviet G0verlli1ent, of the desire to settle
.

.

•

I

... •

_

,

:'

' , '

' .

•

•

this question effectively to 6ether with the Goverlli1ants of the United States

ot

AJ:1eric.~,

the United Kingdor:l and France ancl in

agree~ent

"i tb. the Gema.n

. Democratic Republic.
In the opinion of the I Soviet

dele~~tion,

the consideration of the Berlin

question tha.t b.a.e.sofar taken plaoe shows that the divergencies
positions of the partie! are substantial.

batwe~n

the

Tee task for the Governnents

concerned is to make efforts to narrow the gap between the positions and to
achieve an agreed solution,
.

",

And if there is

a.

real desire to reach agreenent,

~.

then these efforts will, in our oj?inion, bear their fruit~
The Soviet delegation will, on its pa.rt, do its utmost to reaoh a
.

.

..

.

settlement of the

'

t ' .. '. .

.

.

"

:

"

th~t

, .. ' .

question on a outually acceptable basis.
We pope
.
'".
.
.
.
the delega.tions of tho United Stat.es of k~rica, the United Xing~on and
Berli~

.

.

,.;

If a lasting
.
, solution of the Berlin ?rob~em i~ found
a.s a result of our joint efforts, this will not only noroalize the situation

Prance will reciprooate.

in Germany and Europe, but will ~e a hope-inspiring aX&JplG fo~ the. futu~e, a.
.
.
harbinger of co-operation between our Fuwers in settling other internation~l
problems that have becooe ripe for settlenent.
Tbday we have heard the statement nade by the representative of the
Federal'Rep'ublic of Germany, Mr~ Gre1te.

Thec::mclusion weich SUBi,SGsts i tadf

in connexian with this stateoent Qight be formulated as follows:
which the representative of the Federal Republic of Gernany has

the atateoent
~ade

confirns

that we are correct in saying that the policy of the Government of the
Federal Republic of GerQany is a

dra~

on the participants in our Meeting.

"

At the very beginning of this USeting we expre!sed nisgivings about the
polioy whioh the GOTermJont of the Pederal Republic of Gernany is following,
inoluding its policy in oODnwxion with the present
regret these misgivings are bein d oonflrced.

Meetin~• .

To our deep
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The representative of the Federal Republio ot Germany has" attempted to present
the matter as though sober-minded. people - or, as he put it, sensible people Governm~ntts

could not agree with the Soviet

contention that there are two German

States in Germany and that,, the only way to unite Germany is by means of agreement
between these two German states •.
Ye do not know what the representative of the Pederal Republic of Germany had
in mind when he referred to such "sensiblel1 people.

But obviously he was thinking

of such people as those who brought about the position when Germany was split into
two parts.

These ver,y people whom you have called sensible, including those who

are now l~ing down the foreign policy of the Federal Republic of Germ~, are
tod~

reaping the fruits of their own policy.

Tod~

there are two States in Germany - the German Democratio Republic and the

Federal Republic of Germany.

However many speeches we deliver, however many

statements we make trying to prove the oontrar,y,

h~dreds

or thousands of speeohes

and hundreds or thousands of statements cannot change the simple and
fact that today two independent States have been

fo~med

unalt~rable

on the territor,y of Germany

and that there is only one road to the unification of Germany] namely,agreement
between these two German States.
The sooner this is realized by those who have brought about the present
situation in Germany and who bear the responsibility for splitting Germany

~nto

two

parts, the sooner it is realized by the people who determine the foreign policy of
the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany, the better it

~ll

be.
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"Our troops a.re not in Berlin for lI'arlike pulp oees, they Bore not
holdiUido:wn an unwilling population.

:rh~ye.re

interest .hlah the Western PoYers take

in the fate of the

there a8 symbols.Qf ihu
inha.bitan~sot

West Berlin, and their presenoe is desired by the overwhelming majority
of those inhabitants".
I ihen g~V~,~~~~i~res. -; was'dealing with your comment tha.t the presenoe of our
j".', ('.

"

._.

~.

.,

\'

....

•

•

1

troops ~!'lj.\~ll,J. 1,!angerou8' eitufl,tion.
~\,~.': th~U:'AhJ ;)11$:r~ fact

dangerous situa.tion.

I WQl!l not dealing with the right" by whioh

I do not oonoede that the pre sene e of our troops produces

&

We think that the exercise of our rights to be in Western

Berlin is in fact a faotor for stability.

So I hope, Mr. Chairman, we shall not hear more of our having shifted our
ground because we have not,,?':.
('~,;~rr J.~ :'I\i,·

I

I

'.;';\".:ic.

.5:,

iiI 'l'V~f,;;;:'i'fA'1'~
,
YS:.t.. T~i).iD~r2

'.r;')l:·::~~~(r:;l "t\'l'{ :ll~-·.Tt~ '~lu

Now you did say, speaking ~~~I.$J~J..~'~~Jourproposall!l with regard to
Berlin offer no

b~9i~

for

di9.u88io~~rW~~J~~&t is

I could

a very rigid position.

say the same about your proposals, but I do not think really there is any useful
purpose to be served by repeating the views already exproSged.
for are some constructive results from thUs di80USe10n.

What ~~R~'~*80~~8

.'

.',.
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You, Mr. Chairman,

deal~

with oertain aspects of the Soviet proposals.

agree with what you said, and I would only add this:

I

Mr. Gromyko's proposals

either for the withdrawal ot allied troops or the introduction of Soviet troops or
the substitution of neutral troops, in our view, would undermine the confidence ot
the people of West Berlin in their future and thus defeat the purpose which both
aides profess to have.
The

wi~hd.re.wal

of allied troops would remove the symbol of the interest of

the Western Powers in the future of West Berlin.
The introduction of Soviet troops alongside allied troops, would neutralise
that s,ymbol, and the substitution of neutral troops for allied troops would expose
the West Berliners to the uncertain decisions of a number of unspecified countries
without a definite or close interest in the situction.
In any case what real justification is there for suggesting that the West

should abandon their exclusive right to station troops in West Berlin?

Por thAt

is what these Soviet proposals amount to.
Nevertheless, we are willing to try to improve the present situation

80

as to

eliminate the alleged or real causes of tension.
We have not had very much response from JI;:r. Gromyko yet to that

He seems tome to be very much where he was at the beginning of this
Now I want to make this appeal to him today:
the wider background.
the

te~hnique

appro~.
conf~rence.

to reconsider his position. against

People everywhere want the two great Power blocs to develop

of living peacefully alongside one another.

We believe that to p&

possible,. provided there is good will.and good faith on bot4 sides.

That

h~8

been

my own basic belief ever since November 1951 when I first began negotiations with

representatives of the. Soviet Union.

Because we believe that, the British Prime

Minister and I went to Moscow in February.
have our conversations there.

It was in that spirit that we

tr~~d

to

It was in that belief that we recently conoluded new

arrangements for greeter oontaots between the Soviet people ,end our own.

It is

because of that belief that we have recently made e Trade Agreement with the Soviet
Government.

There are some who think that we in the United Kingdom have tried to

go too far and too fast in these matters.
par~,

to

demonstr~te

situation.

I do not

our will to make specific and practical

We wanted, for our
effo~'.

to improve the

I believe that, if mr. Gromyko will approach tne matters dealt with in

our Peace Plan with a similar outlook, then we
conference.

ag~ee.

or~

make specific progress at this

-

.044 --
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If he will do

~hat,

even on one aspect of our problems, the Berlin aspect, it

will pave the way for the further lessening of tensions, and for further arrangements
made, with good will

~d

after all is the outcome

in good faith, for living together in genuine peace.
fro~

praying allover the world.

our

~eeting

for which

m~~

millions of people ere

That
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SOCRETARY OF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES
ON THE BERLIN ISSUE,
DELIVEPJID AT THE FD?T~TH SESSION OF THE FOREIGN lviINISTERS

; June 1959

My purpose today is to indicate to the conference my Government's views on
the Berlin issue - after havinG t~:en into account the discussions we have had
during the past wee~s.
I shall try to e:~lain the objeotions we have to the Soviet Union's ?lan
to impose a new status on ~est Berlin prior to the reunification of Germany.
I shall try to eJ~lain the reasons why we thuu~ that the Berlin ?roposal
contained in the ~7estern Peaoe Plan is a reasonable solution for the interim
period prior to the reunification of Germany.
Before m&kin~ these points, however, I would like to suggest that in dealing
with the great political issues that concern us here, there may be a tendency to
overlook the fac~ that the lives and liberties of more than two million persons
are at stake in our deliberations.
To keep a good sense of proportion on this score let us not torget that
the population of West Berlin is greater than the population of almost 20% of
the llember nations of the United Nations. 'And it is estimated that the value
of ~he goods and services prod~ced in West Berlin las~ year exceeded the gross
na~ional product of more ~han half of the ~ember8 of the United Nations.
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I

The Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union has said that by the term the
"Berlin problem" he meant "primarily the ending of the occupation in

~Test

Berlin".

It seems that this definition minimizes the real dimensions of the Berlin problem.
For us, the Berlin

proble~

mean.s maintenanoe of freedom for more than two million

r

human beings who at tae end of the war with the agreement of the Soviet Government
oame under the occupation authority of the three Western Powers.
Although our rights in Berlin stem from the war, our obligations arise from
the trusteeship which we have undertaken to exercise for the people of Berlin
until the reunifioation of their country removes this need for our protection.
The past fourteen years have shown that West Berlin is encircled by hostile
forces and that its independence and well-being are dependent upon the presence
of the three Western Powers in the city and in the maintenance of the )olitical
and economic

li~:s

between Berlin and the

~est.

I think that there is another fundamental difference between the Soviet
Union and ourselves on this matter of Berlin.

This difference derives from our

different attitude toward the reunification of Germany.

Although

tal~dng

about

the ideal of German unity and recognizing that German reunification is the real
key to the Berlin problem, the Soviet Union has openly adopted a two-Germany
policy, if not a three-Germany policy.
Now how does West Berlin.fit into this policy of the permanent partition of
Germany?

The Soviet Foreign Minister gave us the answer on 30 May, in one of

the most revealing statemen1s made during the many plenary sessions we have held.
I should like to quote from Rbl/DOC/29, dated 30 May, and I am quoting the Soviet
Foreign Minister:

nIf we are to speak frankly, the Soviet Government oonsiders the
creation of a Free City far from being an ideal solu~ion of the West
Berlin question. The most equitable approach to this question would
be, of course, the extension to West Berlin of the full sovereignty
of the German Democratic Republic.

I thinlot that the German Democratic

Republic, whose capital the division of the city continues to mutilate,
could with the fullest justification demand such a solution of the
que stion. tt
I am gra.teful to Dir. Gromyko for his willingness to speak so fr&.n:dy.
thus have in his own words a clear and valuable statement of the ultimate
objective of the

So~iet

Union regarding West Berlin.

We
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policy, if not a three-Germany policy.
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Under this policy the Soviet Union asserts that it would be most
aoceptable for West Berlin to be annexed to the so-called German Democratic
Republic.

l~r. Gromy~o

has made no bones about this.

solution to the Berlin question.

This is his preferred

It is no wonder then that the

~estern

Powers,

who see in the reunification of Germany the only real solution to the Berlin
issue, are having difficulty with the Soviet interim plan for West Berlin.
It may be useful -::'0 look at tilis admittedly "second preference" Soviet

plan & little more closely.
Since the prime Soviet pur?ose is to remove the Allied presence from West
Berlin it is not surprising that the key part of the plan is the termination of
Western occupation rights.

~en

if, as is clearly not the case, the rest of

the plan were acceptable to us this point alone would vitiate the entire scheme.
During the course of our talks about Berlin, this conference has clarified
at least one important matter.

The Western Powers' presence and their access

to Berlin are a matter of right - they are not at the sufferance of any
authority - legitimate or otherwise.

oth~r

On 2 June Mr. Gromylto told us:

liThe representatives of the lte stern Powers in.l:,erpret not
infrequently the proposal of the Soviet Government concerning the
granting of the status of a free city to West Berlin as if the
Soviet Union disregards the rights of the US, WA, and France,
which arise from the capitulation of Eitlerite Germany, but this
is an inaccurate interpretation.
troops of the US, the

U:~,

~e

do not consider that the

and France have turned up in Berlin by

some sort of illegal means ••• "
This is a constructive if SOme\ilat tardy recognition by the USSR of our established
and legitimate rights.

All the historical facts su?port this juridical conclusion

and exclude any other.
The second salient defect in the Soviet plan is that it would in effect
compel the Western Powers to grant a measure of recognition to the so-called
German Democratic Republic.

No non-communist nation has recognized this

instrument of the Soviet Union as an independont nation.

I can assure you that

we have no intention of recognizing the so-oalled German Democratic Republic as
the price of a solution to the Berlin problem.
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shoul~

)oint out une other serious Jefect in the Soviet plan.

Al thoUL):'

pur?ortinv to teroino.te the occupation it would supplant the ]resent reGime by
IIJ'Josin~

Berlin.

in a reul occu:;.;ation spirit a new political status of the peo:Jle of
USS1~

The

West Berlin r,lUst be

~'[est

in U,s note of 2i Noveober 1))8, formally acknowleJt£e(.: -that
~rf'n-tedthe

wi th one qualification

II

ri.:;ht. to whatever ...r ay of life it wishes for i-tself

7lhen. the foreic;n occupation is end.eu".

I co.nnot find

any hint or sU G1$estion in -I:,he Soviet plc.n that even thouE5h the "foreign Occupo.tion"
would be

ell<le~~

under the Soviet plan the people of West Berlin wuulJ. have any real

voice in whether or not the prol!..lseil new poli tico.l status shoulJ C01:1e into existence.
As a I:lattar of fo.ct the Nest Berliners have by an over\\Thelmin G vote endorsed
their }resent way of life - and by that same vote they have ill effect rejecteJ
the Soviet schene.

Taey are in a first rate

~osition

to juude for themselves the

comparative lUerits vf a free system and a communist systen.
The

USS~

has vigorously

ur~ed

that we

in~ose

Berliners tudor the label of a "Free City".

this new unwanted status on West

Surely by this tine the USSR shoull

have had enouuh experience with Governnents not based upon the consent of the
ij0vernedl

This

indee~:

is a. curious }?roj!osal cvminiS froD the Soviet Foreiun l..l inister

who at the sene tine cOD)ln.ins that the West Berliners are now being lleprived by the
Western 20wers of ri 0hts contained in the Charter of the
One final

,,~efect

in the Soviet plan shoulJ. be note.].

Unitc~

Nations.

In a.. . . .J.i tion to tIle

Western cilitary presence, West Berlin owes its vic.bility to its }?olitical,
eCCJl1or.lic

o.n(.~

social ties with the Fec:0ral Rel,ublic of

Gerl~;any.

The entire thrust of the Soviet plan for ·Nest Berlin cuts into these ties anl
is clearly int,en.1e.1 to esto.blish a situo.tivn which will be but c. "way-station" on
the roaJ to the l)referl;ed. Soviet solution - thut of annexo.tion of West Berlin by
the cOIJr.mnist controlle(l authori t;y in

~ast

Gernany.

It seens to us that the tern "Free City" is a cOLl,)lete misnoEler.
There would be no freedom in this new status for the West Berliners end the new
status woule: not cover a city but only a trunce.te·.: two-thirJs of

0.

city.

The Soviet "second preference" pro:;?osal contains nothint; or :,Jractically nothin.s
different from the October 1958 Soviet proposal for
(as mod1fie1 subsequently by 1~. Khrushchev).
not

ap~ee.r t~ p~~e

cho.nGin~

the

re~ine

in West Berlin

In this pro?osal the Soviet Union does

any effort at all to meet the views of the Western Powers, with

resvect to the essentiality of a clear maintenance of present Western ritiht.s in Berlin.
It cannot forn a basis for any solution of the Berlin issue raised by the USSR.

J&SJ

&
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In rejectinG the USS&'s second preference "Free City" pro:;;oso.l the
Westeru Fowers do not I::1O.intain that the ))resent situation is ileal.
say that it cannot be

in sooe respects.

io~roved

In our concentration on Berlin we

~erhaps

inportant aspects of the Western Peace Plan.
Jan~Grous

one at that, tu believe that &lY

reachel in the fnce of a cODflete
continuin~

\fe do not

have tended to overlool. the other
It would be an illusion, and a

lon~

ranGe Berlin solution can be

un the central problem

iQ~asse

~~~inJ

for

Euro?ean insecurity - that of a diviJed Gernany.

The heart of the Western Peace Plan lies in its comprehensive ;roposal for
the i:;radual reunification of Gerl'i1any.

The :2lan

l~akas

provision as well for

European security and concooitant aras contra! noves - and for an interio Berlin
solution.

But the continued

lan~erous

in the way of real pro 5ress on

division of Germany ?laces

~ro~osej

in the Western Feace

obstacles

security, arBS control and Berlin.

~uropean

llilification of Gernany is still our main task.
solution

~reat

~lan

be seen to offer reasonable answers to the

Ne

The

are confident that the

will stand the test of history and will

~reat

problems raised by the continuing

division of Gernany.
It seems clear fron the worldwide ap;reciation which the
has received that the Eoviets' clain that it is but

0.

~estern

Peace Plan

device to tienerate

disa~eenent

has Det the reception it deserveJ.
And so let us continue to look at these matters in parallel.

In tryin8 to

ioprove the Berlin situation for the interin we l;lust not do anythinf; to put off
tho day when GerL1any is reunifie,l.

And in our strivinG for GerGan unity we must

not ?rejuuice the position of West Berlin.
What is the illterin Berlin

l'ro~)oso.l

contaiuoo. in the :'iestern Peace i'lo.n?

It

"TQuld in o.'-:vance .)f final reunification 01 Gerr.mny j?err:rl.t the unification of the
separated parts of

~erlin.

Free elections would be held throuJhout the city.

The

four Powers would Juarantee the freeion of the city and access thereto pending the
reunification of
~hase

of the

Gern~lY.

Weste~il

These

Peace Plan.

hap~y

developDents woull

Their

)lace in the very first

ta~e

accom~lishLlent woulJ

be

0. ~ood

harbinger of

that greater unity which under our Plan would follow shortly thereafter for all of
Gerno.ny.
The USSR Jave short shrift to the whole Western Peace }lan as well as its
all-Berlin rroposal.

On 31 May we read in the Press that

Tirana in Albania, and I quote:

1~.

IGirushchev said at

.U&t

,.,$M

--

"- $
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"The 'I-:;.:Joint ilan tabled by l/Ir. Eerter::aes not contn.in c, sinGle
elenent

These pro,osals n.re not

f~r ne~0tin.tion.

finJ a correct solution with a view to

achievin~

bn.Sd~

on a desire to

that relnxn.tian of

internatiol1nl tension which all the peoples so anxiously nwnit.1!
Forei~n

iiinister

GroL1Y~,~o

said in a plenary session of this conference, ;2 J-une:

"Unfortunately, this statel'lent could not fail to e,ive rise to a feelints
of ?rofoun~ ~isa~~ointnent.

(This is the statement th~t I had naJe.)

It

only strenGthened our view that the Governments of the tLree Western Powers
continue

'~0 a:~here

t:.; :?osi tiona which offer

n~

basis for the

at'~ainment

of an

ac.>reeGlent."
What then is the present situation?

The

riGhts in nnl to Berlin still )uts forwari its
S0ne I:1onths a:;o.

It

~roposes

in fn.vour of the Soviet pllli1.

that the

ussa
II

~.lfestern

while

sec~n':i. ~:;.reference"

existinG Western

l)lan n.s unveiled

Powers abandon their :present rights

This we will not Qo.

iEll;osinc a new status on the ':Test Berliners

reco~nizinG

a~ainst

~e

will have no share in

their wilL

Such a new re!jine

would nake GerDan unity Dore lifficult to achieve since it wou12 establish still a
third Jart of Gernany.
However, we rec-J;:,nize our resI-onsibilities f-)r ::eej:,in.; frictions between our
tw'o systens to a nininun.
can be u source of friction.
Unio:i1 f::>r

S:Xh:

We

reco~nize

that Berlin, because of its unique situation,

:'Ie are willinG to search in

reci)rocal im)rovenent in

tl~e

GOo~

fai tb. with the Soviet

Berlin siJ,juation.

Iiowever, it should

be very clear tl:c"t nny io:;.)rovenent arral1--.:e::lent Dust neet these criJ"eria:

a) respect

for existin 5 Western ri;hts of rresence anJ access to Berlin ani existin6 asreements
concerninb such riGhts sinco the western )resence is essential to oaintain Vest
Barlinfs

free~~oo;

cj naintennnce of

b) no recoGnition of the so-callei Gerunn Deo-Jcratic Republic;
~est

Berlin's political and econooic ties with the

~est.

III
S~l'Juld

we accept the Soviet's Free City proposal?

lfTe cn.nnotforbet that this

is not the first tine that the Soviet Union has triei to put an enQ to a really free
Berlin.
into the

Only tb.ree years after the war the USSR tried to starve
acce~tance

t~e

Free Berliners

of a way of life which the Soviets woull dictate.

One renembers

now thn.t the Soviet1s excuse then was that technical 2ifficulties woule not permit
food ::>r other traffic to flow into Berlin fran West Geruany.

This tiDe a more subtle

a!;.::r::>Gl-ch is beLl", attel.1pte.l - the justification Given is quite as
rela;~

tensions, to remove ILJ.anserous situations ll , to ene",. an

events of life ::.)assec1 byll.

trans~)arent

occu~ation

- to

which lithe

us
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Our reading of recent history indicates that the proposed "Free City' would be
but a disguise for

grad~al

smothering of West Berliners l present freedom.

no one was really fooled by the "technical difficul ties~' alibi.

In 1948

In 1959, no one

is being fooled by the fair label ufree city".
This is no time to resort to a breach of solemn international agreements under
"

the guise of "relaxation' of tensions".

If the Soviet Government will exercise the

necessary degree of responsibility and recognize the legitimate rights of other
nations, the situation in Berlin may develop in a tole=able fashion.
Today the world judges nations by their
international obligations.

willin~ness

to stand by their

The Soviet Government must recognize that Berlin is a

solemn testing ground on which its intentions with respect to its international
obligations

~re

being watched.

In these troubled times f peace with justice is tae
man can aspire.

gre~testgoal

to which

I hope the Soviet Union will be willing to demonstrate, by word

and by deed, that it is ready to move toward that great goal.

* * *
There is another phase of this same problem on which I wish to touch quite
briefly.

I had hoped that I would not have to bring up this subject but it has

been made so clear to us that unless it is part of this record there will be an
assumption from things taat have been said here that West Berlin is a hotbed for
all kinds of subversive efforts whereas the surrounding territory, and, in fact,
East Berlin, is completely free from any such intent or operations.
We have been forced to listen here to allegations that the Western Powers are
using West Berlin to carryon subversive activity and hostile propaganda against the
USS~,

the so-called German Democratic Republic, and other countries.
Now it is strange that the Soviet Foreign Minister should have been so

sensitive as to these alleged activities and at the same time should have neglected
to mention the highly objectionable activities conducted out of East Berlin.
should therefore like to place a few facts before this

I

confe~ence~

East Berlin is the site of one of the heaviest concentrations of subversive
and spying activities in the world.

On the part of the so-called German Democratic

Republic alone it is reliably estimated that 26,000

office~s,

directing more than

200,000 agents and informers, are engaged in such activities detrimental to the
interests of West Berlin and the Federal Republic, and countries beyond, including
Scandinavia.

.,&.,
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A mass of documentation supports tae fact that East Berlin has been systematically abused over many years asa center of subversion, kidnapping, spying and
numerous other hostile activities.
The goal of this centrally-directed effort at subversion is the complete
overthrow of the existing constitutional and social order in West Berlin and the
Federal Republic.
The recruitment of spies, agents and informers is done by every possible means,
including the threat of reprisals against members of families residing in the socalled German Democratic Republic.

The primary objective is, of course, subversion

and espionage, including industrial espionage.

But this is also part of a massive

effort to infiltrate the West Berlin Government and Allied organizations in West
Berlin as well as every other major organized activity, such as trade unions, works
councils and youth groups.

The very recent revelation of the existence of such a

ring of agents directed from East Berlin within the West Berlin and West German
Christian Democratic Union Party provides a good illustration of the scope of such
activities.
Innumerable acts of force originating in East Berlin have been carried out
against people in West Berlin.
The most sensational of these have been cases of kidnapping.

Our own

conservative calculations show therG have been at least 63 actual cases, 31 attempted
kidnappings and 21 probable cases sinoe the end of the war.

Although drugs were used

in a number of instances, most of these kidnappings involved the use of brute force.
A report just completed by the Senate of Berlin confirms our figures.
General subversive activities, incitement to sedition, and attacks on public
order, directed from East Berlin comprehend a vast variety of activities.

They are

aimed at subverting the existing social, political and economic order in West Berlin,
with seizure of control as their eventual objective.
lies and rumors and conduct whispering campaigns.

The East Berlin agents spread

They send anonymous letters to

wives or husbands to imply that their marriage partners are being unfaithful, or to
suggest any one of a number of slanderous possibilities.
by spreading false and contradictory reports.
threats or false rumors and reports.
organizations in West Berlin.

They seek to sow confusion

They try to create terror through

They make massive attempts to infiltrate

.-44
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In this vast effort they employ a great variety of means, including the use of
individual operatives, the use of the Socialist Unity

~arty,

which is still

permitted to function in West Berlin, and the use of various mass organizations with
headquarters in East Berlin, such as the "Free German Trade Union Organization", the
"Pree German Youth Organizationll and the "German Culture League".
East Berlin is being misused as the center of an extensive campaign of
slanderous personal vilification against the institutions and officials of the
Allies and of the German authorities in West Berlin.

use of lies as well as outright forgeries.

This involves the frequent

A good example of this is the current

campaign of vilification by Press and radio against myself, the Foreign Minister of
the Federal Republic, and other leading officials.
The fact that over 500 persons living or working in West Berlin were convicted
of treasonable activities in a period from 30 August 1951 to the end of 1958 - an
average of more than one e week

helps

illustrate the scope and purpose of this

attempt to subvert the existing order in West Berlin.
The apparatus of the so-called German Democratio RepUblic engaged in this evil
work includes the ministry for State Security, whose strength is 13,000 men.
1s the basic overt 'and secret internal security arm of the regime.

This

It also engages

in clandestine operations against the Federal Republic and West Berlin.
One of its sectors is called Foreign Sector - Intelligence, with a strength of
500.

The main mission of this bureau is to recruit espionage agents in the West.

Its chief targets are the Federal Republic and West Berlin.

Reoruited agents nre

used not only to produce information but also for disruption and political action.
Another seetor deals with counter-intelligence and has a strength of 12,000
staff members, in addition to 40,000 agents.

This seetor has two

prima~

missions.

Pirst is counter-intelligence and counter-espionage within East Germany, using
infamous informer system in all segments of society.

Second is penetration of

Western organizations, such as churoh organizations, West German parties and
milita~

and governmental offices.

This bureau specializes in kidnappings by

force or drugs and in coercing relatives residing in East

Germ~

into luring

refugees back to East Berlin where they are arrested.
Then comes the
Coordination.

~inistr,y

of Defense's office entitled Administration for

This is e cover designation for the mi1itar,y intelligence service.

--_£&-.
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It is responsible for clandestine

pro~urement

forces, especially the Federal Republic.

of intelligence on NATO military

It also uses coercion and corruption to

recruit agents, mostly in the West.
The ~inistry of Defens~ has another office oalled the Independent Department.
This is responsible for the subversion of the West German armed fcrces.
r

disseminates subversive
harassment operations.

prop~ganda

It

and engages extensively in falsification and

One example of this harassment is the sending of forged

Federal Republic death notices to mothers of West German soldiers.
The East German Mass Organizations also play a rOle in the unceasing effort to
subvert West Berlin and the Federal Republic.

They include the "Free German Trade

Organization!!, the IlFree German Youth Organization", the "Democratic Women's
Federation", the IlGerman-Soviet Friendship Society", nnd the "German Cultural
League".

All have special Western Sections whose primary functions are:

to

infiltrate parallel Federal RepUblic and West German groups, to reoruit sympathizers
and dupes, to promote

cornm~nist

subversive aims through massive written and oral

propaganda, and to send so-called instructors to the Federal Republic and West
Berlin on special assignments for agitation, disruption, and subversion.
The propaganda and agitation activity of Deutschlandsender, Berliner Rundfunk,
Freiheitsender and East German TV has been violent and slanderous.

Since this

conference began its output has risen in vituperation and fallen in ordinary
decency.
An organ of the SO-Called

Germ~~

Democratic Republic Council of Ministers

generates publications, Press conferences, designed to label the Federal Republic
as Nazi, militarist and

thir~ting

for revenge.

All levels of the so-called German Democratic Government, down to townships,
are given assignments to organize large-scale writing of propaganda letters to
Federal Republic and West Berlin individuals and organizations.
In addition to the State functionaries, at least 8,000 party

~nd

mass

organization officials are engaged full time in subversive operations against the
Federal RepUblic and West Berlin.

Many thousands more are employed part time.

It is difficult to estimate the vmount of money expended on these nefarious
activities, but it is conservative to say it totals many scores of millions of
dollars.

This is money that could well be spent on improving the standard of

living of the people of East Germany, which is noticeably below the standard of the
people of the Federal Republic.

M

¥
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I have given en all-too-brief description of a

situatio~

scandalous and dangerous.

It is a sad

conduct these activities.

Those men comprise the regime of

Democratic Republic,
republic.

an~

co~~entaxy

that regime is neither

which is both

on the ethics of the men who

Germp~,

t~e

so-called German

nor democretic, nor a

More important still, it is e revelation of the determination of these

men to achieve their objective by eny means at

h~~d.

And that objective is to

bring West Berlin and the Federal Republic under the control of an ideology which
teaches that any means is legal and good which serves to impose it on the other
peoples.
I sinoerely regret having had to

m~ke

ooncentrate on the major issues before us.
is not

un~elated

to these major issues.

these

~emarks.

We need so much to

But the matter on which I have spoken
And I would not have raised it here had

it not been for the repeated statements with regard to the activities thet are
being conducted in West Berlin and that are being considered a danger in the present
situation.

"T"
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I should also like to say a few words on the question of the possible
participation of Poland and Czechoslovakia in this

conference~

The question raised by the Soviet delegation is in my opinion more general
than that of the proposed participation of the two

countries~

Several countries are interestad in the settlement of the German problem.
Mr~

Herter has mentioned a number of them which are neighbours of Germany and

which were directly at war with that country and were invaded by it during the
period of

hostilities~

It is quite clear that the four Powers represented at this table are not the
only ones·interested in a German settlement and p in partieular, in the oonclusion

at a peace· treaty with

Germany~

When the time comes and the peace
signed not only by the four Powers

bu~

trea~y

is drawn up; it will have to be

also by the German Government and by all

the other countries which were at war with Germany at the time.
This is an obvious point and I should like to add that it is not
was in fact made tn a similar

manner~

new~

It

if not in the same terms, at the time

a good while ago now, but certainly some of us will remember it - when, atter
the war, we made the first peace treaties with Italy, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria
and

Finland~

The question of the participation of other States concerned was

raised at that time;

I refer to countries which would subsequently be called on

to sign a peace treaty themselves;
244

and over the years- it took two or three

q£.
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years - we settled this question on terms which the Soviet delegation will
certainly remember.

We started by asking the other countries concerned to send

us in writing their comments on the questions which interested them in the peace
treaties under consideration.

We then invited these countries to come and

r

express their views orally at meetings of the Deputy fuinisters whose job it was
to do the preparatory work in drawing up the peace treaties in

Then,

question~

in certain particularly important cases - I can remember at least one - we invited
the countries most concerned to come and express their views directly before what
was called at the time the Council of Foreign

~4inisters~

The case I have in mind

is the Trieste question in the peace treaty with Italy, where it was clear that,
apart from Italy, Yugoslavia was more concerned than anyone else, and in
particular more concerned than any of us.

During the last stage in the drafting

of the provisions of the peace treaty, Yugoslavia had been invited, along with
Italy, to come and state her views before the four Foreign

~inisters.

Finally, at a later period, once the four had finished their work and had
given the finishing touches to the draft
conference in

Pa~is

~reaty,

we all met together at

a.

peace

in 1946, where all the countries called on to sign the

different peace treaties came together and had an opportunity of discussing the
drafts and putting forward their views.

I may say that in many cases the drafts

which had been drawn up by the four Powers were modified so as to take into account
the views expressed by the other

countries~

I have not been saying all this simply to give a historical account and show
how learned I am, but in order to say that the question is not new, and that in
the past, the not so distant past, it was solved in ways which WBre at the time
deemed satisfactory by the majority of the governments concerned.
I recognize that in this discussion on Germany the question appears in a
somewhat different manner, first because a very

mu~h lo~ger

time has elapsed

between the war and this very moment when we have reached the point of discussing
the German settlement, artd because the question of the peace treaty is not the
only matter at

issue~

In reality there are other problems, even if there is a

refusal to deal with them.

High on the list of these problems is the

reunification of Germany, which is not the same question as that of a peace treaty,
and there is also, since the Soviet Government has raised it, the question of Berlin.

LU
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In my opinion all these problems are certainly bound up with the German
settlement and are certainly bound up with the future peace

treaty~

But they

are of a somewhat preliminary nature.
I shall be.more-rprecise on this point in a moment, but what I wanted to say
now was that in my opinion.we are not yet at a stage where we can start drawing
up a peace treaty, and consequently we are not yet at the stage where we would
normally invite other countries to express their views on a peace treaty to which
they would have to be invited to add their signature$.
In reality, at the stage where we are now, the main responsibility - as we
were reminded just now and as we have often been reminded in the past - the main
responsibility falls upon the four Powers which, after the end of the war and
following the capitulation of Hitler's Germany, took on the responsibility for
the government of Germany at that time and today still have the responsibility
for settling the German

problem~

I believe this to be true in a particularly striking way for the Berlin
question.
This question, as posed by the Soviet Government, is in reality an incidental
one, or a question of circumstances.

It exists because Germany has not yet been

reunited and because there is still no peace treaty consequent upon reunification.
The Soviet Government has told us that problems arise because of Berlin and will
continue to exist in the conditions that I have just mentioned.

But it seems to

me strikingly clear that the only countries concerned in this problem are the
four Powers which have special responsibilities in Berlin, which have certain
rights to station troops there and which have also certain rights over the
government of the city of Berlin in general, even if at the present moment that
city is cut into two parts, West Berlin and East Berlin, as a result of
differences among us which have been in existence for a long time

now~

I think it would be difficult to dispute the fact that the Berlin question
and also the question of reuniting Germany is the essential responsibility of the
four Powers, I should say almost the responsibility of them

alone~

I do not see how we can introduce Poland, Czechoslovakia or such other Powers
as may be equally interested in the general and final settlement of the German
question, like Belgium or Italy, into our debates on the subject of

Berlin~

_Q
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None of

this~

moreover, is new.

We have very often debated it together.

The

last time we had occasion to speak of it was at the Geneva Conferences in 1955.
Those two Conferences did not yield positive results.
everyone at the 1955

S~it u~eting

I note, however, that

- the Directive from the Heads of Government

to the Foreign Ministers shows this - agreed in saying that the responsibility
for settling the German question was the fundamental responsibility of the four
Powers.
Having said

this~

I find it necessary to look also at another aspect of the

problem, since the question has been raised by the Soviet
question is:

delegation~

The

who, when the moment comes, is entitled to be associated with a

German peace treaty or to be consulted in the discussions on such a treaty?
I entirely agree with what iir. Gromyko has said concerning the fact that
Poland and Czechoslovakia have in this respect every right to be consulted or to
be associated with the final drafting of the

treaties~

Poland in particular seems to me to have special qualifications in this matter,
since she was the first country, at
war~

t~e

beginning of the war, to be in fact at

the first country to be occupied and partitioned] and she is undoubtedly the

country which suffered most of all the countries which suffered from the war.
But as has already been said, there are other

countries~

It seems to me quite

clear that Norway, Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlan1s and Belgium also have
many claims to be associated - I should like to say every claim - in the German
settlement which will come into existence one day.
There is another oountry I should like to mention as well - I alluded to it
just now - namely Italy;

Italy seems to me also to have a right to partioipate in

working out the German settlement, and it is in our interest that she should be
associated in our

work~

It seems to me that it would be very difficult to exclude

from the German settlement, which will necessarily be of the greatest importance
for Europe as a whole and which will very probably also contain provisions the
effect of which will be felt on the organization of European security in general

it would be very diffiCUlt, I

say~

to exclude a country

which, even if she is

not a neighbour of Germany's, bas nevertheless considerable importance in Europe by
reason of her population, her geographical position, her historic tradition and
for all kinds of other reasons as

well~

4$
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These,

~ar~

Chairman, are the cOlIli11ents which I wanted to make very briefly

and which explain the position we took towards the Soviet Government when the
question was raised in the exchange of Notes that you

mentioned~

We said at the time,
that is to say in the last text which we sent:
,"
"The French Government considers that Poland and Czechoslovakia,
along with other States, are concerned in the settlement of certain
problems which will be dealt with at the Conference.
It is therefore possible to envisage the participation of other
countries at a certain stage in the

negotiations~

The French Government, however, considers that at the beginning
only the four Powers responsible for Germany should take part in the
illeeting" •
In other words, we, like you, recognize that Poland and Czechoslovakia have
the right to be heard, to make their views known and in the end to take part
in the decisions.

We think that other countries have the same rights, in

particular Italy, but we also think that at the present stage it would be best to
start by discussing among ourselves the problems which arise, both because this
is a good rule and also because there are certain questions which are really the
first responsibility, sometimes the exclusive responsibility, of the four Powers
represented at this table.
If you will accept our views, that is to say if you will agree to postpone
the decision to a later date when the right moment arrives - and it is difficult
at present to see exactly when that moment will arrive - you will make it possible
for us to enter into discussion now on the problems which are before us under the
best possible conditions.
I am well aware - you said this just now - that you did not raise this
question for purely formal reasons.

You said, moreover, that the custom and normal

rule in our work is that decisions must be taken unanimously.

In other words,

you are not raising the question because you feel that you need allies in this
discussion in order to support your position, and I entirely agree with you.
The experience of all these recent years has shown that the Soviet delegation has
no need of allies to defend its positions in the most forceful manner.

t
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For this reason, if there is no problem of

~hat

kind, and it seems to me

natural that there should be no such problem, I think that the best thing, finally,
would be, as we proposed in our Note and as I repeat to you now, to hold up the
examination of this pro~lem until later.

I

~
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I would like to say a word, if

~a.

Gromyko will allow me, in reply to hun,

since he has oalled me in question, although in a kindly
like to make two remarks.

I should

manner~

The first is that in the exchange of notes with

the Soviet Government we have never - I speak for the Prench Government - spoken
of the idea that the representatives of the two German Govermaents should sit at
the conference of Foreign iilinisters.;Ve have, i f my memory is oorrect, always
said that there would be "German advisers", who would be invited for purposes of
consultation.
~y

second remark is that I entirely agree that we should

reco~nize

that Germany is divided, that there are, if you like, two Germanys:
Eastern Garmany and there is a Western

Germany~

the fact

there is an

But from recognizing this fact -

which is a fact, and a patent one - to saying that the French Government recognizes
the so-called GoverwJent of Eastern Germany there is a step which, for my part, I
cannot manage.

'!fe recognize the Government of Western Germany, but we do not

recognize the regime in Eastern Germany, and we do not recognize in any way that
the designated representatives of a

Gover~~ent

this table, or rather near to this table.

which we recognize are sitting at

I say this as the representative at

the Frenoh delegation and not as Chairman of this m.eeting, but I should like to
make this clarification in reply to what our Soviet colleague has
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:Mr. Chairman,

. With your permission I would like to reply briefly to some of the remarks
that were made by our colleague, the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet
Union, in his statement yesterday afternoon.
I have no intention whatever of engaging in a controversy with

U~.

Gromyko,

but I think that some olarifioations are necessary, espeoially as we are now at a
stage of our oonferenoe where we explain our points of view to one another in an
endeavour to clarify them, and it seems to me particularly important, at this
stage, that there should be no misunderstandings between us.
Yesterday I had in faot the impression that a number of things whioh.I had
aaid in

8.

previous sta.tement on the Soviet Dra.ft or on the Plan of the three

Western delegations had not been fully understood by Mr. Gromyko.
Those are a few comments that I wished to make.

Mr. Gromyko was surprised that we - myself in partioular - should have deemed

.

unexpected the critioisms whioh he levelled against what we oa.11 our Peace Plan

and he said to us: 'Nevertheless, you have been well aware of the position of the
Soviet delegation all along; it has been stated repeatedly in the past, there ia
nothing that could be unexpected for you and you know that we do not at all agree
to the proposals that you have submitted and that beforehand we did not agree to
them.'
250
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That, I think, is beyond dispute.

We have, indeed, been aware of the position

of the Soviet Government for a long time and

espec~ally

after the exchanges of

Notes which have taken place since 27 November 1958, and we know hvw remote it is
from our position in regard to the German question and the solution of the German
problem.
But I should like to draw attention to two points;
we are

awar~ of.~he

~~3

first is that just as

point of view of the Soviet Government, so also the Soviet

Government is aware of our point of view and it knows that this point of view is
not the same as its own.
My second point is that we have met precisely beoause the points of view are
different, and we have met precisely in order to try to see whether there is any
possibility of our narrowing the gap between them so as to come to some agreement
or to some compromise that might consolidate, in one way or another, the situation
in Europe.

And seoondly, it is normal, since we are here to try to see whether

there is any possibility of finding something in common between us, that either
side should

s~ate

its point of view.

What surprised me personally the other day was not at all that Mr. Gromyko
should say that he does not

~gree

with the Plan submitted by the Westerners, but

rather the categorical manner in which he said so and the assertion that this
Plan could not even constitute a basis f'~r disoussion between us.
If it is not possible to take as a point of departure in our discussions,
either for our Soviet colleagues or for the Westerners, the positions of both
sides! I do not very well see what the subject of discussion can be.

Obviously

it is necessary - and it is what both sides are doing at present - that we should
state our views in regard to the solution,of the problems that had been raised,
and it is on this basis that the discussion should then be carried on between us.
Our Soviet colleague also said - and it is something I very carefully· noted that his delegation would do everything to try to find points of agreement, to
try to bring the points of view closer together.
For my part, I am very glad to hear it.

That is a very good statement.

I hope that it will enable us to find

some bases of agreement.
There is a 'but' however'

while this was said with a sinaerity which seemed

to me quite obvious, it was said in a context which was that of the Soviet
proposal concerning the peace treaty and the

co~secutive

question of Berlin.

e-
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Does that mean that the Soviet delegation is prepared to make concessions, to
show a conciliatory attitude in the discussion of its Draft Peace Treaty, provided
that we have aocepted beforehand its positions of principle and its point of
departure?

In other _words, is it a question of discussing a rapprochement of the
,.

points of view in ordar to implement the Soviet proposals or of discussing a
rapprochement of the points of view on questions of principle?
I note in this respect that at this stage of our oonference we have not yet
reach~d

the point of discussing texts;

we are at a stage where, on both sides, we

are discussing our positions of principle.

That, I think, is a very important

matter and I should be very glad to have on this point, if possible, some
clarifications on the part of the Soviet delegation.
That is the first comment that I wished to make.
There is a second which concerns the question of the peace treaty.

There, I

think that we have not been well understood by the Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the Soviet Union.

He said in his intervention of yesterday that I had stated the

other day that the question of the peace treaty did not arise; that there was no
question of a peace treaty; that matters were very well as they were and that there
was no need to conclude a peace treaty with Germany.

Here, I think, there is a

misunderstanding.
I have never said that the question of a peace treaty did not arise.

I spoke

of the conditions in which we should envisage a peace treaty and I said substantially
that as long as the situation in which we are continues, that is to say in a
situation in which there are two Germanys, plus Berlin, there is no reason to think
that it is possible, necessary, or even useful to conclude a peace treaty.

la. Gromyko said to me; 'But it was not the Soviet Government that invented
this question of the peace treaty; the question of the peace treaty derives from
the fact that we were at war with Germany, and if you go back into the past and look
for those who were responsible you will find that it is Hitler's Germany that is
responsible for the fact that the question of the peace treaty arises. I
I fully agree with him on that point.

It is obvious that if there is a question

of a peace treaty it is because we were at war, and if we were at war it was for
historical reasons whioh Mr. Gromyko has summed up in a word.
them and I do not need to hark back to them.
But what is the situation at the present time?

Everybody knows

.EU ''-_ ,. __._16..
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Mr~

Gromyko has told us that if we now made a peace treaty with each of the

two parts of Germany existing at the
advantages.

p~esent

we would obtain a good many

He cited a nmaber in the field of general policy, such as the

relaxation of tension in Europe.

Then he spoke of two particular questions which

are, in fact, of very;great importance.
following;

time

These two particular questions are the

first, our colleague has said that the conclusion of peace treaties

with the two Germanys will provide us with a very good basis for the reunification
of Germany;

and, secondly, the conclusion of a peace treaty will make Fossible

'the withdrawal of foreign armed forces and the liquidation of military bases,
thus

m~ting

a very considerable contribution to the consolidation of security in

the European continent.

Those are, in fact, two very important points on which

I think we should state our views very clearly.
The first point is that of reunification.

We have been told by the Soviet

side that the conclusion of a peace treaty is the oest way to
reunification of

p~omote

the

Germany~

That is not our point of view and we see matters differently, that is, we
understand in a different way what would be, from the point of view of the two
Germanys, the consequences of a peace treaty with each v£ them.

It is quite clear

that these consequences would be purely and simply the recognition of the regime
of the German Democratic Republic by those of the Governments represented at this
conference, and other goyernments which

w~uld

also sign the peace treaty, which

at present have no intention of recognizing it and have not done so hitherto.
I say by the way, and I do not at all wish to enter into a controversy on
this question, because it is quite useless, that we do not recognize the regime
of the German Democratic Republic, fundamentally because we do not consider it
to be a regime that represents Eastern Germany.

We do not consider it

representative because it did not come into being as a result of what we call
free elections.

But I say this by the way, I do not insist, and I merely wished

to mention that from the point of view of the reunification of Germany the only
consequence of two peace treaties with each of the Germanys would be, from our
standpoint, the recognition of the regime of the Gereen Dem0cratic Republic.
For my part, I do not think that, even if this recognition were possible, it
could move the question of the reunificativn of Germany a step forward.

It seems

.
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to me, on the contrary, that recognition of that regime would be a further step
towards perpetuating the situation which exists in Germany at the present
time and which, as everybody says and thinks, is unsatisfactory.
The second problem is that of the withdrawal of foreign armed forces and the
liquidation of bases, which would be a second happy consequence of the conclusion
of this peace treaty with the two Germanys.
That is indeed an important

question~

I am not sure, for my part, that that

is the right way to approach a problem which is an essential problem for peace.
This essential problem for peace is the problem of the balance of power in Europe.
In the imperfect world in which we live, I believe that everyone agrees in
reoognizing that one of the foundations of peace r so long as there is no true
peace, is the maintenance of a certain balance of power in Europe and in the world
at large.

I believe this is the only thing that can lead to a certain stabilization

of the relations between what we are nowadays still obliged to call the two
worlds, that is to say between East and West;

so long as these two worlds exist,

so long as there is what has long been lmown as the "cold war", it is not possible
to imagine that we shall find ourselves in a situation in which peace is assured
unless there exists a certain balance in the division of power between the two
worlds.

I believe this is particularly true as regards the continent of Europe.

Because of the war and the disasters which followed it, a great unbalance was
caused in the continent of Europe, in the importance of the different countries
of this continent, and in their

rela~ionships

with one

another~

I believe that

if we want to succeed one day in stabilizing the situation in Europe in a
lasting manner it will be necessary to act so as to establish the foundations
for a stable equilibrium in Europe.
yet exist.

These foundations, unfortunately, do not

This means that the equilibrium in Europe must of necessity be

maintained by other methods and other measures.

But the problem nevertheless

exists, and I do not think it can be regarded as though it were not the concern
of everyone.
I believe that it is in the interests both of the Soviet Government and of
the Governments of Western Europe that a balance of power should exist in the
continent of Europe;

that this balance of power should be, as it is at present,

ensured simultaneously by Europe and from outside Europe, or that it can one
day be ensured in a stable manner by a re-arrangement of the relations among

~i
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the different countries of the continent;

however it may be, I do not think that

it is·in anyone's interest to disturb the balance of power which exists at
present, has existed for fifteen years now, and has been shown by experience to
ensure, after a fashion, the stability of the continent.
Since this is

th~ case~

I do not think

t~at

the conclusion of two peace

treaties with the two Germanys would be a realistic or useful manner of
approaching the problem.

If there are

~lestions

to settle in this sphere it must

be done in another context, and I do not believe that such important questions for
the peace not only of Europe but of the world in general should be approached
through the subterfuge of these peace treaties.

I believe that these are

problems which are related to other problems r of a world character, about which I
might say in a general way that they are of the nature either of general
disarmament or of an overall discussion between
relations could be.

bo~h

sides on what our future

But once again I believe that it would not be wise to try

either to settle this problem, or to change abruptly the elements of this problem,
by bringing in

~iything

so artificial as two peace treaties with Germany.

Moreover, this is a question which we ourselves have considered.
word about it the other

day~

I said a

When we drew up the draft which we have submitted

to this conference for the attention of the Soviet delegation we considered this
question.

In any case, we think that on the day when a settlement of the German

question comes about it will have to come on the basis of German reunification.
But no matter, settlement of the German question in any case raises very serious
problems for the balance of power in Europe, that is to say, for world peace,
problems which make it necessary that a certain number of questions in the sphere
of what is called European security and disarmament should be settled at the same
time as the German question.
Here, then, are the few general remarks which I wanted to put before my
colleagues, and in particular my Soviet colleague, in order to make explicit
the points which I perhaps did not make sufficiently clearly the other day.
There remains one point which Mr. Gromyko touched on in his speech yesterday,
and which I

ha~e

not yet mentioned.

I mean the allusions to a number of articles

in his Draft Peace Treaty about which I myself had spoken.

I do not want to reply

on this point because I believe that we have not yet arrived at a point here when
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we can discuss the Soviet ilraft Peace Treaty with the two

Germanys~

When I

spoke of a number of articles during my speech my purpose was primarily to show
in as specific a manner as possible the reasons why I thought that a peace
treaty with the two Germanys was pointless at the present moment, since in
reality, as I said againra moment ago, there are only two problems which remain
to be settled, namely, the frontiers of the reunified Germany and the military
and security problems, and these problems can arise only in the context of
German reunification.
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Mr. Chairman,

I propose to make a statement which will supplement the explanations already
given by my British and

~erican

collecgues with regard to the draft submitted by

the Western delegations.
Yesterday Mr.

Lloyd

Sel~;n

Mr. Herter has just spoken

abc~t

s~oke

about the question of reunifying Germany.

the p=cblemo of security and dicrarmament.

To

oomplete the series of explanations that we owe you in submitting our draft and
in asking you to examine it oarefullY7 we must further address you on the subject
of the solution that we

p=o~osa

in

reea~d

to Berlin.

I should like to say, first of all, that if we have mentioned the Berlin
question in our draft this is not because we thought that it was absolutely
necessary to do so.

We Mculd have oonfined ourselves to the

g~neral

provisions

which we have envisaged in respeot of reunification, and Berlin would have
naturally, and in a way automatically, found a place nmong those provisions, so
that at the end of the process it might again become the capital of a united
Germany.
We thought it necessary to

m~~e

special mention of Berlin because it was

found that in the various Notes whic4 the Soviet Government has sent us since
November 1958 the Berlin question was repeatedly raised, and in a manner which I
may without exaggeration
This Berlin

ca~l

ques~ion

insistent.

was raised by the Soviet Government in a way we did not

expect, for in the Notes which it sent us the Soviet Government said that it thought
253
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there was such a problem, that

~~ere

wes an abnormal situation in Berlin, which
c~~~erf

it sometimes oalled an abscess or a

abnormal situation as quickly as possible.

and

it

t~at

w~uld

be well to remedy this

nere was one of these urgent and ripe

problems which it was essential to solve.
We thought that sinoefBe=lin was the subject of anxiety on the part of the
Soviet Government

it was necessary, in the draft which we had to prepare for this

conference, to tackle the problem and to see if we could not try to settle it in
a special way, on terms which w0uld be cat:sfactory to everybody.
That is the reason why, in our genera: draft> we have a special chapter on
Berlin, which you will find as paragraph 2 in the first stage.

But as you can see

if you take note of this parp,erl1:!?h, the ::rteps we p:::-opose cover both the f:irst and
second stages that we had in

min~

for the process of German reunification.

Since this is the Chse, I should like to

spe&~

first about the legal aspect

of the problem, because the o·bhor c.c.y yo:! yoursGlf 7 Mr. Chairmn.n, raised this
question when, speaking on behalf of the Soviet dclegation, you told us that our
proposals were absolutely untenable,
Berlin from the territory of

bec~use

what we had in mind was to detach

ic celled the German Democratic Republic.

wh~t

There is a point of law hero, en which it is neceesary to be quite clear, for
we have not the same opiniorr as the
t~ink

SOvie~ deleg~~ion

- and there arc certn.:i.n texts

w~'lic~

on this matter.

We, indeed,

su.pport. our view - that a£ter the war

Germany was divided into five parts by the four occupying Powers.

There were four

occupation zones, whioh wore

~~d

moreover the diotriot of

all~catsa

G~eater

Berlin v

a declaration dated 5 June 1945 f Qut
provision~,

to

eac~

of the four Powers,

there was

I ihink the first text on this matter is

beio~e t~at,

in 1944, there were other

which even then referred to the spetial regime for Greater Berlin;

and, as you will remember, an Allied Control Authority was provided for at that
time, called in Russian the

~o~~~tu~~,

the four Powers mandated to

o~cupy

which was made up of representatives of

the four sectors of Berlin and having the

responsibility for jointly controlling

~ha aQ~inistration

of the city of Berlin.

This regime, of course, no longer exists at the moment.
very long tice ago.
and West Berlin.

Grea~er

It disappeared a

Berlin is in fact divided into two pnrts - East Berlin

Ea.ch of these l1?-s its

m~ni(ipal

by certain Powers which formerly occupied
authorities and West Berlin by tho

a'clt,hority and each is controlled

GJrmm~y:

America~}

East Berlin by the Soviet

British

~~d

French authorities.

xu
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But this development, which is

du~

to the unhappy circumstance of the too

numerous disagreements which have arisen among us these many years, does not
change the fundamental legal character of the situation, which

is~

so long as

there is no government for Germany as a whole and so long as things remain as
they are, that the whole of the territory of Greater Berlin is in a special
situation.

We now have in Germany, '?restern Germany, the territory of the Federal

Republic of Germany, whiQh is made up of the former occupation zones of the United
States of America, Great Britain and France, and we have Eastern Germany, which is
made up of the former occupation
special

thing~

~or.e

of the Soviet Union; and then we have this

the city of Greater Berlin, which is not attached to anything.

This is so true that so far as the three Western Powers are concerned, when
the Federal Republic of Germany was created nearly ten years ago, we took great
care to say to this new Federal Republic that the western part of Berlin, for
which we had and still have responsibility, must not be attached to it.
is something sui generis and it remains

sui~~

to this moment.

This

The

government of West Berlin has no direct link with the Government of the Federal
Republic of Germany.

The territory of West Berlin does not form part of the

territory of the Federal Republic.

Matte~s

have stood thus for the last ten

years, and we have never at any moment thought that they should change pending
the general settlement which will one day be necessary.

The point here is that

when we make a specific proposal in our draft for the settlement of Berlin we are
not wronging anybody.
present moment

We are only

t&~ing

the situation

as it still is at the

as our point of departure.

The second point that I would like to mention, without insisting on it
otherwise - but it is a point which has its own importance - is that, as you have
certainly noticed, the proposals we have put to you concerning Berlin are
proposals in the context of a reunification of Germany as a whole.
provided for special

arr~~gements,

We have

but the fact is that this reunification of

Berlin is to be brought about to some

ex~ent

in parallel with - a little ahead of,

but in parallel with - the reunification of Germany as a whole:

so that once it

was truly reunified Berlin would be an interim solution pending the reunification
of the two parts of Germany.

This would be an interim solution which would

anticipate the final solution, the object of which would be, while to some
extent keeping the four Powers in control of and with responsibility for Berlin
as a whole, to meet the anxieties which you have told us about on several ocoasions.

T
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I do not want to

s~y

that we admit that these anxieties

~re

well founded,

but I do mean that we have taken the trouble to allow for them, even if we may,
one way or

~nother,

debate about -them very objectively.

Here, then, is the spirit in which we have drafted our proposals.
need not spend a long timJ on ~he details of these proposals.

I think I

The suggestion is

that Greater Berlin be reunified, in anticipation, as I have told you, of the
reunification of Germany, by putting 3ast Berlin and West Berlin together under
a single government appointed through free eleotions.
want to mention is

tha~ eX~.~i,

But one point

th~t

I do

once this is done - that is to say, once
~

there is a government for the city of Berlin as

whole - just cs the four sectors

of Berlin would be reunited, so too would the four Powers meet to control this new
organization to the eJdent that would be

necess~ry.

For this we have drawn on a precedent which is as familiar to the Soviet
Union as it is to ourselves, the precedent of Austria.

We have provided that the

elected council of Berlin, which will have tIw task of administering the city, will
be subject to the supreme authority of the four Powers until German reunification
is achieved, and we explicitly state that this authority would operate according
to the same voting procedure as was in use in
partite regime.

Vie~~~

at the time of the quadri-

Until the final settlement of the Austrian problem, we did in faot

keep a right of control over the

administr~tion

of the city of Vienna by the local

municipal authority, and we thought when we drafted our proposal that the

~pplica~ion

of such a system to the city of Berlin would permit the Soviet Union to exercise,
jointly with the other Powers,
Berlin as a whole.

~

certain control over the situation in the city of

We did this in view of

t~e

fact that experience showed us that

this regime in the city of Vienna functioned, I believe, in a satisfactory manner,
without causing very great difficulty for any of uSo

That is the gist of what I

wanted to say on this Berlin matter.
To sum up, we propose to the Soviet

Gover~~ent

that it join us in resolving

the problem of Greater Berlin by reunification and by an appropriate measure of
joint control, which would give Gverybody the
entitled until such time as
German sovereignty over

reunific~tion

Germ~n

guar~ntees

allows the re-estnblishment of full

territory as a whole.

that if it was a question of reunification
city of Berlin, since this is really

to which eaoh may be

At the same time, we thought

it would be natural to start with the

t~e e~sie~t,

or, not to be too optimistic,

the less difficult thing, because in the first place it

~appens

that this is a

-_c.
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small territory, and secondly, sinoe the beginning, fourteen or fifteen years
ago, the two parts of the city of Berlin have after all kept up fairly olose
contaot with each other.

The inhabitants continue to oome and go, the Underground

continues to operata _aoross the whole oity, as do the surface trains, and all
r

this oonstitutes material oonditions which to some extent facilitate the operation
that we have in mind.
I think I have nothing more to sayan this matter, whiGh is on the whole
relatively simple.

Of course, like my colleagues, I am at your disposal if you

want to ask for further detail on the proposals which we are submitting to you.
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Mr. Chairman,
I should like to say just a tew words in oonnexion with the statement whioh
has just been made by our eolleague, the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union. I
have no intention of replying to the whole of this long statement, whioh I listened
to very earefully and which raises

ma~

problems.

In partioular, I shall say

nothing about the second part of this statement, which concerns a number of
provisions which are oontained or could be contained, if necessary, in the Draft
Peace Treaty with the two Germanys whioh has been drawn up by the Soviet delegation.
As I said a tew d~s ago, we have not got to the point of discussing the
clauses of a peace treaty. we are still, in my opinion, discussing the fundamentals,
that is to say, the prinoiples which must guide our work in connexion with a
settlement of the German problem as a whole, and we all of us here agree, I believe correct me if I am wrong - that this oommon ground has not yet been found.
The

~olDllent5

natu~ally

tha.t I want to make are for the purpose of clarifioation, and they

concern the question of the peace treaty.

Mr•. Gro~ko said the draft tabled by the three Western delegations showed that
we were hostile to the idea of concluding a peace treaty with Germany.
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In the present state of affairs - that is to say, with

Germ~

divided into

two parts - we for our part consider that the military questions and questions of
seourity were settled by us in
the Federal

Republ~c

agreement with our allies and in agreement with

of Germany, when several years ago - in 1954 and 1955 - we

defined the new military status of Western Germany.
knows, by means

~ftwo

We did this, as everyone

main arrangements at the moment when we accepted the

reconstitution, up to a certain point, of an army in Western Germany.

Moreover,

no one will dispute the fact that a great country like Western Germany must
necessarily have armed forces.

At the same time as we accepted these arrangements,

we first accepted the admission of Germany into the Atlantic Pact and then
concluded what are known as the Paris Agreements, which have been frequently
mentioned here, whereby the limits to be set to the rearmament of Western Germany
were

defined~

I say that this was defined in a special manner because it was done with
the full agreement and complete co-operation of the Govermaent of the Federal
RepUblic of Germany, and in a matter of this kind this condition is not only
useful but necessary.

If we want to formulate arrangements of a lasting nature

it is essential that they be accepted with good grace by the country to which
they apply.

In this particular case, not only were these arrangements accepted

with good grace but some of them were even made on the initiative of the Government
of the Federal Republic of Germany.
replied to me:

~~~

Gromyko has with good reason twice

'But we do not know these Paris Agreements.

First, we do not

consider them satisfactory and, secondly, the Soviet Union is not a party to them
and consequently does not know what they are about, and they do not give her any
special guarantee in relation to a situation

w~ere

these Agreements do not exist.'

I may note in passing that the Soviet Union is, indeed, not a party to these
Agreements;

nor is the United States of America a party to them.

These are

Agreements which have been concluded between seven Western European countries
and which are, in a way, their

property~

We reached agreement with Great Britain,

Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, the Federal Republic of Germany and
Italy, to define this regime, the principles of which I mentioned just now.
Again, as I said, it is true that the Soviet Union is no more a party to these
Agreements than is the United

States~

For my part I believe that they represent

at present an entirely satisfactory solution to the question of the conditions of
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a military nature which can be envisaged for Western Germany as it is at the
moment, that is to say, in the absence of German reunification.

It will not be

in place to raise the problem of the future until the territorial status of
Germany is altered, that is to say, until the two parts of Germany are united in
a single State.
This is evidently not the opinion of the Soviet delegation, and when I have
expressed it on several occasions in the past, Mr. Gromyko has replied that it
does not satisfy him and that it is necessary, in order to counter the danger of
militarism and revanchisme in ~estern Germany, to have a peace treaty such as the
Soviet Government proposes.
This brings me to the question that I wanted to put quite simply and

fraru~ly:

is this, in a word, the reason why the Soviet Government puts so much stress on
asking us to conclude a peace treaty with the two parts of Germany?

In other

words, is it the case that the Soviet Government's interest in this peace treaty,
in the absence of reunification, lies in a desire to extend a certain degree of
control by its Government over the military status of the Federal Republic of
Germany?
This is what I myself

h~ve

inferred from the very full and frank

explanations we have been given by cur colleague from the Soviet Union.
In this case the reace treaty appears rather differently from what I, for
my part, had imagined and from what I mentioned at the beginning of my speech:
I mean it no longer looks like putting a final seal on a political settlement, not
only for Germany but even for Europe as a whole, because the final settlement of
Germany will have consequences for the entire political shape of our continent.
It now becomes something different.

It becomes, in short, a matter of expediency

which the Soviet Government thinks it opportune to advocate for the reasons I
have mentioned.
I believe, and at the risk of repeating myself I must say it onoe more, that
it would be a mistake to take this road.

The peace treaty with Germany, when it

does come, will be a very important thing and there are two things which will be
particularly important in this treaty:

first, as regards procedure, the

provisions of this treaty should be accepted in a really free manner by all the
parties and in particular by the German Government, for that is the only way we
shall be able to make it a valid treaty, that is to say, a treaty which can last;
secondly, as regards substance - as I have already said twice - a peace treaty with
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a Germany that has been reunited and is in

thing for Europe.

i~s

final fonn will be a very important

The future of the whele Europecn continent will to some extent

depend on it; it will result in a new equilibrium - I am sorry to use this
expression again -

~n

the European continent.

European seourity as a whole will

turn on the settlement of .this matter, and consequently we must approaoh it very
seriously and in the conviction that we are

~oing

something essential for world

peace.
I do not think that to sign a peace treaty with the two parts of Germany,
partly for reasons of

expedien~y,

would be anything of comparable nature or

importance.
This is one further argument that I should like to put to the Soviet
delegation in order to try and explain to them how the Frenoh delegation is
approaching this truly essential problem.
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I should like to

m~~e

some remarks on the Soviet Foreign Minister's statement.

What I have to say will, of oourse, not constitute a reply to that statement as a
whole, as you yourself said,i,:r. Chairman, in connexion with your own speech.
There were many things in r.il". Gromyko I s speech and I shall need some further
reflection before replying to all that he has said.
by the fact that you,

i~r.

intended to make myself.

Chairman, have

alrea~

1~

remarks will be made easier

made certain comments which I fiad

I do not want to repeat these, especially as I should

certainly do so in a much less satisfactory way than you yourself expressed them.
h~

few remarks are as follows:

First I was struck by the somewhat dramatic picture which
of the present situation in West Berlin, which he

m~tcs

~r.

Gromyko painted

out to be a centre for

intrigues, agitation and espionage, a sort of an advance post in the cold war; all
this, he says, is creating a state of instability, uncertainty and danger in the
Jniddle of Europe.

Moreover, in previous explanations, Er. Gromyko had explained

to us at length his anxieties oVer the possibility that there might be incidents
resulting from the fact of this abnormal situation in West Berlin, which

essenti~lly

derives from the fact that for fifteen years after the war, against all reason, the
state of ocoupation has baen maintained in that part of the former capital of
Germany.
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I have noted this statement carefully and I intend to

thi~t

about it.

There

is, however, one comment which immediately springs to mind, namely, that this regime
has now been in existence for fourteen years and to my knowledge there has been only
one event, one occasion which has given rise to a serious incident.

Th~t w~s

when,

ten or eleven years ago, in 194·"; and 1949, the Government of the Soviet Union
instituted what was called at the time the blockade of Berlin, which did indeed
create a serious situation in Europe and in the world in general and which for a
year was a source of grave anxiety.

But this did not result from incidents,

machinations or activities which either the occupying forces in West Berlin or the
inhabitants of West Berlin could have provoked.

Since that affair, which was

happily ended by agreement among the four Powers, I believe that no grave or even
serious happening has occurred in

W~st

Berlin.

There may have been incidents of an

everyday kind, but these are things that llurpen everywhere in the world, and I do
not think that peace has thereby been endangered at any moment; the proof is that I am still speaking from memory and subject to confirmation - I have no recolleotion
of the Soviet Government's having made any approaches or protests to the three
Western Powers which have troops stationed in West Berlin, or of its having undertaken any action whatsoever to try and put an end to incidents or situations which
might have become dangerous to world peace.

In reality the problem came into

existence in a somewhat unexpected, a somewhat abrupt, a somewhat sudden manner at
the end of 1956 when the Soviet Government sent its first Note, which indeed raised
in dramatic fashion the question on which

li~.

Gromyko has just expounded to us, in

broad outline, his Government's point of view.
At the time I refer to, that is to say six months ago, and on many occasions
since then, this question of Berlin was raised by the Soviet GoverDQent under
conditions which I might call rather peculiar, in the sense that at the same time as
the Soviet Government was putting before us proposals for the establishment of n
Free City in West Berlin, proposals which were to end the present dangers, it was
accompanying its proposals with the statement that if they

w~re

not in the main

accepted by the Wostern Powers, the SoYiet Government would on its own account take
measures, not to put into effect all its proposals, but to put into effec, that part
of those proposals which lay within its control.

That is to say, for the Soviet

Government it was a matter of freeing itself from the responsibilities which were
incumbent upon it under the terms of our agreements for

~uaranteeing

between the western part of Berlin and the western part of Germany.

freedoQ of access
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I must admit - and I do so willingly and with satisfaction - that at no point
in his speech did our Soviet colleague revert to that idea; but I am obliged to say
that there are other views being expressed in the name of the Soviet Government in
different countries
a different manner.

in-~rope

and that we sometimes hear the question expounded in

For us this is a source of anxieties that I cannot conceal,

and if it is possible I should be glad to have some cOffiQent on this point frqm our
colleague.
I do not want to labour the point! and at all events we are now here at this
conference table engaged in negotiations.

Until a few days ago these negotiations

were directed, as both sides frow the start intended they should be, to the settlement of the Gorman problem as a whole.
view at length.

¥e have all of us put forward our points of

I think that the discussion has not been useless, but we have now

arrived at a point where we must
moment, come closer together.

reco~nize

that our positions have not, for the

That is why a few days ago we El.sked hIre Gromyko.

what we were now going to do, and Mr. Gromylto replied very simply, 'Well, let us
talk about the Berlin question l

We said to him 'Tell us what you have to say on

•

this question of Berlin, explain to us what is worrying you on this matter and what
your claims are and we shall listen to you, we shall try to understand your point of
view; and if there is a possibility of our coming to

~n

arrangcQent we shall not

refuse to do so, because we h~v.e one wish, namelY1 to see that no incidents or
difficulties can occur, and if there is really a risk of incidents or difficulties
from Berlin, let us see-what we can do to remedy this for the sake of peace and
security in Europe' •
Incidentally, this is a rather different position from that which our Soviet.
colleague took just now, in a very categorical maJ;lIler, on the subject of what we
ourselves have proposed on Berlin.
Berlin - which is nevertheless a

He has told us, with regard to our position on

~uite

natural one - just what he told us about

our position concerning Germany as a whole,

n~lely

that this position did not even

provide a basis for discussion.
This being so, and since we have arrived at this point in our negotiations,
there is one thing that must be avoided above all, namely that there
misunderstandings among us.

sho~ld

be any

One such misunderstanding could be the assumption that

since we did not refuse to discuss the Berlin problem we ere in agreement with the
Soviet delegation's premises, namely that the occupation status and the present
regime in Berlin are to be condemned and taat they must be renounced.

m
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The occupation status is certainly an abnormality; but, as Mr. Selwyn Lloyd
said a moment ago, everything is abnormal in Germany, and I cannot see that this is
particularly more abnormal than the other things we can observe on German territory
and which remain

unsettledrfift~en years

after the war.

which has been put before us a normal solution.

Nor is the Soviet position

It is no more normal to have a Free

City of West Berlin, not occupied by the three Western Powers, than to have one part
of the city of Berlin occupied by these same three Western Powers, as at present.
As this is our position, the question raised by the Soviet delegation - namely,
how to find a compromise - must be judged on its merits.
In the discussion which we are now having - which has in fact been going on for
the last forty-eight hours - the term "compromise" is not appropriate, because a
oompromise is something intermediate between the demands of one side and the demands
of the other, and it happens that in this matter we are not demanding anything.
did not raise the Berlin question.
altered.

We do not

thiru~

We

We are not asking that the present status be

that it is causing any very special danger to world peace

and to the peace of Europe in particular.

All that we are saying is that we are

ready to examine such proposals as the Soviet Union has to make, in a generous and
peaceful spirit.
Again on this question of principle, of point of departure, I do not think there
can be any misunderstanding between us, because in the various exchanges of Notes
which took place before this conference met the positions were very clearly stated
on both sides.

I will cite by way of example only the French Government's Note of

31 December 1958 in reply to the first Note from the Soviet Government dated
27 November; in that Note we said very clearly that the proposal to make West Berlin
a Free City was from our point of view unaoceptable, as was the idea that the
Western garrisons in Berlin should be withdrawn.
In fact the establismJent of a Free City, which would be demilitarized, that
is to

8&Y

evacuated by the Western troops which are at present stationed there,

would amount -

W~.

Gromyko mentioned this

~d

I

hav~

indeed said it already - to

creating between us in a more or less formal manner a third German State and thereby
reverting in an indirect manner to the procedures which were previously proposed to
us for settling the German problem as a whole; I wean the procedure of a peace
treaty with different parts of Germany.

It would be a State which, because it

would be demilitarized, would in the long run obviously be at the mercy of the
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German authorities in the eastern part of Germany and behind these authorities the
Soviet Government.

This is a point that we must not overlook.

c,Ir. Gromyko, moreover,

has himself said that the best solution to the West Berlin question would be its
absorption by the Deutsohe Demooratische Republik.

That is a statement which gives

"

me cause to think, and m~tes me feel that the present status of Berlin, even if it is
an old one, is not so out of date as might be thought, and the guarantees which we
are offered for maintaining the present way of life in West Berlin are, as
Mr. Selwyn Lloyd has well said, paper

guara~tees,

the presence of three small Western garrisons.

and a very different thing from
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ON THE NEW PROPOSALS OF THE SOVlir GOVERNMENT WITH RmARD
, TO THE QUESTION OF WEST BmLIN AND AN ALIr-GEaltIAN COMMITTEE

10 June 1959
The Meeting of Foreign Ministers is exa.mining ;:,wo important quest,iolls - the·
conclusion of a peaoe treaty with Germany and ;:'he Berlin problem.
of these
Eu~ope,

que~tions

would be of enor:mous:si"ni,ficance in consolidating pe&ce,in

.&Ild not. only in Europe.

On both tpese

que~tions

the Soviet

proppsals for the consideration, of the
~d.

'fI.."proposal to

giv~

.Gover~ent

~eeting

has put .fpn-ard specifio .

- a Draft

Pe~eTreaty

tr~aty, ~he

•.

~owerson

The

with

Ge~many

West Berlin the status of a demilita.rized Free City., In'

the course of discussion both on the Berlin question and on the
,"

The settlement

Soviet side has gone some way to

~eet t~e

qu~stjon

of a peace

point of view of the Western

a number,. of essentia.l points.
Fre~-ch,

Un;i.·ted States and United Kingdom delegations, however,. have in

fa.ct, preferred to evade the quest jon of a peaqe treaty, since they have not shown
any desire. to examine the most important points in the Soviet DrattTreatyontheir
merits. ,nor ha.vethey put ;forward. on their own aCC9un:t any
the "cpntent of apeaoe
, We

ha.v~

t~eaty

proposalswh~tsoever ~

with Germany.

,already spent a fairly

oonside~able

time in 'discussing the

Berl~n

question, . or more prec·isely the question of ,the· sUuation in West, Berlin.,
Unfortunately, it

isimpo~sib~e

question either.

The

mai~

to say that there has been any success Qn this

o.bstacle here is that the Gov;ernme-nts ,of ;the United

States of Amerioa, the United Kingdom and France are doing their utmost to maintain
262
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at all costs in West Berlin an occupation regime which has long ago outlived
its purpose and which has led to the fact that today, fourteen years after the
end of the war, the situation in West Berlin has become dangerous and n source
of oonstant international

We have spoken about this more than onoe

~ension.
r

and for the time being there is no necessity to dwell on the point again at length.
The Soviet Government is continuing to make efforts to obtain a mutually
acceptable solution to the West Berlin question and also to the question of a
peace treaty with Germany - the two questions for the
present conference was

el~amination

of whioh the

convened~

In its e~torts to contribute'to the success of our negotiations the
Soviet Government has taken yet nnother important step in this

direction~

We

are submitting, for examination by the participants in our conference, new
proposals by the Soviet Government, which have been agreed with the Government ot
the German Democratic

Republic~

These proposals are as follows:
The USSR, taking into account the position of the Western Powers, is
prepared not to insist on the immediate and complete abolition of the occupation
regime in West B'erlin.

The Soviet Governraentcould agree to the provisional

maintenance of certain occupation rights of the Western Powers in West Berlin, ,but
on condition that such a situation would exist only for a striotly limitedperiud,
nnmely one

year~

During that time the two German States WQuld make arrangements for the· establishment of en all-German committee composed of representatives of the German':Dembore.tic
Republic'and the Federal Republic of Germany on a basis' of parity (one ·to
The

commi~tee

une)~

must help to bronden and develop contacts between the Germon

Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic ot Germany, discuss··and prepare
concrete measures for the unification of Gerinany, as well; a.s examine questions
connected with the preparation and conclusion of a peaoe treaty

with'Germ~~'

Should the proposal for the establishment of the committee 'be Unacceptable
to one or· the other German Sta.te, then the four Powers could recommend the
Governments ot both German States to choose a form of co-operation acceptable
to them with

~

view to solving·the

probl~ms

referred

to.

¥M
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In order not to postpone indefinitely the conclusion of a German peace treaty,
a definite period should be set for the work of the all-German committee or some
other body, namely, one year, during which the committee or some other body must
reach an agreed deoision in regard to the questions of a peace treaty

~~d

the

unification of Germany.
The provisional recognition of certain

o~cupation

rights of the Western

Powers in West Berlin is possible if agreement is reached cn an interim settlement
of the West Berlin question on the basis of the following provisions:
(a)

the Western Powers shall reduce the number cf their armed forces
and armaments in West Berlin to token contingents,

(b)

all hostile propaganda from the territory of West Berlin against
the German Democratic

~epublic

and other socialist countries shall

cease;

(0)

~ll

organizations in West Berlin engaged in espionage and subversive

activities against the German Democratic Republic, the US&i and
other socialist countries shall be liquidated;
(d)

the Western Powers shall undertake not to locate in West Berl~n
any atomic or rocket installations.

In the event of the conclusion of the aforesaid agreement the Soviet Union
is prepared to agree to the maintenance of the communications of West Berlin

with the outside world in the form in which they now exist.
Such an agreement as a whole, including the question of maintaining the
communications of West Berlin with the outside world, would constitute
proVisional status of West Berlin.

t~e

This status could be guaranteed, firstly,

by the four Powers (on the basis of the protocol on guarantees submitted by the
Soviet delegation) and, secondly, by the Government of the

Ge~~an

Democratic

Republic, which has eJ~ressed in principle its agreement to respect the agreed
provisional status of
approp~tate,

~est

Berlin.

If the Western Powers consider this

the question of guarantees could be settled either in a joint

agreement on the provisional status of

~est

Berlin or in a separate document.

Either document could be registered in the United Nations.
If agreement should be reached on giving West Berlin the status of a
demilitarized Free City in accordance with the proposal previously put forward
by the Soviet Government, then the guarantees in regard to the unimpeded
communication of the Free City with the outside world would be maintained so long
as the

unif~~ation

of Germany has not been achieved.

*'--
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In order t08upervise complianoe with the obligations arising out of the
aforesaid agreement on the provisional status of West Berlin for the ?artios
thereto, the Soviet Government ?ro?oses the establishment of a supervisory body
composed of representative.s of l11"1e United states, the USSR, the United Kingdom
and France.

"

This body would have to keep a watch to ensure that there is no

violation of the agreement in regard to the aforesaid questions on the part of
West Berlin, and take appropriate measures to secure the implementation of the
agreement regarding the provisional status without in this connexion affecting
the sovereign rights of the German Democratic Republic.
The Soviet delegation must declare that if the Western Powers do not
accept to carry out the minimum measureS we have indicated in regard to West
Berlin within the transition period of one year, the Soviet Union will not accept
to confirm its agreement to the continuation of the occupation regime in West
Berlin.
If the Western Powers or the Government of Western Germany obstruct the
achievement, within the period indicated, of agreed solutions to the questions
relating to the conclusion of a peace treaty, then the Soviet Union, along with
other interested States which fought against Germany, will be compelled to sign a.
peace treaty with the German Democratic Republic.
This step would be forced on us, inasmuoh as it would prove impossible,
because of the position taken by the Western Powers and the Federal RepUblic of
Germany, to conclude a peace treaty with the two German States or even with a
confederation of these States, should they form one, as well as with these States
t.hemselves.
Such is the content of the new proposals made by the Soviet Union, which it
puts forward in the light of the exchange of views which has taken place here on
the questions under examination.
As the Head of the Soviet Government, Mr. IChrushchev, has already stressed
more than once, and as the Soviet delegation has stated here, the USSR is
sincerely concerned to reach agreement with the Western Powers, and is concerned
to find a solution to the questions we are discussing, on
agreement.
Geneva.

~

basis of mutual

It is indeed for this purpose that the Soviet delegation has come to

The Soviet Union is consistently striving for an agreed solution to the

Yest Berlin question and for a peace settlement with Germany.

«
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We have been guided by preoieely this ~esire ~n ~ringing forward the new
proposals

w~ich

I have catlined.

If these proposals were implemented, what would be the consequences for the
situation in

German~

and in Berlin?

Let us first tu~n to the proposal for an all-German oommi~tee.
The idea of establishing such a committee should not, we feel, be alien to
the Governments of the Western Powers, which have themselves spoken in favour of
the establishment of such a body.
of the

recommend~tion

words to deeds,
the final

nn~

We consid3r that the adoption at our conference

to establish an all-German committee would mean passing from

would give a good start to the preparntion of conditions for

set~lemcnt

of questions affecting Germany.

Of course, there could be no other basis on whioh this committee could be
organized than that of parity between the

Government~

of the German Democratic

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany; this is the generally a.ccepted
procedure for any negotiations between parties with equcl rights.
The delegations of the United Sta.tes of America l the United Kingdom and
France have stctcd here more than once that thair
just and lasting peace

settl~ment

with Germany.

G07er~~~nts

The

wish to reach a

establis~~ent

of an all-

German committee charged with the task of helping to extend and develop contacts
between the German Democratic Republic and the FederG: Rapublic of Germany,
discussing

an~

working out specific measures for the unification of Germany, as

well as examining questions connected with the preparation and conclusion of a
peace treaty, would

m~~e

it possible to a70id breaking off the work on a peace

treaty, which has been started here

~n Genev~

and

~o

set the continuation of this

work on practical lines here and now.
We should

re~lize,

however, that one of the parties - and the present position

of the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany gives more than adequate
grounds for these misgivings - may try to
~ll-German

dr~g

out indefinitely the work of the

committee in fulfilling its tasks and may thereby postpone the

conclusion of a German treaty to the more and more distant future.

In order to

deprive those who are opposed to the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany of
this possibility, we consider it essential to stipul.te in advance that the a11German committee or some other body establbhed by

ag:..~eement

between the two German

States must reach an agreed decision with regard to the qUGstions of the peace
treaty and the unification of Germany within one year.

'-,0:;..
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It is clear that if the all-German committee were to work as it should and
both parties forming it were to show their gocd

intent~ons

and desire to reach

mutual understanding, then that very fact would meen that at the peace conference
one point of view instead of two points of vi.ew cculd be put forward on the part
of Germany.

Consequent~y,

even given the present position of the Western Powers

with regard to the representation of Germany during the preparation and signing
of a peace treaty,

t~ere

is nothing to prevent the green light from being given

for the final staGe of this work, the convening of a peace conference of states
whioh were at war with Germany.

At the same time, the proposal to give the all-

German committee definite tasks connected with the preparation of a peace treaty
with Germany, reflects the opinion which has been expressed by all those taking part
in this conference that the peace treaty mus·h not be dictated to the German people.
There can be no doubt that in the event of our reaching agreement here on
the establishment of an all-German committee a powerful impetus would be given to
efforts directed towards the rapprochement of the two German States.

Within the

framework of this committee, the two German States could agree on the development
and extension of the mutual contacts which the
essential.

Weste~n

Powers, to:; recognize as

The all-German committee would ensure the prerequisites to enable the

German people finally to reach a solution of their
restoration of the country's unity.

In this

c~ief

connexi~n,

national problem, the

we proceed from the

assumption that the Governments of the USSR, the United States of America, the
United Kingdom and France recognize it as right and proper that both German
States should reach agreement on the way to restore the unity of Germany.
The fact that one of the German States - the German Democratic Eepublic
has already spoken in favour of talks between the two German Governments and of
the establishment of an all-German body will make it easier to implement this
proposal.
We should like to give some further explanations also in connexion with our
new proposals on the Berlin question.
The Soviet Union has been and still is opposed in principle to the maintenance
of the occupation regime.

Even though we are nevertheless ready to agree to the

provisional maintenance by the three Powers of certain occupation rights,
provided some of the consequences and manifestations of the occupation regime in
West Berlin which are most dangerous to peace are eliminated, we are doing this
only for the sake of agreement.

It should be borne in mind that the aestern Powers

are not prepared at present to renounce their

oc~upation

rights in West Berlin.

&
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We must stress, however, that when the Soviet Government agrees to the
provisional recognition of certain occupation rights of the Western Powers and to
West

Berlinf~

maintaining its links with the outside world in their present form,

it has every reason
help bring about a

~o

expect that in return definite steps will be taken to

healthi~r

situation in Berlin immediately.

The steps which we have suggested represent the minimum that must be done,
in view of the real situation in Berlin and in Germany as a whole.
Reducing the numerical strength of the Western Powers' armed forces in West
Berlin to token

contingen~s

would mean a positive step in the required direction.

The value of this measure would consist mainly in the fact that it would constitute
evide~

of the Powers' readiness to work together towards normalizing the situation

in West Berlin for the sake of reducing international tension, and particularly
tension in Europe and in Germany.
The obligation to

refr~in

from locating atomic and rocket weapons in West

Berlin would provide
. . confirmation
. of the statements which the Foreign
. '

l~inisters

of the USA, the United Kingdom and France have made at this conference that there
is no intention of allowing West Berlin to be used as a military bridgehead for

NATO.
The cessation of hostile propaganda coming from the territory of West Berlin
against the German Democratic Republic and the other socialist states, and the
liquidation of all the organizations in West Berlin which are engaged in illegal
subversive activities against these States, are an elementary condition for
bringing about a calm situation in Berlin and normal relations between West Berlin
and the German Democratic Republic.
If the participants in our conference recognize that West Berlin must serve
not aggressive and subversive ends but the purposes of developing peaceful
co-operation between states, then the measures which we have suggested should not
meet with any objections.
The Soviet Government considers that it would be against common sense to
prolong the occupation regime in Germany fourteen years after the end of the war,
as well as against the interests of maintaining peace and reducing international
tension.
The main idea in the new proposals made by the Soviet

G~vernment

is to put

right an abnormal situation, in uest Berlin and in Garmany as a whole, which is
fraught with the dm1tier of military conflict.

.2M,.1..
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In suggesting a positive programme for the solution of questions affecting
Germany, including the peace treaty and Berlin, the Soviet Government is doing
everything possible to ensure the success of the

~eeting

of Foreign Ministers.

In this the Soviet Government has once again sho,vu its desire to find a solution
to the problems burdening international relations, so that the trenches which have
been dug in the "cold war" may be filled in for ever.
It is our

dee~

conviction that the position taken by the Soviet Union on the

questions under discussion here also reflects the attitude of the overwhelming
majority of the German people and of the peoples of other European oountries who
are disturbed by the fact that the absence of a settlement of these questions is
one of the basic causes of the "cold war" between Allies who fought together
against Hitlerism and defeated it at the cost of heavy sacrifices.
The Soviet Government expects that its desire to find a basis on which the
positions of the States interested in the question of a peace treaty with Germany
and the Berlin question can be brought closer together, and to achieve at this
present keeting tangible results in solving these questions, will meet with
support from the other partioipants in this conference.
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10 June 1959
Mr~

Chairman,
I listened to

~~.

Gromyko·s important speech with Jreat

interest~

That interest is hardly surprisinJ in view of the importance of the issues
which we are discussing - their importance for the peace and stability of the
wor1d~

I confess that I am surprised by

Mr~

Gromyko's

statement~

To say what he

ha.s said toda.y in the form in which he has sa.id it and at this stage of our talks
seems out ot tune with the spirit ot those talks.
During the ea.rly months of this year, in the spring and ea.rly summer, we

made some progress towards a detente, asconpared with the situa.tion as it was
in November and Decel!lber of 1958.
The time limit of 27 i:J.iay was removed; there
wa.s agreement to negotiate;

there was agreement on a

Forei&~

Ministers' meeting;

there was high hope of a. Summit meeting, although the realists knew that every
d1apute or difference between the

~rea.t

Powers could not be settled at a single

meeting.
That was the background against which 1, for my part, have approached the
formal and the private meetings during the past five weeks.
Western
of world

colleagu~s

shared

and that we had with us the good wishes

oplnion~

Mr. Gromyko's speech
it attitQde.
266

th~t ~pproach

I believe that my

tod~

I ma.y be wrong.

smaoks to me of

~ th~ent

- of a. take it or leave

I sincerely hope that I am.

But I believe in

- - - - - - - - -

----------._------------
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speeking in ve~y tJ:Bnk terms on these ()ccasi~ns~ If this is mee.nt a.s a Diktat
then ux~ G~omylto mistakes the cha.~aote~ ot the people to whom he is speeklng.
We a~e not impressed by that kind of approach.
We came here to negotiate ~ to explore the possibility of concessions for
counter-concessions.
We were prepared to examine very patiently our differences.
We wanted to explore areas of possible agreement.
I am convinced that such
areas of possible agreement d~ exist provided there is good will and good faith
on both sides.
That exploration has been taking place, slowly I concede, but in a good
atmosphere.

And I had high hopes of progress - of a limited success for our

ta.lks~

Toda.y's speech has come as a surprise.
Is it an abrupt indication from the
Soviet Union of the wish to tenainate our negotiations?
I sincerely hope tha.t
tha.t is not so.

ux.

Herter has a.naly,ed these proposals of the Soviet Union.
I agree with
that ana.lysis.
I have nothing to a.dd to it today but I shall want at a later meeting to
mclte my cJnsidered comments on the matters referred to in ~r. Gromyko's speech
and to express my opinion about the situa.tion in which we find ourselves.
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11 June 1959
ORIGINAL:

ENGLISH

STATEi.'!iENT OF THE HONORABLE CHRISTIAN A. HERTER,
SECRETARY CF STATE OF THE UNITED STATES,
ON BERLIN
DELIVERED AT THE SIXTEENTH SESSION OF THE FOREIGN l'rINIS':ERS

10 June 1959
I have listened with close attention to the statement which
has just made.

Foreign Ministers yesterday

~r.

mee~ing

of the four

Gromyko outlined to us the main points of his new

I then csked for a copy of the document from which he was reading in the

light of its signifioance.
study.

Soviet Minister

It contains an extraordinary proposal.

My surprise is not lessened by the fact that in the private
proposal.

t~e

I was told that no document could be made available for

The Soviet Foreign

~inister

wanted to unveil his proposal today in a plenary

session.
Let me say now categorically that Mr. Gromyko's proposal is wholly unacceptable
to my Government and cannot be taken as a basis for discussion.
It is unacceptable on two grounds.
First, because of its

subst~nce.

Mr. Gromyko proposes four conditions which the

~estern

Powers must accept in

order to maintain any forces in Berlin, even' for a limited period.
First, these garrisons must be reduced to what Mr. Gromyko has described as
"symbolic"

con·~5.ngents.

Their arms are also to be restricted.

I might here say

that 1 thought we had all agreed and assumed that 11,000 allied troops in a
community of Over two million people, surrounded by hostile te=ritory and ringed by

272
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nearly thirty East German and Soviet divisions, could only be described as symbolic.
~r.

Gromyko has stated on several occasions that they have no military significance.

But we are now told that they must be
~~y,

d~cstically

reduced.

the Soviet Foreign minister stipulates that all propaganda conducted

in West Berlin must be stoP?ed.

. No distinction

~s

made between legitimate newS and

comment, on the one hand, and hostile propaganda, on the other.

We have no

intention of curtailing essential freedom of speech, which is the proud possession
of the West Berliners and the envy of all who can read or listen in the Soviet zone.
However, we have made clear that we are prepared, consistent with this freedom, to
take part in reciprocal measures to.reduce tension in the Berlin area from this
source.

We note,

~oreover,

that there is no mention of curtailing the vicious

propaganda which emanates from East Berlin.
Thirdly, all orgar-izations in West Berlin engaged in espionage and subversion
must be liquidated.

I

pas~

over this curious proposal by reminding the Soviet

Foreign fuinister of the ugly facts and figures contained in my statement of 5 June
at this conference on the subject of massive Soviet end East German subversive and
terroristic orgenizations located in or operating through East Berlin.

We have

indicated, however, our willingness on a reciprocal basis to use our best efforts
to discourage activities in the Berlin crea which might threaten public order.
Final~~,

the Soviet Foreign

~inister

calls on the three Western Powers to

assume a unilateral obligation not to station atomic or missile facilities in West
Berlin.

I am at a loss to understund this condition.

realized that if it were not embodied in

~n

Perhaps kr. Gromyko

otherwise unacceptable packege, we

could readily agree if it were clearly reciprocal.
It goes without saying that the sum and tone of these conditions are improper
for presentation in a serious negotiation between sovereign States.
The second and even more important reason why this proposal is wholly unacceptable is because of its threatening nature.

It seeks to establish a limit of twelve

months for the continued rightful presence in West Berlin of the United States
its allies, the United Kingdom and France.

~nd

During that twelve-month period an

effort would be made to force a confederation of Germany on Soviet terms.

Failure

of this effort would result in the signature of a separate peace treaty by the
Soviet Union with the so-called German Democratic Republic - a treaty which the
Soviet Union pretends would extinguish our rights.
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Obviously, we cannot accept a time-limit of twelve months for lite

ex~ectancy

ot the rights which we and our allies acquired as a result of the capitulation of
Hitler's Germany.

They are not rights which were granted us by the Soviets.

are not rights which the Soviets can cancel, assign or modify.

They

They are rights

which we retain and wiYl feel free to exercise so long as Germany is divided and the
free people of West Berlin look to us for their protection.
Mr. Gromykols fundamental point is this attempt to establish a deadline for
expiration of our rights in end to Berlin and for the time in which a German peace
treaty can be negotiated.

And these

~egotintions

must end in the result the USSR

demnnds.
This is the same element of duress

t~at

was contained in the Soviet note of

27 November 1958, which we and our allies flatly rejected.

Ye did not agree to

this conference until that duress hed been removed.
What prompt$ the Soviet Government now to attempt to reinstate a time-limit?
The USSR should know by now that the United States will never negotiate under
deadlines, threats, or duress.
I am quite sure that
tod~.

l~r.

Gromyko knew this before he made his statement here

Must we now conclude that he made this statement in order to interrupt the

process of negotiation on which we have been en6cged since 11 i;.r.:.y?
I deeply regret the introduction of such pressure tactics into our negotiations.
We and our French and British allies

cp~e

to Geneva last month in the desire to

negotiate seriously in a genuine effort to resolve major problems.

These problems -

and at the forefront of them is the division of Germany - have for years created a
state of uncertainty in Europe.
This uncertainty was artificially heightened last November by the sudden Soviet
creation of a Berlin crisis, with new and serious tensions.

Until the Soviets

created that crisis, ten years of relative tranquility had passed - ever since the
end of the Soviet blockade of Berlin in 1949.
We came to Geneva hoping to achieve some progress toward the solution - partial
if not complete - of these problems.

If some progress proved possible we looked

forward to a Summit meeting as the next step toward a more secure, peaceful

~nd

just

world.
We put forward the Jcstern Peace Plan to decl with the problem of a divided
Germany.

We hed worked over these proposals long and carefUlly.

They met, we

believe, to a substantial degree the objections the Soviets had made to our plans
for German reunification Jut forward in 1955.
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The Soviet Foreign

i.~inister

rejected the Western Peace Plan out of hand.

Despite this rejection we have held a series of private meetings which, at the
request 'of the Soviet Foreisn fuinister, dealt with the problem of Berlin.

The

first of these talks was held in the aircraft in which we four Foreign kinisters flew
back to Geneva from John

F~sterDullesls

funeral.

During these discussions we made clear to the Soviet Foreign Minister why his
"free" city proposal for Berlin was unacceptable.

Despite our exposition of our

own proposal for a united Berlin, Mr. Gromyko refused seriously to discuss it.

In

fact, Premier Khrushchev said pUblicly immediately after our presentation that "the
7-point Plan tabled by 1.lr. Herter does not contain a single element for negotiation".
Accordingly, we proceeded to discuss an interim' solution for West Berlin to last
until the reunification of Germany.

We sought such an interim solution in good

faith within the limits of our respective positions.
In the course of these private meetings the Western Powers expressed their
willingness to examine the situation with a view to relieving in reasonable fashion
any legitimate worries of the USSR.
We agreed that the situation of
of Germany.

~est

Berlin is abnormal.

So is the situation

It is abnormal for a city and for a country to remain divided fourteen

years after the end of the war.
We felt that improvements could be made in the eXisting situation in Berlin.
We made eoncrete suggestions.
We expressed a willingness to see what practical arrangements might be made to
meet the Soviet Government's expressed desire to relieve itself of certain access
responsibilities which it is now obliged to carry out by virtue of certain agreements
with the Western Powers.
Until yesterday's meeting we had some slight basis for hoping that we might
arrive at a practical agreement which would give satisfaction to the Soviet position,
without prejudicing our rights, and would provide added assurance for the freedom of
access for civil and military traffic.
Yesterday, however, in our private meeting, Nr. Gromyko without warning shifted
the entire basis of our discussion from an interim solution for Berlin pending
Germany's reunification to the extraordinary proposal he has just repeated.
Before closing, let me record one curious circumstance of our discussion over
the past two weeks on Berlin.

The Soviet Foreign

despite all our efforts, to discuss East Berlin.

~inister

has constantly refused,
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Surely kr. Gromyko remembers the
states that:
for the

~llied

Protocol of 12

Se~tember

1944, which

"Germany, within her frontiers as they were on 31 December 1937, will,

purpo~es

of

occu~ation,

be divided into three zones, one of which will be

allotted to each of the three Powers, and a special
joint occupation by the three Powers. 11

Berl~n

area, which will be under

This Pro-ljocol was later amended to provide

a fourth zone of occupation 'in Western Germany and a fourth sector in West Berlin
for France.
As is well known, the Soviet Government has

t~~en

certain actions with respect

to Eastern Germany and East Berlin - actions which the Western Powers never agreed
to or approved.

East Berlin the Soviets now refuse to discuss.

As a result of

their own unilateral action they assert it to be an integral part of the so-called
German Democratic Republic.

Having purported to dispose unilaterally of their own

sector of Berlin, they seek to achieve our removal from the three western sectors
of Berlin.
30 May 1959:

This is consistent with the Soviet Foreign kinister's statement of
"the fairest a?proach would be to extend to West Berlin the full

sovereignty of the Germe.n Democratic Republic".
The lctest Soviet proposal appecrs to have set

u~

back not just to 11

~ay,

when

this conference opened, but to November 1958, when the Soviet Union fabriceted the
Berlin crisis and insisted that its terms be acce?ted by 27 bay 1959.
we are unwilling to negotiate under this threat.

I hope, thorefore, that the

Soviet Government will reconsider its position.
I would much prefer to continue these talks,

8S

long as there is any real

prospect of progress - either to improve the situation in Berlin or toward an agreed
solution for Berlin as a whole.
I hope that we will be able to pick up again the parted strands of these
negotiations free from any hint of duress.
In this event, I remain ready to join in seeking an agreement consistent with
the honor of all of our countries and one which would pave the way for a useful
meeting of the Heads of Governments.
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I should like to state briefly my reactions, what I feel in regard to the
proposals made at the beginning of this session by the

l~inister

for Foreign

Affairs of the Soviet Union, proposals which relate both to the German problem
as a whole and the particular situation of Berlin.
These proposals are not new to us since we Were already acquainted with
them at yesterday's privnte meeting, during which dr. Gromyko more or less
outlined what he has said this
alr~ady

nfternoon~

During yesterday's meeting I had

had the occasion to indicate that my first reaction in face of these

une}~pected

proposals was essentially one Qf surprise.

And I must say that atter

twenty-four hours of reflection, and after having listened very attentively again
today to the statement of our Soviet colleague, I am still as dismayed as I waS
yesterday.
I am dismayed both by the 8anner in which these proposals have been put
to us and by their tenor.

It is exactly twelve days tomorrow

th~t

we have

been discussing, cLong the four delegations represented at this conference,
the probler.t of Berlin.

We entered into this discussion at 11;r. Gromyl:.o's

instigation when nfter more than two weaks of

IJle~tings

both sides had reached

the conclusion that, in the present state of affairs, it was really very
difficult to envisage the possibility of agreement between us on the
proble8 as a whole.

Ger~6n

That is the conclusion which I think all of us reoorded with

great regret but which, we felt, our delegations really could not escape.
275
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It was in these circumstances

tha~

we

accep~ed

to open the discussion on

a more specific, more restricted question, that of the various problems which the
Government of

~he

Soviet Union raised, more

to the present situation

i~

~han

si:;: months ago now, in regard

Berlin.

,"

This discussion was started in very different circumstances from those
in which the discussion on the German problem was carried on, since by common
agreement we arranged in practice both to carry it on in private meetings and
to direct it essentially to the specific problems that could arise.
positions were explained by both sides and very thoroughly.
proposals made by

~~.

~e

Thus our

then heard the

Gromyko on behalf of his Government and we ourselves

expounded very clearly, I think, and unequivocally, what we might be disposed to do.
This discussion was difficult, sometimes animated, but it had the merit
of being specific, and until !,;onday evening, I think, i t had led us to a
situation in which we found very important points of disagreement on the one hand,
and on the other hand certain points on which it seemed possible that an agreement
could be achieved.

It was, in short, a fairly normal situation in the middle

of a very difficult international negotiation, and we had no reason, for our
part, to think that it would be suddenly interrupted.
good grounds for hoping

~hat,

We

had, moreover, some

if it could be still carried on, perhaps it would

have been possible to record some results in the end.
However that may be, we met yesterday \iith the idee, on the :.o.rt of
the Western delegations, in any case on the part of the French delegation, that
we were going to carry on our discussion on the bases on which we had started
it fifteen days ago, and to continue to try and see if

i~

was possible to reach

agreement,
And to our surprise, we were faced without warning with a new proposal on
the part of the Soviet delegation, a proposal

comple~ely

different from everything

that we had discus-sed during two weeks.
So much for the method.

I now turn to the $uostance.

I said that this

proposition is completely different from the questions discussed during two weeks
because, if one analyses it, the main point consists in what it says on the question
of the German problem as a whole, and what is then put forward in regard to Berlin
is in some way the complement of this overall proposal.
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~7hat

is being proposed in regard to the German problem as a whole is the

Soviet position, practically in its entirety, with which we are very familiar
since it was amply explained by the i,.inister for Foreign Affairs of the Soviet
firs~

Union during the

weeks of this conference.

I believe that what is being

proposed to us can be very simply reduced to the three essential points in this
Soviet position, namely:
(1)

the reunification of Germany by agreement between the two parts of
Germany which exist at present;

(2)

a peace treaty, to be concluded with these two parts of Germany;

(3)

the establishment of a Free City of Berlin and the withdrawal of the
Western forces from Berlin.

I should like to explain my opinion on the first of these points, that is

to say, reuntfic~tion byo,greemen-t betllt~en tbe two parte ot Gernany, beoo.use
I thiID~ that this has been presented in n way which in fact merely disguises
the Soviet delegation's original position.

We are told, indeed, that the idea

of an all-German committee which we put forward could be inferred from the Western
proposals on reunification;

but in reality it is only the name which is being

proposed since this committee, which by definition would be based on parity of
~epresentation,

would in fact be a meeting of a commission representing the two

German Governments which exist at the present moment, whatever juridical status
we accord them;

these two authorities, with equal representation, would have

to discuss jointly the conditions for reunification.
Consequently, the first part of the proposal which
to us is aimed at

se~~ling

11~.

Gromyko has submitted

the whole German problem or at least at initiating

the settlement of the German problem as a whole on the basis of the Soviet proposals
with which we are familiar.

Assuming that these conditions are accepted, it 1s

proposed further that there should be a short period during which the present
status of West Berlin would be abolished.
would remain, under

certain.c~nditions,

at the end of the twelve months.

For a year Western token garrisons

in Berlin pending their complete withdrawal

Communications between West Berlin and Western

GQrmany would continue to be guaranteed during that period of one year in the same
way as they are now, that is to say, on the basis of valid treaties which we have
signed with the Government of the Soviet Union and which are still in force.
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This, I believe, represents the two aspects of the proposal which has been
put to us and I am very sorry to have to note that this proposal is accompanied
or at any rate seems to be accompanied again by a threat which is in reality a
double threat.

The first threat which has not been formulated explicitly but

which can be read

between·~he

lines is that if the agreement which is proposed

to them is not accepted by the Western Powers very serious doubts will arise
with regard to the maintenance of free communications between West Berlin and
Western Germany.

Then, secondly, if the agreement is accepted, there is again

the threat of a deadline, a one-year deadline.

This threat, too, is a double

one~

If no agreement has been reached between the two parts of Germany within a year
the Soviet Government would consider itself compelled to sign a peace
with Eastern Germany.
of a Free

~ity

Further, if there is no agreement on the

t~eaty

establisP~ent

of Berlin from which the Western garrisons have been withdrawn

at the end of one year, then ,there would no longer be any guarantees with
regard to communiCations between West Berlin and Western Germany.

Such, I

believe, is the essence of the proposal so unexpectedly put to us by Mr. Gromyko,
analysed as objectively as possible.
our colleague
beginning of

~~.

i'l~ay

to be going back;

It was said just now - I believe it was

Herter who said it - that we seem to be going back to the
1959 and perhaps even to l\Tovember 19Jo.

We do indeed seem

It also looks as though the four or five weeks we have just

spent in this conference have really been spent in

I must say that for

vain~

the French delegation this is a great disappointment.

Like my colleagues of

the United States of Amerioa and the United Kingdom we came here with a will
to negotiate and in the hope of finding a way, if not to settle all the important
problems that we are facing, at least of finding some kind of arrangement which
would make it possible to bring about a very real improvement in the relations
between our countries and the Soviet Union.

I must say that after what

W~

have been

told yesterday and today I myself no longer know exactly where we are and it
seems to me that a very serious situation has been created.

We shall again think over what we have been told, think over this situation,
and in the next few days we shall see what the final outcome of this conference
will be.
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The Chairman will once again recognize himself as the representative of the
United States Government to follow up the remarks that

w~~

Gromyko has just made.

I fully agree with 11.\1'. Gromyko that our discussions here should lead to
successful negotiations, but I do

thini~

that the issue which has been raised here

this afternoon should require a little further clarification for the record.
~~~

Gromyko has on numerous occasions pointed to a growing revanchist and

militaristic spirit in Germany and has indicated that the United States Government
has been supporting this and that NATO has been supporting it.

1 thiult I ought

to point out a few facts, and I think that iir. Gromyko cannot claim that facts
can be presented in any other than an objective way.

They have to be refuted

with facts.
On 19 May, Ambassador Grewe pointed out that Mr. Bolz himself stated that as
early as 1956 the so-called German Democratic Republic had an a::'my of 120,000 men.
As is well known, the Federal Republic of Germal\y at that same time had just begun
to create an army - in 19,6 it had only 10,000 men under arms.

If an impartial

observer were to be asked whether, under taese circumstances, the authorities of
the Federal Republic of Germany or of the so-called German Democratic Republic had
first given evidence of "militaristic tendencies", he could hardly avoid the
obvious conclusion.
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But I can ao farther on these figures.

The rearmament of the Federal

&epublic and its incorporation into the Western defense system was in fact
preceded by a much earlier rearmament of the Soviet zone of occupation.

Let us

look at the record.

au

1 AUS'..lst 1946, thel'e was established a so-called "Geroan Interior

Administration" tor the purposes of centralizing all Soviet zone police forces.
In Deoember 1946, the Soviet military administration in Germany ordered the
activation of German border police, a Police force quartered in barracks, whose
strength at that time was 2,600 men.

Exactly nine years later in

border police took OVer the "exclusive protection of the borders il •

19~5,

the same

Its strength

at that time was approximately 34,000 men.
On 15 December 1945, the People's Police authorities were established at the
~ level.
The strength of the People's Police was approximately 50,000 men.
On 3 July 1948, there began the activation of armed alert police formations
quartered in barracks. On 15 September 1952, these formations were officially
dosignated as the "Feople's Police quartered in barracks".
Their strength rose
to approximately 104,000 men.
On 12 July 1952, the second party convention of the SED decided to "organize
armed forces".
At the same time, existing forces were grouped in divisions and
the "Association for Sports and Technology" was set up. un 18 January 1956, the
"People's Chombar ll passed the law for the creation of the National People's Army.
The preparation having been completed, the cawouflage designation of "?eople's
Police quartered in barracks II was abandoned.
i{e now find that the strength of the various military and para-military
organizations in th~ so-called German Democratic Republic is approximately
as follows:
1)
National People's Army - lOG,OGO men.
2)
Border Police - 40,000 men.
3;
Gernan Alert iolice - 20,000 men.
4)
Transport Police - 10,000 men.
5)
Special Purpose Units - 'l,OOu men.
6)
SED Workers' Combat Groups - 30C,OCO men.
7) Association for Sports and Technology (pre-milita~ training) 250,00) men.

r
I
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Now, just let me relate those for a moment to the active forces in the
Federal German Republic as of the present time.
Today there are in that country - three tines as numerous in population as
is the so-called
frontier guard of

Gen~an

uemocratic nepublic - 235,000 men under arms, a

l2·~000,

police in barracks of l4,OCO.

In relation to the

size and population of the.two units, the armed forces in the so-called German
Jemocratic Republic run four to five tiDes that in l{est Geruany.
I nerely cite these facts because I
record of our discussion.

thiru~

they should become a part of the
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I said on Wednesday after listening to Mr. Gromyko's speech that it seemed to
me to be out of tune with the spirit of the talks as they had developed up to that
moment.

I would like today to develop this point.

At the outset of the

conference each side made comprehensive proposals for the solution of the German
problem and connected questions.

The

~estern

Powers put forward their Peace Plan,

a new set of proposals to which much thought had been devoted and which among other
things were designed to meet the various criticisms which had been levelled against
the position taken by the Western Powers in 1955.

Included in the Peace Plan was

a detailed and carefUlly worked out proposal for the unification of Berlin as the
first stage of the process which would lead to the unification of Germany as a
whole.

These proposals were new.

Those tabled by the Soviet Government at the

outset of the conference were not new.

S? far as its Free City proposal was

concerned, it simply repeated with certain varietions what had been suggested .to us
in the Note of 27 November.

As for Germany as a whole, the Peace Treaty tabled by

the Soviet delegation was the same as that attached to the Soviet Government's Note
of 10 January, which in its turn faithfully refleotod a number of earlier proposals
put to us in previous years.
oonference.

That was the position in the opening stages of this

As you all know, the result of our debates was that neither side felt

able to aooept the proposals made by the other.
exhaustively and failed to make real progress.
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We both

ag~eed

that Germany

sh~~ld

But we

be reunified.

fa~led

to agree about

";ve both agreed t~at there should at some stage
the way in which i t should be c.one.
But we failed to agree about the stage in the
be free elections in Germany.
iVe both agreed that
reunification process at which such elections shou::'d be held.
But we could not reach agreement upon the
there should be a German pe~c~ treaty.
procedure for negotiating end

con~luding

T~e

such a treaty.

fact that we still

differ on these wide issues does not 1 in my view, mean that we cen put them aside.
These problems must be reviewed from

~ime

to time.

We ought from time to time to

see whether it is possible to bring our positions closer to each other.
bring about the possibility of n0W agreements:
soluble later.

Time may

what appears insoluble now may prove

This is the thought behind the idea of a continuing exchange of

views on these grent issues.
It was at the end of this stage of our discussion that we began to talk about
the possibility of making limited improvements in the situation in Berlin, we having
rejected the Soviet Free City proposal and the Soviet delegation having rejected our
proposal for the reunification of Berlin.

During the fortnight ending last Tuesday

we talked almost exclusively about Berlin because there did at least seem some
chance that adjustments or improvew.ents could be

mu~ually

situation which neither side regarded as sntisfactory.
the position in Berlin as abnormalo
have always told him

t~at

we tock no

~8

agreod upon, in a

~r.

have nevar disputed

ple~sure

Gromyko had described
th~t

description and

in the existing situation, though we

regarded its continuance as being the consequence of

~he

to reunify Germany.

conference, which had begun in

In this way the efforts of

t~e

failure of the four Powers

a broad field, became concentrated for e time on a particular point, namely, how to
improve the existing situation in Berlin when each side had rejected what the other
side had put forward as n solution possible at this

tim~.

~lthough

no agreements

had been reaohed, we W0re beginning to have somo understanding of each other's
points of view.
And yet i t was nt this momcJ..t that the SO'riet delegation Cf'.me up with a set of
proposals which brought the whole dialogue back to the position from which it had
started and indeed to the position in which we found ourselves last November when
the present crisis w'ns started by the Soviet Government's Note of 27 November.
wheel seems to have come full circle
back at the beginning.

~~d

after five weeks or so we find ourselves

Mr. Gromyko tried to make fun of us on Wednesday for

appearing to be indignant at his having taken a new initiative without warning.

The
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But it was

no~

the newness of I-.:.s

ini'~ie/':,ive

whbh cc-used indignation.
CO~7e

contrary it was its staleness for7 as fur. Herter aad kr.
out. on Wedne::::e.ay, -4;,here is no-t,hir-g new

wha'~ever

Soviet plan is composed.

h~s

looks like a new patter,h,
they are at that.

rere Gromyko
bu~ ~he

about the

shaken his

de murville pointed

elemen~s

of which the new

ka~eidosoope

and produced what

pieces of glass are all the same and

There is the old threat made in

Novem~er

On the

ve~y

murky

that the Soviet

Government would turn their responsibilities 07er to the so-called German Democratic
Republic and leave it to us

~o

deal as best we could

have no relations and which he knows
lawful

gove~~~ent.

out.

If we do

once.

no~

t~at

The threat is a double one, as Mr.
accept the plan the

carried out at the eni!. of the year.
constitu~ed

as it would

~hreat

r~gime

with which we

Cc~ve

de Murville pointed

is tha-4;, ttey will carry it out at
remain~:

The a,ll•.German

~e

a

we cannot for sound reasons recognise as a

Even if we do accept the plan the threat

the plan,

wi~h

a threat which would be
which is a feature of

OOr.ti~tittee

on a basis of parity as between East and West

Germany,is simply a device for compe:ling the Federal Government to negotiate
directly

wi~h

the

a~-4;,r.orities

of East Germany on a

g~verL~ental

basis.

It is in

short a ravival o! the Soviet thesis that the reunification of Germany must be
negotiated between the
Democretic

Feder~l

Government and the

Gover~ent

o! the so-called German

Republ~c.

But my inte:ltion

thi~

morning is

no~

so much to analyse

~he

proposals as to explain my view of the baokground against which

latest Soviet

~hey

have to be

jUdged.
First I will deal with the

quest~on

of rights.

Firstly those flowing from a basie position, e.g. the

Rig~~s

can be of two sorts.

capitula~ion

of Nazi Germany,

and secondly rights flowing from specific agreements, in other words contractural
arrangements.
Berlin.
20 March:

The

~estern

Fowers have rights of each sort with regard to West

Mr. Khrushchev has admitted those rigats are well founded.

He said on

"Yes, I believe that the United States, Britain and France do have lawful

rights' for i.heir stay in Berlin.

These rights ensue from the fact of German

surrender as :::, result of our joint struggle against Germany."

It is true that

after saying that Mr. Khrushchev put forward the proposition that those rights could
be extinguished by the Soviet Union signing a peace trea-t.y with the so-called German
Democratic Republic.

We do not accept that proposition.

We say that unilatercl

~ction

of that sort would not only be without le6a1

effect but that it would strike a vital blow at the mutual confidence which we are
trying to create.

There is thus a difference of opinion between us on this question
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of rights.

How can we deal with this difference of opinion?

One way might be to

say nothing about rights in any agreement which we might negotiate.
present us with a number of difficulties.

That would

Suppose we were to reach agreement on

all the other points at issue but say nothing about rights, would the question of
rights be raised agedn in-;-a few weeks or months by the Soviet Union?

Would the

Soviet Union in six months' time sign a peace treaty with the so-called German
Democratic Republic which they would again contend would put everything into the
melting pot?

That is the difficulty about saying nothing about rights.

difficulty has been very much under our consideration.
possibilities.

But there are other

We certainly had not said our last word, nor did I have the feeling

that fur. Gromyko had said his last word.
wit of man to devise a

£ormul~

I still believe that it is not beyond the

to deal with this point provided it is understood

that we, tee West, for our part cannot give
rights or from

This

ou~

u~,

whittle down or derogate from our

juridical position.

I now come to the possibility of improved arrangements relating to the situation
in Berlin designeQ to obviate future misunderstandings, uncertainties or friction.

In approaching this tas!\. both sides have had, I believe, two agreed purposes which
should have made the task easier and more feasible.

These purposes are that the

people of West Berlin should have freedom, the freedom to choose their system of
society, and secondly that their free access to what

~r.

Gromyko described as the

"outer world" should be maintained - for individul),ls, for materials, for goods and
services.

With those agreed objeotives in mind we have considered three topics:

(1)

Western troops in Berlin;

(2)

activities in Berlin, to use one word to cover a comprehensive field; and

(3)

arrangements for safeguarding free access.

As to troo;s, the Soviet Government object to occupation troops in Jest Berlin.
They say that the occupation status is outmoded, outlived.

Whether they feel that

there is something derogatory to their dignity in having these small detachments of
Western troops in the midst of an area under their control, I don't know.
may be the feeling, what are the facts?

i7hatever

It is agreed by both sides that a few

thousand troops in an undofended toym over 100 miles away from their nearest support
and in the middle of some hundreds of thousands of Soviet and East German troops are
no military threat whatsoever.
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However, to try to meet the

S~viet

point of view we offered not to increase the

number of Western troops in Berlin and we said that in certain circumstances we were
prep'aredto consider a reduction.
new and

~~

That in my view was a very fair proposition, a

concession frffe=ed in a sincere attempt to reach agreement.

We

accepted the idea of a ceilinG.
The second head is that of "activities", subversion, propaganda, etc.

\'Ie

have

said that we are prepared to agree to try, on a reciprocal basis and subject to the
preservation of ordinary human rights, to stop anything which would be likely to
cause a breach of public order or affect the rights of the others.
that we thought that any
Berlin area.

a~rangement:!

We have said

made under this head should cover the Greater

The Soviet feel that in teat formulation there would be an implicit

acceptance of our idea of the reunification of Berlin.

Accordingly we are ready to

alter our formulation so that the arrangements would be defined as covering both
parts of Berlin.

It is essential in our view that there should be this reciprocity.

The Soviet Foreign iJinister, if I understood him correctly, agreed that there was
something in this proposal of ours but he did not'himself put forward anything under
this head until the plan told us privately on Tuesday and in formal 'session on
Wednesday.

It was siGnificant that in it no :reference at all was made to reciprocity

on these matters.

We are still prepared to try to work out a formula with the·

Soviet Union under this head of "activities" in Berlin.
The third matter is the arrangements for access.

There are many agreements

dealing with this matter covering traffic of various types.
Union cannot unilaterally tear up these agreements.

In our view the Soviet

We recognise however that the

Soviet Union wishes to cease to perform oertain functions connected with access
procedures.

We rtad useful discussions upon these matters and again I believe that

there is the possibility of an agreement between us.
idr. Gromyko has frequently posed the question: to what sort of a West Berlin
is this access going to be given?

His attitude to many of the matters to which I

have referred, so he has said, depends upon the nature of the West Berlin which will
exist.
I will try to answer his question.

It will be a West Berlin which does not

contain any military threat of any sort to the Soviet Union or to East Germany.
There

was a reference in iir. Gromyko's speech to the possibility of putting nuclear

weapons or missiles into West Berlin.
require an answer.

The idea is really so ludicrous as to hardly

It will be a West Berlin in which the Western troops are there

--_._ .. - - - - ---
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as a symbol of the continuing freedom of the West Berliners.

In the future, as in

the past, their presence will in no way interfere with the internal administration
or life of the city.

They will be there as a symbol, passionately desired by the

people of West Berlin themselves.

It will be a West Berlin in which there will be

safeguards for the freedom~of its people to decide their own way of life.

It will

be a West Berlin in which we hope, provided there is the necessary reciproGity, that
there will be no incitement to violence against, or subversion of, its neighbours,
no kidnapping incidents, no fear of raids across the sector boundary and no conCern
about freedom of access, no fear that they will be squeezed into submission to some
regime alien to their aspirations or their ideology.
To sum up, before dr. Gromyko spoke on Tuesday and Wednesday I had the feeling
that we could between us find a way of presenting the juridical position in a manner
acceptable to both sides.

Over improved arrangements affecting life in West Berlin

and access to it we had made progress - slow progress, I admit, but after all we are
dealing with knotty problems, which have baffled us or our predecessors for the past
ten years or so.

Limited progress seemed to be possible on a limited front.

But it

could have been progress, the turn of the tide, and it would have made possible the
consideration in a rather different atmosphere at this or other levels of the wider
problems affecting peace and stability in Europe.
Mr. Gromyko1s contributions on Tuesday and Wednesday seemed to me to wipe out
or cancel all the work of the last fourteen days.

I suggest to him and to my other

colleagues that we should forbet those two days and get back to real business, to
real negotiations.
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lvlr. Chairman,

I think it is natural that I sometimes wait to hear the statements of the
representatives of the Western Powers on a question under consideration and then
express my

Probably it is better so from the standpoint of organizing the

views~

work of our meetings, otherwise I should have to intervene each time after cny one of
you has spoken.

For this reason I thought 1 could intervene and

m~~e

some comments

now, after having heard the statement by the representative of the United Kingdom,
N~~

Selwyn Lloyd, and the short statement by Mr. Herter.
With regard to the question of how the Soviet proposals should be understood,

I have already explained this several times.
remember.

Half a dozen times at least, I

1 do not know why giving explanations six times is considered better than

five, or ten times better than nine.
situation.

I think that repetition does not change the

ge.have stated, and only yesterday I said in a talk with

1~.

Herter,

that it would be wrong to represent our proposals as a threat, an ultimatum or a
Diktat.

Such terrible words have been used both at our meetings and in the Press.

Our proposals are a statement of the Soviet Government's position, as the
Soviet Government conceives the basis on which efforts should be made to achieve
a solution both of the Berlin question and the question of an all-German committee.
You are familiar with our proposal for an all-German committee, and I will not go
into it in detail, although I shall say a few words about it later on in a
certain connexion.
286
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We regret that so far the

Wes~ern

t~ve ~0t

shown ar.y positive attitude

towards our proposals,

w~ether

all-German committee.

I hope that the explanations which we have given so far, as

well as my present

on the

Powers

explanation~

proposals of the Soviet

will

Wes~

Berlin question or on the question of an

eli~inate

GOvernm~nt represe~t,

the question as to what the new

and that we shall not go on using at
~iktat

our official or informal meetings such words as threat,

or ultimatum.

Our proposals contain provisions for the establishment of a provisional status
for West Berlin.

\Vhy does the Soviet

Governme~t

put forward

suc~

a proposal?

Because the three Western Powers h::,ve stated that t:1aY are opposed t:> the immediate
taking of decisions that woule
opposed to the liquidation at

al~er th~ p~sition

pres3n~

of the

in West Berlin; that is, they are

occupa~ion

regime in West Berlin.

In

these circumstances, the Soviet Government considers that the proposal to maintain
some occupation rights of the Western Powers for a definite period - that is, one
year

is justified, and that it facilitates the possibility of reaching agreement,

if, of course, the Western Powers have a desire to reach agreement.
We have repeatedly pointed out that the Soviet Government is against
perpetuation of the occupation regime, of the occupation system in West Berlin.

We

cannot put our signature to any document which would, in one way or another, be
conducive to perpetuating the occupation regime in West Berlin, and it seems to us
that there should be no lack of clarity in regard to the Soviet
position on this question after the

nL~ber

Govern~ent's

of statemen"ts made by the Head of the

Soviet Government, i'ir. No S. Khrushchev, and aft,er the many explanations we have
given on behnlf of the Soviet Government in the course of this conference.
Cur colleagues sometimes tell us that the Western Powers also are not in favour
of perpetuating the occupation regime in West Berlin.

Sometimes they even say they

are" against the perpetuation of the occupation regime in West Berlin.

In clarifying

their idea, they point out that what they have in mind is the maintenance of the
existing regime in West Berlin only until Germany is unified.
unification of Germany on the basis of

~heir

But since the

proposals is impossible, since the

three Powers are not in faet anxious to bring about the unification of Germany, or
even to facilitate the possibility of unifying Germany, the situation is not
altered.

To say that the

th~ee

Powers are against perpetuation of" the occupation

regime in West Berlin and at the same time to say that the system existing there
must be maintained until Germany is unified, is tantamount to being in favour of
perpetuating the occupation system in West Berlin, in view of the position adopted
by the Western Powers on the question of the unification of Germany.

-------------

- _ .._.-

-

----
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The course of our discussions both at the fc=mal sessions and at the
restricted informal meetings has shown that the present situation in West Berlin,
the occupation regime, is to the liking of the Western Powers, the United States
of l.merica, France and the United Xing-dome

But I think that it ought to be quite

clear to the Governments of the three Powers that this situation is not to our
liking, it is not to the liking of the Soviet Union nor of the German Democratic
Republic,nor of many other States.
moreover based on facts:

Our

to the present situation is

atti~ude

namely, that the present situation in West Berlin, the

occupation regime, represents a great

d~ger

for the entire situation in Germany

and in Europe, since under the present conditions West Berlin has become a
dangerous hotbed of frictions and oonflicts between States, including the great
Powers.
Many examples might be given, many specific
of view,

bu~

fac~s

which confi=m this point

I shall not take up your time, Bnd besides I thirJ< that you are all

sufficiently in possession of the specific facts to be eble to think this matter
over.

If you

we~9

to make an objective approach to

a~sassing

the situation in
ou~s.

West Berlin I thilUi your assessment would have to coincid9 with
Fourteen years have gone by since the end of the war, and
regime has become outdated.

·~he

occupation

A different settlement for West Berlin is required,

a settlement which would meet the interests of all
This is how we have posed the question

L~

t~e

States concerned.

the Geneva conference.

In view of

the fact that the situation in West Berlin is assessed in one way by the Soviet
Union, the German Democratic

~epublic

and a number of other

sta~es

o.nd in a

different way by the Western Powers, we have also suggested that an agreed
solution be sought, which would meet the interests of all those taking port in
the present conference and of all the States concerned.
Sometimes we are told that the Soviet Union cannot but admit that the presence
of ocoupation troops in West Berlin, a comparatively small body of occupation
troops, cannot constitute a military factor likely to cause the Soviet Union any
anxiety.

But if this is so it may be

ru:;~'.:Jd.t

W~lY

then are the Western Powers holding

on to West Berlin, to the present regime, and why do they want to keep their troops
there?

The argument cuts

bo~h

ways.

It is sometimes said that

~he

troops of the

Western Powers must be present in West Berlin in order to ensure the existence
there of the social system which has develo2ed in West Berlin, and which is
different from the social system which has developed in the German Demooratic
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Republic.

No one will deny that the systems are indeed different, but it may be

asked why it is necessary for the social system in West Berlin to be supported by
American, British and French troops, why guns, machine-guns and rifles are needed to
support the social system in West Berlin.
existing social system in

W~st

Yet nobody is in fact threatening the

Berlin.

It seems to me that either one of these two

argQ~ents,

if you take them

separately, shows that the position of th3 Western Powers in wishing to preserve the
occupation regime is untenable, while if we take these two arguments together the
full untenability and inconsistency in the positions taken by the United States, the
United Kingdom and France on this question are even more apparent.
Concerning

~he

all-Germen committee.

Why are the three States not in agreement

with our proposal for an all-German committee?

Sometimes when they express their

negative attitude towards this proposal they say that the period of one year which
we suggest would be inadequate for the work which this committee is to do.

But

your own proposals also contained references to a period, although a somewhat longer
one;

you mentioned two and a half years.

This means, in principle, sinoe it is a

question of establishing some sort of period for the work of the all-German committee,
that you too have accepted the idea of some kind of limited period.
does not suit you.

You say a year

But you do not name any other period, and you simply declare

these proposals of the Soviet Government unacceptable.
It may be that what you do not

l~ke

is that these proposals provide for the

formation of a committee on a basis of parity, although it is true that you do not
say very much on this point.

It is impossible not to admit that the principle of

parity provides the only real basis for agreement on this question.

Because the

approach which was expressed in your proposals in regard to the question of an
all-German committee can in no sense be called a realistic approach so far as the
composition of this committee is concerned.

The Foreign Minister of the German

Democratic Republio, Dr. Bolz, spoke very well and convincingly on this question at
our meeting yesterday.
We are sometimes told that it is impossible to agree with the principle of
parity because the size of the population in the Federal Republic of Germany is
different from that in the German Democratic Republic.
argument is utterly remote from reality.

But we think that this

In the first place it does not correspond

to the actual situation which exists in Germany, and in the second place it in no
way corresponds to those principles which have been established in the sphere of
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state representation in international life and in international relations.

You

cannot deny that States whieh are different from one another as regards the size of
their population are represented in the United Nations;
has one vote and they_all have equal rights.

yet each of these States

Finally, if we take also ourselves

r

who are sitting here at this table, we too represent States in which the size of
the population differs, but it does not enter anyone1s head to use this circumstance
as a reason for demanding that there should be any kind of difference in our votes
when any particular question is discussed.
The parity principle is realistic and the only well-founded prineiple whieh can
form the basis for the establishment of an all-German committee.
It has been said that our

propos~ls

committee are not quite to your liking.

with regard to the tasks of this all-German
We have suggested that the tasks of this

committee should be to discuss the question of
of a peace treaty.

~ell,

and the question

what more appropriate questions are there for discussion

in an all-German committee?
~cute,

Germ~~ unific~tion

Name them.

Surely no one will deny that the most

the most important and most perturbing questions for the German people, and

not only for the German people, are precisely these questions, the question of the
unity of

Germ~~y

and the question of drawing a line under World War II, that is, the

question of reaching a peace settlement for Germany.
I again draw attention to the point that the Governments of the Western Powers
have for some reason begun to lose interest in the question of an all-German
committee.

Such a position is, to say the least, unintelligible.

We should like

to assess this as an indication that the three Western Powers are still

thiru~ing

over this question and that maybe they will show a positive nttitude to our proposals.
In discussing questions in the course of our conference, especially the Berlin
qlestion, which throughout the recent period and especially throughout the last two
weeks has naturally been the centre of our attention, the Western Powers have, in
short, taken such a position.
They want to maintain the occupation regime in West Berlin at all costs.
Accordingly: they say to us:
agreement.

either you accept our proposals or there will be no

This was clearly expressed in the first version of your proposals.

was also expressed in your second version.
statements and comments with which you have
proposals in the course of our talks.

It has also been expressed in the
aeeomp~ied

The re-arrangement

commas or full stops has in no way chenged the position.
openly more than once.

the introduction of these
of words or phrases,
We have declared this

It
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But the truth is that our proposals are in fact new.
you too are well aware of this.

We are convinced that

You know that the one-year time-limit did not

figure in our earlier proposals;

nor was there in our earlier proposals this link

which we now propose to establish between the settlement of the Berlin question
and tIle work of the all-German

co~nittee,

a link on which we now suggest reaching

agreement for the sake both of settling the Berlin question and of facilitating
the work of the all-German committee, if the approach is to be made from the
standpoint of facilitating the work of

this corMaittee and in particular of drawing

up proposals in connexion with the unification of Germany and the peace settlement.
U~.

Selwyn Lloyd has declared that our proposals about not permitting atomic

and rocket weapons to be located in Jest Berlin are little short of ridiculous.
But wculd it not be truer to say that it is not the question of not permitting
atomic and rocket weapons to be located on the territory of West Berlin which is
ridiculous, but rather the attempt to minimize the importance of this question?
You may say that it is self-evident that the Western rowers do not intend to
locate rocket and atomic weapons on the territory of uest Berlin;
forward other arguments.
agree with

it~

you may put

This is understandable, although it is impossible to

But it is quite impossible to understand assertions

th~t

a

proposal about not permitting rocket and atomic weapons to be located on any
particular territory is ridiculous.

Finally, if you think that it is self-evident

that atomic and rocket weapons should not be located in West Berlin, then why do
you have this negative attitude towards the proposal of the Soviet Union? It
would seem that there could be no motive for doubting that this proposal is well
founded.
In conclusion, it may be said that the representatives of the Western Powers,
ooth at yesterday's session and at today's session, have in the main repeated their
position, the essence of which is to preserve the occupation regime in West Berlin.
They are trying as before to obtain the Soviet Union's agreement to the prolongation
of the occupation regime for an unlimited period or, in other words, to the
perpetuation of the occupation regilne.
our side.

Such agreement cannot be obtained from

The Soviet Union, the Soviet Government will not accept this.

We

cannot sign any document which would have as its purpose the perpetuation of the
occupation regime in West Berlin.
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Let us rather look more attentively around
happening in Germany and in Europe.

us~

Let

basis.

look at what is

Let us take into account the fact that

fourteen years have gone by since the end of the Second
situation has radically changed.

U5

~orld

War and the

Let us therefore seek agreement on this realistic

Let us be more objective and let us not pursue an unjustified and

one-sided policy on this important matter.

1 repeat that there is no lack of

will on our part to facilitate agreement but it doas not depend entirely on us.
It depends on all who are

t~:ing

part in these negotiations.
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I did not ask for the floor at the oeginning of our session today because I
did not see what I could be in a position to add, on behalf of the French delegation,
to the explanations which I gave at the end of our last session.
I must say that since then, and again during our meeting today, I have not
seen that anything new has happened to enable me to go back on the view I took the
day before yesterday.

However that may be, as things stand at present and after

what has been said in the course of today's meeting, I saould like to make a few
very brief remarks, mainly to express a feeling, and then to ask a question.

rty feeling - I cannot pretend otherwise - is one of discouragement, perhaps
of weariness and also of
Foreign

i~inister,

anxiety~ge

have heard from our colleague, the Soviet

a number of explanations with regard to the proposal which he

put before us on Monday, explanations which in point of fact are a repetition of
all his Government's propositions on Germany and on Berlin, propositions which have
been expounded during the four or five weeks of this conference without much result.
These propositions in their entirety have been repeated in the packet - to take up
the expression used so many times during the first weeks of this conference which was submitted to us on Tuesday.
I am not very clear what positive result the repetition of such arguments,
which could be followed by a repetition, on our side, of our own arguments, could
lead us to in the present state of our deliberations.

That is why I cannot help

having a certain feeling of anxiety at the end of today's
292

session~
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I said the other day that a serious situation had been created and I must
say very frankly that today I do not see how it can appear any less serious.
That is the feeling I wanted to express.
put a question.

I shall further ask permission to

This question refers to what the Soviet delegation, during our

restrioted meetings and-;-in the course of these recent plenary sessions, has
repeatedly called the indefinite prolongation of the ocoupation regime.
the major accusation levelled against us.

This is

We are accused of liking this

oocupation regime and of wanting to maintain it indefinitely, to the undoubted
detriment of the German people.
The question has often been raised and has often been debated.

I, for my

part, have had several occasions to tell Mr. Gromyko that, to the contrary of what
he seemed to

thi~~,

we did not particularly like the occupation regime.

It is

not for our pleasure, nor is it for our advantage, that we are asking to maintain
our rights in Berlin.

~c

arc doinG it because there has been no settlement of

the German problem, and because in the absence of a settlement of the German
problem we do not sec

a~y

reason to modify the status which exints today, and

because we think - I said this not long ago - that it is in this particular case that is to

~ay

in tho bad situation of there being no settlement of the Garman

problem - the lesser evil •.
I shall not insist on the fact that, after all, those who may co~plain the
most, and with most justification, of an occupation regime are those who are being
occupied •. Those' who are being occupied in thi's case are the inhabitants of' :1est
Berlin, and I have never heard that they are asking for the present regime to be
abolished.
However that may be - and I now come to the question I wanted to ask - the
Soviet delegation is proposing that we
Berlin.

m~te

new arrangements with regard to West

Among the arrangements which have been suggested to us are provisions

relating to the presence of troops in West Berlin.

There are the' three famous

variants which tho Soviet Foreign lHini£ter has put forward in the name of his
Government:

the first is total evacuation by everybody; the second is oooupation

by tbken contingents of American, British, French and Soviet troops; the third is
occupation by neutral confingents.
To my mind, there is a legal mystery here.

I cannot see what

eJ~2lanation

can be found for the fact that if there are three Western garrisons in Berlin,
which are in any oase token foroes as rogards their strength, this is an
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occupation regime, but that if there are four garrisons, that is to say, the
three Western garrisons plus the Soviet garrison, that is no longer an occupation
regime.

There is something here which is quite beyond me.

The idea is that we

mwte an agreement on the establishment of these four garrisons by the great
Powers.

On what

bas~s

can we make an agreement if not on the basis of the rights

which we hold from the unconditional surrender of Germany, and what will be the
result of this agreement if we come to an understanding on this basis

except to

convert the occupation status as it is today into a new occupation status with
four Powers instead of three?

Once again, to my mind, there is something quite

mysterious here and I fail to sea what legal reasoning the Soviet delegation
could use to convince us that an occupation by the three Western Powers is an
occupation regime, which is consoquently doomed by time, while an occupation by
the four Powers is not an occupation regime and is consequently acceptable and can
be maintained until Germany is reunited.
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At the opening of the second session of this conference a brief review of the
first six weeks will be hel?ful in gauging where we now stand and how we should
continue our deliberations.
The discussions durinci the first six weeks revealed certain 20ints of
between the Western Fowers and the Soviet Union.

~ut

a~reement

even more clearly it showed

that the positions taken at the close of the first series of meetinJs were so far
apart that any significant agreement seemed virtually impossible unless time were
taken for reflection and reconsideration.

It was clear that suocessful negotiations

would require a ohange in the approach to the problems with which we were dealing.
Therefore we proposed a recess in tAo hope that the Soviet Union would consider the
gravity of the situation we were facing and would return to the next phase of the
conference ready to continue our discussions in a

:"·<.:;-.listic and understanding manner.

From our' earlier discussion we found that the Foreign

~inisters

all agreed that

Germany should be reunified, that there should be free elections held for this pur?ose
and that there should be a final peace settlement at the earliest practicable time.
They were unable to agree, however, on ]rocedures for achieving these ends.
The Western Powers ?resented a
~ermanent

21~n

for German reunification which would be

because it would be freely accepted by the German ?eople and would bring

about a peace settlement which would assure Germany's neighbors that their security
interests would be thorou..;:.11y

snfeGu~,rded.

a. lasting settlement of t.!..:e mcjor caU3e of

and mutual confidence.
319

The ::"ll'J.n
Euro:?e~n

W'O.S

b('l,sed on the

cOl1vic-~ion

that

instability must rest on consent
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~he

Flan therefore ?rovidea the German people with the right of self-determination

through the mechal.isiU of free
Soviet Union by 9ro?osing a

elections~

tr~lsitional

HO\7ever, it too:: account of tae views of the
period during which plans for free all-German

elections and for the development of closer contacts between both ?arts of Germany
could be developed by a German mixed

committee~

The ?lan also ?rovided a basis' for the discussion of regional security in Europe
and disarmament which both the Western Powers and the Soviet Union have recognized as
forming an integral part of the problem of achieving a permanent program for the
stabilization of

Europe~

Unfortunately the Soviet Union has so far refused to consider this Plan as a
basis for
the

~asis

discussion~

On their part they pro?osed that a peace treaty be signed on

of the two areas into which Germany has been divided.

Their proposal

contained no specific provisions for the reunification of Germany.

On the contrary,

they insisted that reunification be worked out by the Federal Republic and the
so-called German Democratic Republic within the framework of a confederation plan
which would have denied for the foreseeable future to the population of the eastern
part of Germany the right of choosing its government through free

elections~

This

plnn would perpetuate by formal international agreement the continuation in office of
the unrepresentative regime which is now in power in Eastern Germany and which holds
no proper mandate to speak for all or any part of the German

people~

The more the

Soviet proposal was expounded the clearer it seemed to us that it would result in the
permanent partition of Germany ~
A refusal on the part of the Soviet Union to discuss German reunification and
European security in terms consistent with the provisions of

~he

United Nations

Charter calling for free determination also blocked progress towards a solution of
the Berlin crisis which had been precipitated by the Soviet Union last

November~

In planning and establishing the four-Power occupation zones for Germany in 1944
and 1945 the four victorious Powers had given Berlin a special status intended to last
until the conclusion of a peace settlement with an all-German

government~

In line

with the original intentions of the four Powers and with the dictates of logic the
Western Powers considered the natural solution of the 3erlin problem to be the
reunification of Germany.

However, in view of the fect that the Western Peace Plan

provided for a transitional period of two and a half years before German reunifiCation
would talte place the Western Peace Plan also included en interim plan for Berlin which
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would unite the two parts of the oity through free all-Berlin elections and trou!d
thus serve as a model in miniature for the reunification of the entire country in
which the Western Peace Plan would culminate.
. In presenting this interim plan the ilestern :owers
preserve unimpaired their ability to

~rotect

emph~sized

that they must

the integrity of the city and to safe-

guard the population of Berlin from pressure and intimidation until reunifioation
eliminates the hostile forces by which Berlin is enoircled.
We attached particular importance to this matter because of the importance
which the people of Berlin attach to it.

In a series of overwhelming votes, the

last in December 1958, the West Berlin voters have

e~,pressed

their belief that the

freedom of the city requires the protective presence of Western troops, the
maintenance of the city's economic, financial and cultural ties with the West and
unrestricted acoess to and from the city by land, water, air and communication
channels.
It is important to note in
Mr.

Gro~ko

~hisconnection that

in the course of the conference

specifically admitted the validity of 7estern rights in Berlin.

Owing to the impasse reached by the end of the second week of the conference in
the discussion of general plans for reunification and European security the discussion
shifted to the narrower question of whether some agreement could be reached which
would reduce the dangers inherent in the Berlin crisis which the Soviet Union had
precipitated.
On 26 kay I outlined in some detail tho Western

~roposal

for an interim Berlin

settlement providing for all-Berlin elections, the establishment of an all-Berlin
government, the maintenance of forces in Berlin by the four Powers, the level of
which could be the subject of an agreement between the four Powers, and the
teeing of free and unrestricted access to Berlin for all
communications.
On 31

1'~ay

~ersons,

g~aran

goods and

This ?roposal was rejected out of hand by the Soviet Government.

Mr .. Khrushchev said that lithe seven-point program does not contain a single

element for negotiation ll •
On 1 June Mr.

Gro~ko

then outlined a Berlin proposal which was basioally a

reiteration of the Soviet so-ca.lled "Free City" plan which had been spelled out in
the Soviet Note of 21 November 1958.
This was of course incompatible with the obligations of the Western Powers
towards the popUlation of West Berlin.

It would have deprived West Berlin of the

protection afforded by the Western forces - either by eliminating them or by reducing
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them drastically and introducing Soviet forces into
involved .a specific termination of the

~estern

~est

Berlin.

It would have

rights in Berlin and the establishment

of a status for West Berlin in which the city would have been entirely de}endent

u~on

verbal or written assurances extended to it by the Soviet Union and the so-called
German Democratic aepublic;
Furthermore,

~r.

Gromyko made the acceptance of this new status for the city of

West Berlin which the Soviet Union had proposed the basic condition for disoussing
any Western proposals on the city.
During the next few days discussions continued in private on the Berlin ?roblem;
considerable progress was made in isolating the questions which each side considered
of special importance.

These discussions were then reflected in a new series of

more limited proposals which were put forward in the closing weeks of the first
phase of the conference.

It is worth while summarizing these proposals briefly.

On 4 and 8 June the 7estern Foreign h.inisters gave Mr. Groll\Yl-to talking pallers
which discussed the possibility of supplementary arrangements in Berlin within the
recognized framework of Western rights in the city.

They indicated that they could

accept the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Berlin which it must be pointed out is
an offer of no real significanoe, in view of the fact that the oity is surrounded by
some 26 divisions of Soviet and East German troops and vast military installations.
They also were willing to declare their intention not to increase the combined total
of their own forces in tne oity.

They might also be able to reduce their forces to

the extent that developments in Berlin and the maintenance of their res?onsibilities
permitted.

beasures consistent with fundamental rights and liberties might be

taken in both parts of Berlin to avoid activities waich might disturb public order or
seriously affect the rights and interests of the several parties.

They held that

continuing rights of access to Berlin, both Allied and German, must be recognized by
the Soviet Government as well as free access between East and

~lest

Berlin but were

prepared to agree that access procedures could be carried out by German personnel on
the understanding that existing res10nsibilities remained unchanged.

Dis?utes on

access should be settled between the four Governments, who could establish a
quadripartite commission in Berlin to facilitate the settlement of such dis?utes.
Arrangements agreed on were to remain in force until German reunification.
On 10 June Mr. Gromyko presented new proposals which he characterized as
providing for the temporary maintenance of certain Western occupation rights in West
Berlin for a limited period of one year.

During this period an all-German committee
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was to be established on a basis of parity for the Federal Republic and the so-called
German Democratic Republic to promote greater contacts between the two parts of
Germany, to prepare for German reunification and to consider a peace treaty.
further stipulated four -requirements in

~est

Berlin:

He

the reduction of Western forces

and armaments to token levels;. the termination of hostile )ropaganda against the
so-called German Democratic Republic, the Soviet Union and other socialist countries;
the liquidation of all alleged organizations for es?ionage and subversion cgainst the
so-called German Democratic Republic, the Soviet Union and other socialist countries;
and a ban on atomic or rocket installations.

The destern Povers pointed out that

this proposal was unacce?table, apart from its unreasonable content, because of its
threatening nature.

It sought to establish a limit of twelve months for the

continued rightful presence of the Western Pcwers in West Berlin.

The attempted

imposition of such a time-limit was immediately rejected by the Western Powers.
On 16 June the
they would

co~tinue

~cstern

to

~rm

?owers mcde additional proposals including an assurance

their forces in Berlin only with conventional weapons.

They declared that their Governments would from time to time consider the possibility
of reducing such forces if

developmen~s

that all disputes which might

a~ise

in the situation permit.

They also proposed

with respect to access be raised and settled

between the four Governments and that a quadripartite commission be established to
examine any difficulties arising out of access and to facilitate their settlement.
Unless subsequently modified by the four ?owers the arrangements agreed to were to
continue in force until the reunification of Germany.
On 19 June

~r.

Gromyko proposed the extension of the time-limit specified in

his proposal of 10 June from one year to eighteen months.
proposal as presented to

t~e

However, the new Soviet

Foreign liinisters reserved to the Soviet Government

freedom of unilateral action at the vxpiration of that period.

lir. Gromyl:o seemed

to maintain that it was the view of his Government that the destern Powers, u?on
signing such an agreemenot;, would acquiesce in the liquide.tion of their rights in
Berlin and the abandonment of their res?onsibility for maintaining the freedom of
West Berlin.

Furthermore the Soviet Government at the highest level declared its

intention to conclude c peace treaty with the so-called German Democratic Re?ublic
if no agreement on a peace treaty wes roe.ched by the all-German committee proposed
within eighteen months.

The Soviet

view such a treaty would extinguish

Goverr~ent

~estern

has also clearly stated that in its

rights in Berlin.
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Since then the Soviet Foreign

~inister,

in

~

statement on 28 June, asked a

rhetorical question, "Does not the fact that the Soviet Union is proposing to hold
new negotiations on West Berlin after the expiretion of the terms provided for in
the agreement - if by that

t~me

the all-German committee does not succeed in its

work - speak for itself'?"
The very purpose of drawing up international agreements is to avoid reliance
on facts that speak for themselves.

Our purpose in the coming negotiations will

be to try to reach understandings which can later be reduced to writing to minimize
the danger of SUbsequent differing inter?retations.
I remain convinced that a satisfactory long-range solution to the German and
Berlin problem can be found if we realistically face the dangers created by the
artificial division of this great country and seek to eliminate them by a plan for
reunification within the framework of a general agreement on security which will
guarantee all countries of Europe against the dangers of irresponsible actions
endangering the peace.

This our Western Peace Plan would accomplish.

My Government hopes that ve will make the measure of progress needed to warrant
a subsequent meeting of Heads of Government.

I believe that the best promise of

such progress lies in an early return to restricted sessions.
colleagues that

OUT

next session be private.

I propose to my
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When the conference went into recess on 20 June I agree with what has been said
that all delegations were, I think, in a state of some unoertainty and

~

impression

at any rAte WAS that the different texts before the conference at that stage needed
further study in an atmosphere of greater relaxation.

It was not only that we had

been working without a pause for six weeks - it was that we really needed an interval
for thinking.
When the conference went into recess the main documents which we had under study
were the Western paper on Berlin handed to the Soviet delegation on 16 June and the
Soviet paper on Berlin handed to the Western delegations on 19 June.
In addition to these two important documents we had the Western paper handed to
the Soviet delegation on 19 June which oommented on the Soviet proposals of the same
day.

We had Mr. Khrushchev's speech also made on 19 June (or rather, at the time of

the recess, we had the first indications of what Er. Khrushchev had. said) a.nd finally
we had the statement issued by

~r.

Grom,yko late at night on 19 June.

None of these

latter documents had been evaluated or seriously discussed at the time of our recess.
Since the conference went into recess a further relevant matter has been the
speech made by

322

~r.

Gromyko on 28 June.
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These are the pa2ers and statements which I suggest we ought to have belore us
in the first place.

Ou~

first

objec~ive

ought to be to eliminate the points of

uncertainty which arise on these papers and to see how the positions of the two
sides can be brought closer iogether and this

~rocess

should be facilitated by the

fact that there is common ground between the two papers of 16 JUne and 19 June.

So

far as we see it, I do not think it is necessary to proceed on the basis either of
one paper or of the other

It seems to be quite feasible to study the

~aper.

questions at issue point by point.
So much for the immediate task before Use.
address ourselves to the
mean that we hnve

~apers

,~andoned

When I say that we ought to

and statements upon the Berlin question, I do not

our interest in the wider questions.

Speakina last week

in the IIouse of Commons in London I said that we were seeking to achieve three things
at this conference.

Firstly some ?rogress towards the reunification of Germany;

secondly the reaffirmation of the right of the people of West Berlin to choose their
system of society and also the acceptance of the need for satisfactory arrangements
for the free access to

~est

Berlin upon which their freedom of choice depends;

and

thirdly a reduction in tension and an improvement of stability in Europe.
There are many ways, I know, of defining our objectives.
which I have just given to you is not inaccurate.

I

thiru~

the definitwn

But of course those three

objectives do not exclude the contribution to world stability that would be made by
some agreement between us.

Therefore I cpproach this further series of meetings

with some hope of success.

We are not prepared to give way on matters of principle,

for example, the freedom of the people of

~est

nerlin.

Subject to that, we genuinely

seek agreement, and we will try to play our part in seeking to achieve such agreement.
kr. Chairman, I agreo with your suggestion about a private meeting, ?rovided my
other colleagues also

agree~
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~e

havex9turned·to

Genev~

~USSIJJ{

l>5~'

and have again assembled in this hall in order

to continue negotia1ions and to try to find mutually acceptable solutions to
important questions for

~hose

t~c

considerution of which the Meeting of Ministers

for Foreign Affa.irs was convened.
questions

eonce~ning

Germany and above all to work out measures to remove the

dangerous situation in Berlin,
fc~in ~urope.

7Te have to conclude the considerQ.tion of the

'~lioh

is a source of constant anxiety for

~he

fate of

still remain to be considered also several other questions

~nere

which have been raised in the course of the talks by one or other of the
participants and are of no small importance from the point of view of reducing
international tension and stren(:,1i:,ening peace.
As a. result of
somewhat dela.yed.

t~e

wee~s

three

recess, the work of the Meeting has been

But as the saying goes, tnere is no evil without some good.

During the recess tnc

?artici~~ts

in the

tal~:s

ned an additional op?ortunity to

over and weieh carefully everything that ~as been s&id and ~ro?osed at the
Meeting hitherto, ~~d ~o form in t~at way c more accurate idea of the )ositions
thi~

of the sides.

10

~o)e

three "Jestern Powers
Unionts

in

~~vo

?articul~x th~t

after the recess the

of the

corne here with a clearer understanding or the Soviet

~r~2osals.

The talks at

t~c

end of

t~c

haste, which was )articularly

first stage were obViously charecterized by

S~O'7n

in tho

evalu~tion

proposals by the delezctions of tile "Jestern Po,,,ers.

325

~inistcrs

of the latest Soviet

\1e recall that when "ullese
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proposals were submitted on 19 June the delegations of the three Western Powers
replied, two hours later on the same dey, by requesting a recess as the result of
which our work has been delayed for three weeks.
Already at the end of the first stage of the work of the conference, we expressed
the hope that the initial reaction to our proposals was merely the result of a
preliminary, but not unbiased, acquaintance with them, and that the Governments of the
Western Powers would give them more careful and serious study.
promised that this would be done.

Our colleagues

Subsequently it began to be realized more and more

in the West too that the Soviet Government's new initiative increased the chances of
an agreement being reached.

It is to be hoped that there will now be a more objectLw

and realistic approach to the Soviet proposals, the pur?ose of which is to lay down a
basis for further fruitful work by the

i~eeting.

The Soviet delegation suggests that we start from where we, strictly

spe~~ing,

interrupted our work, namely, by discussing the Soviet proposals submitted on
19 June.

Allow me therefore to remind you of the main contents of these proposals.

We propose that an agreement be concluded on the interim status of West Berlin.
This would include agreement on the following matters:
reduction of the armed forces and armaments of the three Western Powers in
West Berlin to token proportions;
cessation of subversive and hostile propaganda activities originating in
West Berlin against the German Democratic Re?ublic and other socialist
countries;
prohibition of the stationing of atomic or rocket weapons in West Berlin.
Supervision over compliance with the relevant undertakings in regard to these
matters could be carried out by a committee set up for this purpose and composed of
representatives of the USSR, the United States, the United Kingdom and France.
In the event of such an agreement being reached, the system of communications
with West Berlin in use at the present time would be maintained.
The agreement on the interim status of West Berlin would be for a period during
which an all-German committee or other body acceptable to the Germans, to be composed
of representatives of the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of
Germany, would be able to discuss and work out s?ecific measures for the development
of contacts between both German States, and

consid~r

questions connected with the

preparation and conclusion of a peace treaty and the unification of Germany.
this a year and a half would be quite sufficient.

For

If during that time both German

States are unable, within the framework of the all-German committee or in any other

mJijnOC/Sl
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way, to reach agreement on the above-mentioned questions, then the States participating in the 1959 Geneva

~eeting

of Poreign hinisters would have to resume

of the West Berlin question.
Such is the gist of the latest Soviet proposals.

conside~mn

It can easily be seen that

these proposals go a considerable way towards meeting the positions of the other
participants in these negotiations, as they have been explained here in the statemams
of the delegations concerned.

In fact, if what the Soviet Government proposes in

regard to Berlin is compared with the proposals put forward by the Governments of the
United States, the United Kingdom and Prance on 16 June, it will be seen that the
proposals are not so

ve~

far from one another, and if the Governments of the Western

Powers really wish to reach an agreement, then there is a basis for it in the Soviet
proposals.
The proposals of the Soviet delegation mention the need to reduce the strength
of the foreign armed forces in Wast Berlin and the
rocket weapons there.

~rohibition

It is easy to imagine the great

implementation of these measures

~imed

to station atomic and

signific~~ce

that the

at normalizing the situation in

would have for the strengthening of confidence between States.

~est

Berlin

Nobody can deny

that an agreement to reduce the number of foreign troops in West Berlin to token
proportions and to prohibit the stationing there of atomic and rocket weapons would
substantially relieve the tense situation in Berlin and in Europe as a whole.

One

cannot under-estimate the fact that in so far as the aforementioned measures would
be the result of an agreed decision by the Powers, this by itself would be of
considerable positive significance.

The reaching of such an agreement in regard to

West Berlin would bring about more favourable conditions for resolving in the future
on an agreed basis any questions that may arise so as to serve the cause of
strengthening peace.
We further propose that hostile propaganda and subversive activities carried on
from the territory of West Berlin "against the German Democratic Republic end other
socialist countries should be stopped.

The need for such measures derives from the

feet that hostile subversive activities against the German Democratic Republic and
other socialist countries are being carried out day by day from the
Berlin.

territo~

of West

These are aimed at increasing tension in the relations between States, and

at stirring up· hatred and strife between them.

'l'hu5, i f one looks at things

objectively, it is impossible to deny the good grounds for the Soviet Union's
proposals on this question.
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This question is also touched upon in the ?roposals ot the Western Powers,
but this is done in a form

whic~

can by no means be regarded as

acce~table.

The essence of the matter is in fact distorted in these proposals, since an
attempt is made ""0 :lUt on

almos"~ -~he

the situation in ~'Tes-~ Berlin,
,"

,\,,}:iC:l

same level the situation in 2ast Berlin and
11as actually been turned into a Jase for

systematic subversive, sabotaee and espionage activities, above all acainst the
country in the centre of which it is situated.
If an example is needed of how the territory of

~lest

Berlin is being used

for the purposes of subversive activities and of increasing tension in the
international situation, especially in Buro?e, such an exwnple was given quite
recently during

t~1e

recess in the

''1or~o;:

of our Meeting.

~nlile

tIle question of

West Berlin is being considered at the Meeting and the Ministers of the three
Western Powers quite rightly assert that West Berlin is not at all a
Federal

Re~ublic

~art

of the

of Germany, the Jest German authorities arrange a demonstration

by holding the election of the ?resident of the Federal

~epublic

of Germany in

West Berlin, and the Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom and
France take these actions of Bonn under their protection although they cannot
but

?~OW

that such actions are a )rovocation.

This example alone speaks eloquently enough of the fact that West Berlin is
being used as a tool for inflatinE the "cold ,yarn and
the need to brinb about a

healt~ier

ShO'\'lS

ho,., urgent has become

situation in that city.

Zxperience shows "":1at the :?co?le in :3onn are :placing their
hindering by all oeans the

reac~ing

st~:es

on

of agreement between the interested states

l)articipating in "vile Geneva Eeetinc and are -today carrying on this same line
of theirs which is hostile to
efforts to stir

t~e

u~ ~issensions

cause of yeuco.

They are

m~~in6

between the ?articipants in the

considerable

negot~ations

and

do not stop at dirac"'.. :>rovocations in connexion with the -:Test Berlin question.
All this gives us reason to believe that a sober

approac~

to the questions which

are the subject of our talks is alien to them.
Is not evidence of this to be seen in the delirious statements of some of tlle
statesmen of the Federal Republic of Germany to the effect that West Berlin is
territory of the Federal Republic of Germany and is almost a suburb of Bonn?

It

is obvious that such statements can only be made by people who have lost all
capacity to evaluate
by their o'\'m

hosili~y

t~e

situation in Germany and Europe soberly, who are blinded

towards the German Democratic

Republi~

which has shown that it

is a staunch cham?ion of the cause of peace and of the gonuine national interests
of the Germans.
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Such people realize, of course, that their assertions to the effect that
West Berlin belongs to the

of

Feder~l 2e~ublic

only .cause any man of common sense to smile.
much.

Why?

Germa~r VX0

an absurdity that can

That does not embarrass them very

Because in stirring u? dissensions between the Powers they are

striving to seek taci~ own advantage in these dissensions and contradictions.
This attitude of certain circles in the jest German capital proves to us
once more how imj?or-~ant are the questions of e. I>eace treaty with Germany and
the liquidation of t~o occupation regime in ;7est Berlin, wilicn is being used as
a source of tension

~~d

a centre for provocations and subversive activities,

which have been ?articularly intensive of late.

Such use, during our

~ooting,

may be said to bo distinctly of th0 nature of a domonstration.
What in the first place divides our positions regarding the Berlin question?
The United States, tllC Uni"t'Gd ::inadom and Frcnce are striVinG to maintain, or
more accurately spca::ina, to perpetuate the occupation regime in West Berlin,
whereas the Soviet Union is in favour of liquidating it, inasmuch as this
liquidation is urgently required in order to bring about a healthier situation
in Germany and in :&1rope as a whole.
We proceed from

t~e

assum?tion that the occupation regime established in

the first years after the war cannot be maintained for over, that it is
necessary to do away at last with all the residues of the Second World War.

If

this is not dono, jost Berlin will continue to be a source of tension and
dangerous conflicts.

Only those persons can be in favour of perpetuating the

occupation regime who would
fever and who would

li~e

li~:e

to keep

to keep :&trope shudderinc; in a state of 'far
t~e

clouds of the throat of war hanging constantly

over it.
True, tho ro?ly is given to us
maintain the

occu:>o/~ion

that the

~lestern

Powers do not wish to

regime in 70st Berlin indefinitely

but only until Germany

is reunitod.
But such retorts could only moan anything if any progress was actually
observable in reeard to the

unific~tion

Ministers of the three Powers

:~ow

of the two German States.

quito well that this is not so.

Governments of the United States, the United

~ingdom

The

~6reign

Moreover, the

and France, not to

s?e~t

of

the Government of t:li) li'ederal 2epublic of Germc.ny, are doinG their utmost '\:'o
oppose even one stop being

t~:on

German Democratic

and the Federal

3o~ublic

in the direction of a rapprochement botween the
~epublic

of Germany, without which any

talk about the unification of Germany was and remains a hollow sound and nothing moro
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So with the present state of affairs and with such a policy on the part of
the Western Powers in the German question, what difference is there between the
present proposals of these Powers and the striving to perpetuate the foreign
occupation of West

Berlin~

To perceive any difference here is only possible if

one disregards the elementary rules of logic and shuts one's eyes to the actual
policy of the Western rOwers in ihe German

question~

Whoever wishes to understand correctly the position of the Soviet Union on
the Berlin question must remember one thing:

the Soviet Union was, is and will

be implacably and fundnmentally opposed to the life of West Berlin being thrust
forever into the

5':'OC1:8

of foreign

occupation~

Under the present conditions,

when there has arisen in West Berlin a social order different from tllat existing
in

t~e

German Democratic Republic, a just solution of the question would be to

convert West Berlin into a Free City under appropriate guarantees for its
independence and communications with the outside world.

As regards the question

of guarantees, to our surprise the representatives of the Western Powers,who have
invariably emphasized their interest in maintaining the

e~,isting

social order in

West Berlin, have shown, one may say, complete indifference to the establishment
of any guarantee of non-interference in the internal affairs of West

Berlin~

This

fact alone shows the real value of the assertions that the Western Powers are
guided by concern for the fate of the population of West Berlin.
It can only be regretted that the Western Powers have not been able
to evaluate the proposal for a Free City on its merits, although they
recognize that the present situation in West 3erlin is abnormal and that steps
must be taken to improve it.
7fuat do the basic objections voiced by the Governments of the three
Powers against conferring the status of

6

Free City on West 3erlin amount to?

It is argued, firstly, that the proposal is unacceptable to the Western
~owers

because it does not guarantee the preservation of Nest Berlin's existing

way of life~
Secondly, it is alleged that the proposal for a Free City does not guarantee
the freedom of West Berlin's communications with the outside world.

~a::jiJOC /51
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Yet anyone acquainted witn

cannot but be a\'rare J';!1at these two
that they

~re

besice

assumption that

t~e ~oint.

t~1e ~Jol)ula·tion

possibility of havinc
~est

Berlin's

~hatever

contents of the Soviet Union's pro?osa1s

t~e

argumen·~s

~~e

are

absohl'~e1y

without foundation,

Soviet proposals proceed precisely from the

of ':Test Berlin must be assured of the full
social order it wishes itself.

comrJu~ications wit~

~ith

regard to

the outside world, the Soviet pro?osals

~rovide

that the maintenance of these communications must be guaranteed.
To remove every ?ossible doubt, we proposed to the

~estern

?owers that the

agreement on West Berlin should be buttressed by the most reliable guarantees
ltnown in international practice.
We proposed that the United Nations should be given a part in implementing
these guarantees.

Unfortunately, however, the Governments of the three Jostern

Powers, which had previously dropped courtesies to tho United Nations on more than
one occasion and lD:e to speal>:. of the importance of that organization, tool( up a
very different attitude when they were actually faced with the proposal that the
United Nations should be given a part in the settlement of one of the most
important international problems.

In this instance, they expressed complete

indifference towards the United Nations and almost disdain of it.
If the Gove!'nments of the United States, the United :anr;dom and France have
shown no interest in settling these questions in conneJdon with the proposal for
a Free City, the conclusion is inescapable that in reality they are concerned not
so much with preserving the
or that city's
continued

e~dsJ.;ing

mainten~lce

comr~unications

of 7est Berlin with the outside world

social order, which is threatened by noone, but with the

of their own order in

~ost

Berlin:

with the occupation

regime, which has long become out of date.
There being

suc~

a difference in the positions of the pnrticipants in our

1Ieeting, a way out m",y cor..dst in the meantime in coming to an agreement on an
interim status for
urgent

pr~ctical

~'les·~

Berlin, end reaching an understanding now on the most

steps which would contribute to a reduction of tension in West

Berlin and in Germany.

Such

an~pproach

is suggestod in the latest Soviet

proposals.
We set the period of validity of the provisiol'.al agreement at eighteen months,
ha.ving in mind that during

th~s

period the all-Gclrman committee will be able to do

useful work, that such a time-limit will create the conditions for a radical
solution of the German question, and consequently also of the Berlin question,
through the conclusion of a peace treaty.
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Our proposals provide that new negotiations should be held on the expiry of the
time-limit set in the agreement, if during that period the all-German committee does
not achieve positive results.

In

~his

oonnexion, the question is sometimes asked

whether this proposal means that on the expiry of the time-limit to be set by the
parties to the agreement only one way will be left open:
Soviet Union.

Yet it is common knowledge that we propose

unilateral action by the
tha~

negotiations should

be held when the period of validity of the temporary agreement expires.
If the Soviet Government intended merely to act unilaterally on West Berlin, it
could resort to such action already now.

We are not doing this, but we are

proposing that an interim status for West Berlin should be jointly worked out;

we

are proposing the establishment of a s?ecial body consisting of the representatives
of the four rowers to supervise compliance with the

undert&~ings

which would have

been assumed by the parties to the agreement with regard to the measures to be
carried out in West Berlin.

As

mr.

N. S. Khrushchev, the Head of the Soviet

Government, has repeatedly stated, we prefer to settle the question on an agreed
basis, jointly with the Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom and
France.

It is obvious that our proposal for subsequent negotiations by no means

bears out those who would like to give a false picture of the Soviet Union's
position in the Berlin question.
We are told that it would be better not to speak of time-limits at all in this
connexion.

But this is tantamount to requiring the Soviet Union to agree that the

occupation of West Berlin should be perpetuated, a proposition which it cannot and
never will accept, for reasons which wo have repeatedly stated.

To

~ut

the question

in these terms means to remove the ground from under any possible agreement.
However urgent and important the task of working out an agreement on

~est

Berlin

is in itself, it is of course far from covering all the unresolved questiomrelating
to

Ge~many

treaty.

and, above all, the central, key problem:

the oonclusion of a peace

If we could reach agreement on an all-German 00mmittee, one of whose basic

tasks would be to examine problems relating to the preparation and conclusion of a
peace treaty, this would considerably facilitate the efforts of the States concerned
to achieve a peaceful settlement with Germany and in that way draw a final line under
the past war in Europe.

At the same time, this would make it very much easier to

reaoh an agreement also on the Berlin question in the sense of a final settlement
thereof through the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany.
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The estaolishment of an all-German committee would enable ooth German states
to take an active pnrt in the preparation of a peace treaty with Germany and at
the same time to begin practical work on widening contacts and bringing about a
rapprochement betweenrthe German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic ot
Germany.
The Germans, and the Germans alone, are competent to discuss and settle
questions relating to the methods of bringing about a rapprochement between the
two German States, and to talk about the reunification of Germany without such a
rapprochement - this must again be repeated - is a mere waste of words.
To agree on the establishment of an all-German committee menns in practice
to help the two German States in achieving that co-operation with each other
which would enable

them to work out a"common attitude on questions relating to

the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany.

That is why we propose that the

possibilities opened up by the establishment of an all-German
exploited to the full.

co~nittee

should be

One would think that such a proposal should be supported

by the Governments of the United States, the United Kingdom and France, but
unfortunately the Western Powers have so far not shown a positive attitude in
this

regard~

Sometimes we are told that the preparation of a peace treaty with Germany
is a matter falling within the competence of the four great Powers alone
and therefore cannot be discussed by the representatives of the two German
States.

It is, of course, indisputable that the Powers which were the main

partners in the anti-Hitlerite coalition during the Second World War are
responsible for a peace settlement with Germany and are obliged to do everything
to speed up such a

settlement~

But does this nean that the question of a peace

treaty with Germany concerns only the four great Powers?

Of course

not~

Thus, for example, it cannot be denied that the Germans have a direct and natural
interest in the shape of the peace treaty with

Germany~

We do not, of course, propose that the Germans alone should concern
themselves with the preparation of a peace treaty, that they should, as it were,
conclude a peace treaty with themselves.

A draft treaty must of course be agreed

among the main States concerned, and in the first place among the participants
in the present

~,~eeting~
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More than that:

the Soviet Government, as is well known, is proposing that

a draft peace treaty with Germany should be considered at a peace conference to
be attended by all States which took part with their armed forces in the war
against Hitler I s Germany •., In particular, the. Soviet Government has more than
once stressed the vital interest. of Germany's neighbours, such as Poland and
Czechoslovakia, in the settlement of questions relating to Germany, including
the question of a pecce treaty with that country.

But there can be no doubt

also that the Germans themselves - having regard, in particular, to the fact
that two German states exist - should discuss between themselves questions
relating to the pro?cration of a peace trocty and
Let us illustrate this by an

c;~amplo.

~'lhen

con~orning

them directly.

the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty

with Germany was discussed at our Meeting, we heard assertions to the effect
that some clauses of
But if there a.re

t~is D~aft

a?pre~ensions

amounted to discrimination against Germany.
scor~

on that

although they are quite groundless,

why not give the Germans themselves an opportunity of dealing with the problem
and expressing their joint views, which would be the views of Germany as a
whole?
If the question of discrimination is raised, it must be admitted that it is
precisely the objections of the ilestern Powers against an (mamination of
questions relating to the

prepar~tion

of a peace treaty by German representatives

in an all-German committee which distinctly smach: of discrimination against the
Germans.
Needless to say, we cannot ignore the fact that the way to a ra?prochement
between the Federal

~e?ublic

of Germany and the German Deoocratic Republic, to

an understanding between them on a peace treaty and on the reunification of
Germany, is by no means an easy one.
accumulated.

With the years, dissensions have

For ton years, the two German states have developed in different

directions and, we must say
that across the gulf

w~ich

without the necessary

fra~:ly,

in opposite ones.

It is

inconceiv~ble

has been created, lasting bridges Can be built

:.?repn.ra·~ory work,

which is why we recommend the

establishment of an all-German comruittee and propose a definite and limited
time to bo set for its wor!t.

But bridges

c~n

be buH t and the

wor~~

of the

all-Germwl committee can bring forth its fruit, as soon as both sides express
a wish to collaborate with each other.

RLl/DOC/51
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If the work of the all-German committee or of any other body acceptable to the
Germans is successful, the first step will have been taken towards the conclusion
of a German peace treaty and with the settlement of this problem the Berlin question,
too, will be finally

sol~ed.

As far as we can jUdge fr"om the statements of the representatives of the
Western Powers, what arouses their objections is the principle of parity
by us for the establishment of the all-German committee.

proposed

In this connexion, it may

be useful to define once more the position of the Soviet Union on this question.
In our opinion, the only correct course would be to adopt a settlement of this
question which would not place one side in a more advantageous position than the
other.

In other words, the two sides should have equal rights and equal o?portuni-

ties, as in all conversations between equal partners.
Government of the German Democratic

Re~ublic

justifiable attitude in this question.

We consider that the

is adopting a realistic and entirely

What matters is that neither party should

be able to impose its will on the other, that questions should be solved by

agreem~

between the two sides, and it is precisely this requirement which the principle of
parity and equality of the two sides in the work of the committee satisfies.
But it may however happen that the
the hopes whioh have been placed on it.

all~German

committee will fail to justify

This possibility is by no means to be

excluded, having regard to the present 2osition of the Adenauer Government, which
has long and firmly acquired the reputation of being opposed to

~

rapprochement

between the two German States, of being opposed to any reduction of international
tension.

In point of fact, every new step, every new action of the Federal German

Government on the international scene, including the policy pursued by its
representatives at our

~eeting,

is a further confirmation of how alien the interests

of a reduction of tension, of genuine international co-operation are to the Federal
German Government.
To judge by all the evidence, nothing frightens the groups responsible for
West Germany's policy so much as the prospect of the conclusion of a peace treaty
with Germany, of a rapprochement between the two German States with a view to their
reunification, or an ending of the armaments race and of the "cold war".
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On the other hand, nothing so gladdens the groups which determine the
present foreign policy of the Federal Republic of Germany and which are steering
West

Germ~~

development in a militarist direction as the ever denser network of

atomic and rocket bases iq which their country is becoming enmeshed, as the clang
of metal from which weapons of destruction are again being forged, as the
increased tension in relations between

States~

Such a policy on the part of the Federal German Government must of course
inevitably give rise to apprehension among those who are interested in the
strengthening of peace and who therefore desire the conclusion of a peace treaty.
It is obvious that if the all-German committee should

no~

succeed in achieving

positive results in the examination of questions relating to the preparation
and conclusion of a peace treaty, the task of concluding a peace treaty with

A

Germany would become not less, but more, urgent.

~uestion

which must be

settled, if truly peaceful conditions are to be created in Europe, cannot be
left open

indefinitely~

The Soviet Government attaches great importance to reaching agreement on
the questions under oonsideration at the Geneva

:l.~eeting

of Foreign

;,:inisters~

The proposals of the USSR bear witness to the fact that the Soviet Government is
continuing its endeavours to narrow the gap between the positions of the parties
and to ensure success in the work of the

i.'~eeting~

We are entitled to expect

that the Governments of the Western ?owers for their part will show a willingness
to reach a mutual understanding, and will go along the path of fruitful discussion
of the Soviet Union's latest proposals.
at last to the preparation of concrete

This would enable our Heeting to turn
decisions~
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I have little to say after the statement whioh has just .been
Er~

Herter on what happened during the first phase of our

statement summarizes

ve~

the positions of the two

me~e

i/ieeting~

by

This

fully, I thinl{, not only what happened, but also
sides~

It seems to me thnt now that we are resuming our work there is no need tor
long preliminary

explanations~

Since we adjourned we have hod a relatively

short interval, during which nothing fundamental and even nothing remarkable
has happened

that is likely to modify substantially the positions of the

various delegations as they were during and at the end of the first part of the
iyleeting.
This first part of our iieeting, which lasted a long time, oontinuing over
sL~

weeks, was given up to long debates intended, in short, to seek a solution

of the crisis which originated in November 1958, at the time when the Berlin
question was raised somewhat dramntically by the

Governm~nt

To overcome the crisis, we could, it seems to me,

of the Soviet Union.•

onvis~ge

two methods,

and it is these two methods which have been successively considered by the
l:;eeting~

The first method, which was obviously by far the better, waS to try to agree
jointly on some settlement of the German problem as a

whole~

Clearly, such a

settlement implied a settlement of the Berlin problem, that is to say, the
reunification of

Germ~

Berlin as it exists
328

should automatically put an end to the special regime in

today~
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It was this German problem as a whole which was the subject of discussion
throughout the first part of our i1eeting, and only when we arrived at the
conclusion that we were still very far from any agreement did we turn to an
examination of the other method likely to extricate our Govermnents and the
world as a whole from the

e~istirig crisis~

This other method consisted in the

search for some very much more limited arrangements concentrated on Berlin.
It was in these circmtistances that, in the second part of the

~eeting,

that

is for three or four weeks, we tried to find out whether we could reach between
each other, between the Western and the Soviet side, an agreement which would
have enabled us to maintain the city of West Berlin in the situation in which
it now is, that is to say, in freedom.
There is no need for me to recall the proposals which have been made on
either side.

I shall merely note that as far as we are concerned we wanted to

maintain the status of West Berlin as long as there was no settlement of the German
problem as a whole to justify its disappearance.

At the same time, we were

prepared to accept a number of adjustments which in practice might have allayed the
apprehensions shown by the Soviet

side~

As regards the Soviet side, we had the impression that all the while we
were discussing this practical arrangeluent, that is to say, up to 9 June, its
positions on the status were not entirely clear, that there was an

~2biguity

which

made it difficult for us to draw any conclusions regarding the Soviet Government's
real

attitude~

Then we had a new proposal on 10 June, finally amended on 19 June,

that is to say, on the eve of the day when we
new light on the

discussion~

separated~

It threw an entirely

It did so for two reasons, I

believe~

The first

is that we saw reappear, more or less clearly, but reappear all the same, the
threats which had previously been made regarding the maintenance of our positions
in Berlin;

the second is that we saw, at the eleventh hour, the manifestation of

a desire to

li~~,

in some way, certain problems relating to the German question

as a whole with the problem of Berlin itself.
All this created in our minds both confusion and a bad inpression, and
it was in those circumstances that we proposed the adjournment which was decided
upon and on the expiry of which we have returned here today.
We are now going to resume our discussion.

I fully agree with our Chairman

in proposing that this discussion should be resumed immediately in private meetings.
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It seems to me that this would be the best method of disoussing the matter,
perhaps of achieving results, and I

thi~~

that this is probably the first

question on which we shall now have to adopt a definite position.

Later, when

we effectively resume discussion, we shall have to determine the method we are
going to use and also the sUbject of the disoussion itself.

All this raises a

number of questions on which I think there is no need to dwell at this stage,
but which, in my view, are of very great importance from the outset.
This, Mr. Chairman, is what I wanted to say very simply at the beginning
of the resumption of our work.

I reserve the right to revert later to the

question of the procedure we are going to use in order to
should this question be raised.

re~e

our worh,
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When Mr. Gromyko, at the private meeting on 9 June last, presented to his
Western colleagues, in connexion with the discussion that was then under way on the
Berlin problem, some new proposals the submission of which led to the decision to
interrupt our work on 19 June 1 we had the impression that the Soviet delegation was
suddenly taking a considerable step backwards and jeopardizing the very fate of the
conference.
This impression

re~Jlted

above all, of course, from what was put forward on the

subject of Berlin, namely, maintenance for a strictly limited time of the present
status of West Berlin, in consideration of a

cer~ain

number of adjustments; at the

end of the period envisaged, that is to say, at the end of one year, nothing would
have been in existence any longer if the Western Powers had not accepted the Soviet
plan of 27 November 1958 for the eatablishment of a demilitarized Free City.
These proposals were subsequently modified to some extent under conditions that
are well known and on the subject of which there still exists a certain number of
misunderstandings.

All this will no doubt be the subject of discussion in our

subsequent work and I do not intend to say any more about it today.

What I wish to

try to explain, on the other hand, is that there was another basic reason for the
impression that the Soviet document of 9 June made on us, a reason which· the
rectifications made on 19 June failed to modify in any way.
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This reason is, of
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course, the suggestion made by
established under

cer~ai~

l~r. GTomy~o

that an all-German committee be

conditions and that its establisllIDent be closely linked

to the already precarious arrangement proposed for Berlin.

I will remind you of

the terms of this proposal:
llThe two German -ptates would make arrangements for the establishment
of an all-German committee composed of representatives of the German
Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany on a basis of
parity.
"The committee must help to broaden and develop contacts between
the German Democratic Republic and the

Fede~al

Republic of Germany,

discuss and prepare concrete measures for the unl:ication of Germany,
as well as examine

~uestions

connected with the preparation and

conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany.
"Should the propo sal for the establishment of the committee be
unacceptable to one or the other German state, then the four Powers
could recommend the Governments of both German States to choose a
form of co-operation acceptable to them with a view to solving the
problems referred to.
nIn order not to postpone indefinitely the conclusion of a
German peace treaty, the definite period should.be set for the work
of the all-German committee or some other body, namely, one year,
during which the committee or some other body must reach an agreed
decision in regard to the

~uestions

of a peace treaty and the

unification of Germany.1I
Incidentally, this period of one year which was mentioned in the first Soviet
plan was

subse~uently

increased to 18 months.

As far as I am concerned, I must say

~uite frar~ly

that I did not understand

how such a proposal could be put forward in the context of what was then being
discussed and at the stage which the conference had reached.
You will remember that at -bhat time we had been talking for six weel:s on the
Berlin

~uestion,

and we were discussing it because by common agreement we had come

to the conclusion that it would have been useless to continue at that time the
talks which had been going on since 11 May on the subject of the German problem as
a whole.

This problem was, of course, the first and main subject of our conference.

To settle it, or simply to be on the way to a settlement, would have made it
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possible to eliminate at one go all the difficulties encountered or raised in
regard to Berlin.

It is clear that we shall have to resume this discussion,the

outcome of which is essential for the future of both Germany and the whole of
:&trope.

But we were compelled
to note that for the time being the points of view
,
wa~

of either side were in no
to talk about Berlin.

drawing closer together, and that is why we agreed

We talked about Berlin in a concrete manner for 15 days,

meeting of course with very great obstacles, but finding nevertheless certain
possibilities of agreement, in short, under the normal conditions of rather difficult
international negotiation.
And suddenly:

at the end of 15 days, without apparent reason and without

explanation, we found ourselves faced with a proposal which included in the same text
two questions of so different a nature by their implications as that of Berlin and
that of Germany as a wAole,

li~Ling

the one to the other and

t&~ing

us back in

-fact, after a month, to the first days of our conference.
That is why I should now like to put to the Soviet delegation a first question,
which is the following:

what are the reasons which impelled it to act in this way,

that is to say,to add difficulties to difficulties, to

liru~

together problems

which are nevertheless quite distinct, in short,as I have just said, to jeopardize
the whole negotiation?
I realize quite well that I shall be told, of course, that the fate of Berlin
is linked to the fats of the whole of Germany and that it is logical, if the two
parts of Germany are asked to discuss reunification, to link the status of Berlin
to the outcome of that discussion.
~~.

But that is a mere semblance of logic.

Gromyko - as he made it clear in his intervention of 13 July - hardly labours

under any illusion regarding the possibility of an agreement and, moreover, foresees
in advance the failure of the negotiations, by proposing in this hypothesis the
opening of new negotiations on Berlin.
Now for my second question.

Does the Soviet delegation think that by asking

for the establishment of an all-German committee it is not posing again the whole of
the German problem, and is not thereby instigating the reopening of all the
discussions which led to the failure I have just

mentioned~

Here, in fact, it is by no means a question of a mere decision regarding
procedure, namely, the establisAffient of a committee, but of the adoption of a
definite position on all the question3 that are of the utmost importance in
determining the future fate of Germany.
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Indeed, we find again all the principles whioh i£r. Gromyko, and many others
before him, has expounded as bound to be the basic prinoiples of a German settlement:
recognition of the two German Governments on an equal footing, exclusive competence
of these two authorities to-ftiscuss reunifioation, preliminary oheracter of the peaoe
treaty which must be conoluded immediately with the two Germanies.
This simple enumeration suffices to show all the implications of the Soviet
proposal and to make it clear why it reopens the whole of a debate which for the time
being is hopeless.

I am fully aware that we shall be given the answer thet the

Westerners themselves advocated, in their overall Plan for Germnny, the establishment
of an all-German committee oomposed of representatives of the two parts of

Germ~.

Why, it is asked, do they now refuse this committee for the sole reason that it is
advocated by the Soviet delegation?
That, as a matter of fact, is putting the question in a

ve~

arbitrary manner.

The proposals we made on the subject of an overall settlement of the German problem,
and which, I emphasize, still hold good, were quite different.
proposals we made a very great and sincere effort to
the preoccupations of our colleagues.

t~ke

In drawing up these

into the fullest account

It was in this spirit, end in the hope that

it would be understood, that we modified considerably the previous plans so as, in
particular, to provide

for all the possible periods and transitions and to associate

the Germans to the fullest possible extent in the
reunifioation.

implement~tion

of the measures for

This was done, of course, without prejudicing the essential

principles to whioh we remain attached, and which are, briefly stated, that
reunification must take place in freedom, that is to say, in short, by means of free
elections.
In order to assooiate the

Germ~s

,nth the reunification process, the Western

Plan provides for the establishment of a committee composed of representatives of
the two parts of German,.
to a large extent the

The number of these representatives takes into acoount

res~eotive

populations of the two parts of Germany.

~oreover,

the committee has a well-defined assignment, which is to prepare within a certain
time-limit an electoral law, on the basis of which the elections will be held whioh
will give practical effect to reunification.
programme.

It is a question of a well-defined

It is a question, above all, of truly bringing about reunification

through an agreement aohieved beforehand, and not of entering into discussions which,
it may be thought in advance, have little chance of producing any concrete result.
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In recalling all this, it is by no means my intention to engage in or to reopen
a controversy

which would be useless at the point we have now reached.

I should

simply like to explain the reasons why, very obviously, the Soviet proposal
concerning the establishment of an all-German committee really rai8es fundamental
difficulties.

For my part I am by no means unwilling, if it is desired, to resume

discussion of the German probiem as a whole.

I would stress that in doing so we

would digress considerably from the goal which, by common agreement, we had set
ourselves more than a month ago, namely, to come to some arrangement on the problems
which the Soviet Union has raised in regard to Berlin.
to carryon the conversation, and the Western

On Berlin, also, I am ready

deleg~tions

have made definite ofters

on that subject in the document which they submitted on 16 June last.

But I do not

see how it would be possible to enter with any prospect of success into a
simultaneous discussion on the two questions mentioned in the Soviet plan.
Mr. Gromyko, in his statement of 13 July, spoke of his concern that our conference
should be able to turn at last to the preparation of concrete decisions.
shares that concern more

thc~

Nobody

I, and it is precisely for that reason that I have

deemed it necessary to express my anxieties and to put to the Soviet delegction a
number of questions regarding a suggestion which it made and which, to speak frankly,
does not seem to me to be likely to facilitate the conclusion of an agreement.
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DELIVERED AT THE TWENTY-FIRST SESSION OF THE FOREIGN kINISTERS

16 July 1959
INTRODUCT ION'

At yesterday's plenary meeting, I suggested thet we end the discussion of
whether or not there is any essential link between ?rocedures lo~ting to solution
of the problem of the continued division of Germany and procedures looking to
arrangements for Berlin to last until reunification of Germ&QY.
Instead, I proposed that we might, with greater profit, consider the substance
of the Berlin proposals made by the Western Powers and by the Soviet Union.·

I

suggested that when we resumed today we should consider these proposals, point by
point, so that a clear understanding of eaoh position would be assured and further
useful negotiations made possible.
I would now like to do just this.
A convenient starting point is to consider the three-Power paper on Berlin,
handed to the Soviet Foreign kinister on 16 June 1959.

This paper was· developed

by the Western Powers after a detailed and prolonged discussion in private sessions
with the Soviet Foreign

~inister.

This paper was a genuine effort to meet views expressed by the Soviet
~inister

344

on a number of occasions.

Forej~n
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As I indicated yesterday, this three-Power pa2er was ignored by the Soviet
Foreign Minister without any discussion of its s)ecific points.

The alleged reason

given by Mr. Gromylco was that these proposed arrangements would require the USSR to
reaffirm the occupation rights in Berlin of the United States, the United Kingdom
and France.
The fact is that these Western rights, which on a number of oocasions have been
recognized by the USSR as legitimate in origin and continuing in fact, derive from
the war and from solemn post-war agreements ratified by the USSR.

Nothing that the

USSR is now being asked to state or do would add to or detract from these rights,
nor from Soviet responsibilities.
We have gone far to meet an earlier proposal of the Soviet Foreign Minister
that a solution of the Berlin problem should deal with specifio arrangements.
hope that, in the light of this clarifioation, the Soviet Foreign

~inister

I

will

realize that his earlier reason for ignoring the Western proposals was without
basis.
I turn now to the specific elements of the 16 June paper:
I

Firs!L it expressed the willingness of the three Western Powers to limit the
combined total of their forces in Berlin to the present level, which is approximately 11,000 men.

It proposed that forces in Berlin be armed only with

conventional weapons.
The Western Powers would also deolare that their Governments would consider
from time to time the possibility of reducing their forces if developments in the
situation permitted.
The Soviet Foreign uinister had proposed earlier that the Western contingents
in Berlin be reduced to token levels.

(The word "token" is defined in the English

diotionary as "something that serves as a symbol, or something given or shown as a
guarantee of one's authority").

Surrounded by Communist forces, some thirty or

forty times more numerous, a contingent of 11,000 men under this or any other
definition can only be oonsidered a token force.
And by agreeing not to increase - and to consider possible reductions in this level, the Western
would

~~

~owers

proposed to give further assurance that these forces

but token contingents.
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II

Secondly, 'the 16 June paper proposed that there should oontinue to be free and
unrestricted aocess to West Berlin by land, by sea and by air, for all persons and
goods - including

tho~e

of

~he

Western forces in Berlin.

The procedures

a~plioable

r

would be those in

eff~ct

in April 1959.

This proposal should be acceptable to the USSR since its own proposal of
19 June also specifies that ufor the duration of the agreement, the communications
of West Berlin with the outside world will be preserved in the present shape".
Correspondence between Western and Soviet views also appears to exist in
connection with the three-Power proposal for a qUadripartite commission, whioh would
oonsider any difficulties arising in connection with access procedures with respect
to Berlin.
III

Thirdly, the 16 June paper proposed that measures be taken consistent with
fundamental rights and liberties to avoid in both parts of Berlin activities which
might either disturb public order or seriously affect the rights and interests, or
amount to interference in the internal affairs, of others.
Mr. Gromyko claims that tensions in Berlin are a source
the Communists.

of great concern to

He insists that provision must be made for their reduction if

there is to be an acceptable solution for Berlin's future until Germany's
reunification.
It is common knowledge, the evidence for which I have previously cited in some
detail, that East Berlin is a hotbed of subversive activity.

Acoordingly, the

Western proposals for Berlin call for reciprocal measures to avoid in both parts of
Berlin activities which might disturb public order.
Surely the USSR, with its constant emphasis on parity of treatment, will
understand the need for parity of responsibility in this instance.
Let me say now that the Western Powers categorioally rule out of consideration
any one-sided restraints as part of a Berlin solution until reunification.

If

there are to be agreed restraints they must be reciprocally applied in both pa.rts of
this city where tensions a.re alleged to exist.
If these reoiprocal restraints are to be applied in an even-handed fashion, our
experience with international agreements to date suggests that it would be well to
provide for verification of their fulfillment.
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The Soviet Foreign Minister, in his recent statement on 28 June, charged the
Western Powers with paying only lip service to a United Nations rOle in connection
with Berlin.

He then said, " .••when, in the course of the talks, the delegations

of the Soviet Union and

of-~he

GDR declared the readiness of their Governments to

guard West Berlin from all outside interference, the Ministers of the Western Powers
somehow suddenly lost interest in the problem.

They did not want to speak of the

participation of United Nations in the guarantees, although from the rostrum they
fre'luently speak of the organization's rOle.

But, as we see, speaking abou·' it is

one thing, and respecting it in practice is another thing".
Even as the Soviet Foreign

~inister

was making this baseless charge, my

Government was giving serious consideration to the possibility ot a significant
United Nations rOle in connection with Berlin.

We may wish later, when detailed

negotiations begin, to suggest that the four Powers responsible for Berlin consider
a request for the Secretary-General of the United Nations to establish an ade'luate
staff in Berlin, with free access to all parts of the city, for the purpose of
reporting on propaganda activities which might either disrupt public order or
seriously affect the rights of others.
I believe and have reason to hope from recent public statements of the United
Nations Secretary-General that he would be responsive to such a request for this
form of United Nations participation in a Berlin settlement.
I hope that the Soviet Union will consider this possibility of establishing an
interr-ational scrutiny over one aspect of the life of this city which is of such
importance to both the Communists and the free world.

IV
. Fourthly;

The final point of the 1Vestern proposal is the provision that these

arrangements concerning Berlin will continue in force until the reunification of
Germany.
This principle was repeatedly accepted by
discussions.

~r.

Gromyko in our earlier private

He acknowledged that any agreement reached at the conference

concerning Berlin should last until Germany was unified.

But then the Soviet

,proposals of 9 and 19 June apparently changed this position.

It seems to call for

an agreement to expire after a brief specified period.
I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that this is a point on which the true interests of
all our countries coincide.

Each of our countries has an underlying interest in

the preservation of peace.

And I cannot conceive that the cause of peace would be
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served by any agreement which merely ensured that the Berlin crisis would be revived
after a short interval.
We have so far faced two major international crises over Berlin - one in 1948,
-9tarv~

when the USSR tried to

Each of these crises has

the city into submission, and now again in 1959.

pose~

a serious threat to peace.

Still another crisis in

the future would revive this danger, perhaps in more acute form.
m~,

This possibility

in fact, grow with each crisis - as tensions over Berlin

cumulatively increase.
And even if war should be avoided, such recurring crises

o~ot

help but prevent

that relaxation of tensions which the Soviet Union professes to desire.

It is

impossible to build relations between our countries on a sound and businesslike basis
if these relations are to be periodically thrown into an uproar by Soviet threats to
Berlin and by the Soviet Union's attempted reopening of past agreements covering
Berlin.
I hope that

~r.

Gromyko will weigh these thoughts carefully, from the standpoint

of his own country's self-interest, if from no other.

I hope that this weighing

will lead him, as it has led me, to conclude that his original view was correct

~

that the accord on Berlin should last until reunification.
Now that the issue of Berlin has been raised once more, and now that relations
between our countries have been profoundly disturbed by this fact, we

w~uld

be

remiss in our duty to the peoples of the world if we did not settle that issue once

and for all on a basis that will endure until a solution of the German problem is
accomplished.
CONCLUSION
These then, Mr. Chairman, are the four main points in the Western proposal
concerning Berlin:
1.

No increase of forces in Berlin.

2.

Guaranteed free access to Berlin.

3.

Measures to avoid disturbing activities in either part of Berlin.

4.

Agreement that these arrangements should last until German
unification.
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T~ten

together 1 I believe

t~at

these four

successful negoti.c-/v:'ons at this conference.

~oints

offer a sound

b~sis

for

I hope, therefore, that the Soviet

Foreign Miniotar will now discusz them - seriously, substantively, and one by one
so that we can

ge~

on to

an-~greement.

It does not matter whether he does this on the sole basis of our proposals
or not - so long as he addresses these four points, which seem to me the pillars
on which any acceptable Berlin agreement must rest.
I hope that he will not avoid discussing these points by turning to other
subjects - like.procedures for German unification.,. which we can discuss
separately if .it seems useful at this conference.
I hope that he will not avoid this discussion by throwing out bogus slogans
like "Free Cityll, and that he will concentrate on specifio improvements in the
Berlin situation, rather than on changes in terminology.
And finally I hope that he will not avoid discussing these points by making
generalized and misleading attacks on the Western proposal which comprehends them claiming to perceive in that proposal requirements and consequences other than
those spelled out in these four points.
None of these attempts at evasion would be worthy of the serious problems
and the over-riding need which we face.
The

~ob~~

is that of devising arrangements for Berlin which will

the city's freedom .and

g~ard

~reserve

against future crises over this issue until Germany

is reunified.
The need is to fulfill the hopes which peoples around the world have placed
in this conference by

reac~ing

a measure of agreement on such arrangements, so

that by having made real progress we can proceed promptly to a meeting of the
Heads of

Goverr~ent,

where other issues can be discussed.

I have tried, Mr. Chairmnn, to show how the problem could be met in a way
consistent with the interests and honor of all our countries.
It is for Mr. Grom;;'l:o to determine whether we can noW' begin serious
negotiations which will fulfill the need.
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I would like to say something on behalf of the delegation of the United
Kingdom.
As my colleagues know, we returned here on Monday, 13 July, and my own view
is that we have not achieved very much since then.

I do not

pre~e

to award the

blame but I would like to try to follow Mr. Herter in the attempt to assess the
situation in which we now find ourselves.

I would echo what he said about the

Western proposals and the need for further consideration of them.
has never really commented on them at all.

Mr. Gromyko

The first question which he asked, I

think it was yesterday, was why hadntt we answered the Soviet proposals of 19 June.
But he has ne,er really commented on our proposals of 16 June.
thim~

So therefore I

that his first question' of yesterday was perhaps a bit of a joke.

Now I want to try to review this situation.

I think there is common ground

between us that certain confusions did arise with regard to the Soviet position
on 19 June.

There have been certain clarifications since then - the document

published in the middle of the night of 19 June, Mr. Gromykot s speech of 28 June
and his further speech of 13 July.

And in order that there Should be no mis-

understandings between us I want to state what I believe the position to be and
unless Mr. Gro'myko contradicts me on any particular point, that is what I shall
assume it to be.
347
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First of all on Berlin.

two sides agree that interim arrangements should

~he

be mace, providec they are satisfactory.
the position. seems

-~o

me as follows.

As to what those arrangements

First of all, on force levels.

s~ould

be,

The West say

that their foroes should be limited to their present strength with a provision for
reduction if developments p$rmit.

The Soviets say that the Western forces should

be reduced to symbolio numbers, sYmbolio contingents.

Well, Mr. Herter referred

to the present strength of the Western contingents and we had several arguments
in the first phase of our conference about their accepted level.
the view that their eJcisting level is in fact symbolic.

I think we took

°Uhether we can get from one

symbolic level to another symbolio level by a symbolic reduction, I don't quite
know.

But I don't propose to go further today into that somewhat metaphysical

argument.
With regard to armaments, both sides agree that the Western forces in Berlin
should only be armed with conventional weapons.
A third matter is that of activities.
should be taken to avoid in both

pa~ts

The Western Powers agree that measures

of Berlin activities which might disturb

public order, seriously affect the rights and interests, or amount to interference
in the internal

affair~

of others.

The Soviet position is that there should be

termination of subversive activities directed from West Berlin against the D.D.R.
and other socialist States.
The fourth matter is the duration of any such interim arrangement.
agreod that these interim arrangements should last for a limited time.

It seems
The

Western position is that they should be terminated on reunification, unless this
view is subsequently modified by four-Power agreement.

The Soviet position is

that they should continue for one and a half years or for some such other period
which could be agreed, but they stated quite specifioally in the first

state~ent

of

19 June "the question of a time limit is a matter neither of major importance nor
of principle to us H •
With regard to access, the Western position is that the procedures which were
in effect in April 1959 should continue, but German personnel could carry them out.
This position is without prejudice to existing responsibilities and disputes should
be settled by a four-Power commission with German advisers.
would also continue between East and West Berlin.

Freedom of movement

The Soviet position is that

communications of West Berlin with the outside world would be preserved in their
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present shape.

The phrase they used was IIfor the duration of the agreement" the

communications with

~est

Berlin and the outside world will be preserved in the

pre sent shape.
Now on the faoe- of it. it is not clear what IIfor the duration of the agreement"
means, but I thinl~ it has been cleared upsinoe, because in addition to t~e matters
to which I referred, levels of forces, armaments, activities and the length of time
for which the interim arrangements would last and the question of access, there are
two further matters of great importance.

The first is what would he?pen at the

end of the period of the duration of the agreement.

According to the Western

Plan Germany will ex hYpothesi have been reunified and Berlin will become its
capital.

The Soviet position is that at the end of the period fixed for these

interim arrangements, if agreement has not been reached in some way (and I eome
to that question next), if agreement has not been reached then we resume these
negotiations, and pending the result of that further phase in our negotiations
as Foreign Ministers the situation will remain unaltered.
no unilateral action will be

t~~en

further phase in our negotiations.

As I understand it,

by either side pending the result of that
In parenthesis I would like to add that we are

completely.dedicated to the proposition that further developments should be the
result of negotiation and not be dictated by one side.
That is what happens at the end of the period of the interim arrangements.
The position, as I understand it, is quite clearly that these negotiations will
be resumed and no unilateral action will be taken by either side pending the result
of that further phase in our negotiations.
I now come to the final point and that is negotiations during the period of
the interim arrangements.

Tha Jest have always maintained that if there is

agreement about the interim period the four Governments will continue to
negotiate about German reunification and Juropean security, whether they do it
through the ordinary diplomatic channels or through Foreign Ministers' meetings
or meetings of Heads of Government.
will continue.

That process of discussion and negotiation

The Soviet position is that an all-German committee should be

established on the basis of parity end should discuss contacts, reunification and
a peace treaty.

I

thinl~

it is clear from the Soviet statements {,hat their position

about an all-German committee is not completely inflexible because in

li~.

GromyAofs

statement of 10 June he does say that if the proposal for the establishment of
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the committee be unaoceptable to one or the other German side, the four Powers
could recommend the Governments of both German sides to choose a form of cooperation acceptable to them with a view to solving the problems referred to.
And then again in the Soviet paper of 19 June it is said there that if during
r

the agreed period no solution of tne question of reunification of Germany can be
reached within the framework of an all-German oommittee or otherwise, then the
participants of the Geneva oonference of Foreign Ministers should resume consideration of the West Berlin question.

So there would seem to me to be

indicated in these two statements to whioh I have referred an element of
flexibility; also it seems to me to be implied from the Soviet position that the
operation of the committee or some other arrangement would not exclude negotiations
between the four Powers both about a peace treaty and about reunification.
One further matter was referred to in Mr. Gromykof s speech either on Monday
or on Wednesday - the oocasion upon which he xaised the matter of United Nations
participation and he rather chided us for having disoounted that possibility.

I

endorse what Mr. Herter has said today upon that theme.
Now, gentlemen, I have tried to set out under these various headings what I
understand to be the position of the two sides.

I hope I have got it right.

It

does not make me despair of the possibility of an agreement at all, but I do want
to know whether I have got it right or whether I have in some way misinterpreted
or misrepresented the position.
we ought to

thiru~

I think that if what I have said is correet then

it over, discuss it with one another and see whether we can

advance towards agreement.
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I
Mr ~ Chairman,

We have already drawn attention to the fact that so far the delegations of
the Western Powers have not given any definite reply to the latest proposals of
the Soviet Government in regard to an agreement on an interim status for West
Berlin and on an all-German

committee~

We should like to know how this is to be

eXJ?lained~

Now I have a second

question~

How can one explain the fact that the

delegations of the United States of America, the United Kingdom and Franoe, who
at the beginning of the conference were in favour of setting up an all-German
oommittee, began to lose interest in this idea after the Soviet

sid~

had put

forward a concrete proposal regarding the establishment of such a committee and
its tasks and this question thus came on to the practical level?
given by the representative of France failed to dispose of this
A third question.

The explanations
question~

We should lilte to know whether the delegations of the

three Western Powers agree that the representatives of the German Demooratio
Republic and of the Federal Republic of Germany in an all-German oommittee should
have equal rights and the same opportunities and that questions should bedeoided
by agreement between the two

sides~

If, however, they continue to object to this,

then let them explain what it is the Western Powers fear when they oppose the
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principle that neither of the sides represented in the comillittee should be placed
in a privileged position when decisions are taken?

What sort of body for

negotiations will it be if there are to be established in it beforehand more
favourable oonditions for

-~ne

of' the sides than for the other?

I should like to put one more

question~

The representatives of the Western

Powers have repeatedly stated that a peace treaty must not be imposed upon
It is well known that the Soviet Union has always supported this

view~

Germany~

Precisely

for this reason it proposes that the Germans should work out in an all-German
committee their point of view on questions connected with the preparation and
conclusion of a Gennan peaoe

treaty~

Why do the Western Powers not support this

proposal?
These questions arise for quite understandable

reasons~

We should like to

ascertain in this connexion what the real position of the Western Powers

is~

I

repeat, the explanations which have been given by you, u~~ Chairman, by no means
dispose of these

questions~

II
I must say that we should like to hear the replies to our questions

first~

They concern the Berlin question and our proposals which were submitted for
consideration at this

conference~

As you know, they were not submitted

today~

The Western Powers have had an opportunity to think over these proposals for at
least several

weeks~

As regards an all-German oommittee, this question, as is

well known, did not arise today either.
oonsiderable length of

time~

We have been disoussing it for a

For this reason our questions ooncerning this

problem are not of an artificial nature;
interested in the replies to

they really do arise and we are seriously

them~

We should like to know more fully the position of the Western Powers on these
questions and partioularly, of course, in regard to the latest proposals of the
Soviet

Government~

III
In connexion with

iir~

Selwyn Lloyd's remark, I should like to say the

following:
We have repeatedly tried to explain to our colleagues in the negotiations that
there is a logical lirur between the question of West Berlin and the question of an
all-German committee and its work, and that this link is by no means

artificial~

It seemed to us that after our repeated explanations and statements, including those
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ffiade during the recess in the work of our conference, there should be no lack of
clarity regarding these questions.

But if nevertheless some questions arise,

and if they are not put forward in order to drag out our negotiations, but in
order to clarify the real situation and our position, and apparently that is
we have no reasons to believe that it is not
additional explanation

on.th~s

80-

80 -

then I should like to give an

subject.

\7hen the questions of West Berlin and a peace treaty were discussed there
arose also the question of an all-Gerr.1an cor:u:nittae; consequently, we are not
raising this question for the first time in the course of the work of this
conference.

If an attempt is being made hereto make it appear that this question

yas ra.ised by us unexpectedly, then this attempt is absolutely groundless.
is nothing unexpected in this.

There

Both these questions - the question of West

Berlin and the question of an all-Gerrnan committee -have long been within our
field of vision and have long been put forward in the oourse of the work of our
·conference.
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iVa do not know on what grounds it would be possible to foretell the results
of the work of the committee.
To 8QYone who has aQY doubts it should be claar from our additional
explanations that between the two. questions, namely, the West Berlin question and
the question of an all-German committee, there is not an artificial, far-fetohed
link but a logioal, vital one.
I do not know whether our explanations will satisfy Mr. Selwyn Lloyd,
Mr. Herter and Mr. Couve de wfurville and those who have any doubts on this soore.
But that it the way we understand this question.

I hope that after this explanation

of ours we shall receive replies and explanations in regard to the questions that
have been put by us, the replies to which are, quite understandably, of the greatest
interest to us.
it:

As regards your question, Mr. Chairman, this is how I understand

you ask whether our proposal regarding an all-German committee means that we

are thereby raising the question of the discussion of the German problem as a whole,
inclUding the problem of German unity.

I think that there can be only one reply

to this question - no, it does not mean that.

To discuss the question of German

unity, a question which Qust be discussed by the Germans, means to conduct
fruitless negotiations, and we think that that is hardly in the interests of all
ooncerned.
With regard to the question of a peace treaty, we are prepared to diseuss
this question at any time, because the questiono£ the importance of the peaoe
treaty not only is not diminishing but, on the contrary, is increasing.
In our opinion, however, the question of an all-German committee can be
successfully and fruitfully discussed without

d~scussing

other questions.

IV

I fail to understand why everything in the Soviet proposals concerning. an a11German committee and its tasks is not clear to Mr. Selwyn Lloyd.

Mr. Selwyn Lloyd

even tries to perceive some oontradiction between our proposals for the
of an all-German committee and article 22 of our Draft Peaoe Treaty with
As a matter of fa.ct there is no contradiction here nor can there be any.

e8tablishmen~
Germ~.

Article 22

of our Draftree.dsl
"The Allied and associated Powers acknowledge the right of the German people
to re-establish the unity of Germany".
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Does not the proposal to set up an all-Garman oommittee go in the direction of
providing the German people with an opportunity to exeroise this right?
precisely in this direction that it goes.

It is

If anybody has another opinion as to

whether the Garman people
should
be given the right to consider and decide on
.
their own account ques~ions ooncerning Germany, including those relating to
Garman unity, then that is another matter.
doubts.

The Soviet

Gove~ent

The Soviet Government has no such

assumed and continues to assume that purely German

questions - and questions relating to German unity are such - must be oonsidered
first and foremost by the Germans themselves.
We know that the Western Powers have another approach to this matter.

We do

not agree with this approach and oonsider it unjust towards the German people.
We have made a good number of statements on this subject and there is hardly any
need to repeat them.
The sarne article 22 of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty states further that the
Allied and Associated Powers express their readiness to render to both German
States every assistance in the achievement of this aim on the basis of a
rapprochement and understanding between the German Democratic Republic and the
Federal Republic of Germany.

Preoisely the adoption of the proposal for the

establishment of an all-German

oo~wittee

and of appropriate reoommendations to

both Garman States - the German Demooratio Republic and the Federal Republio of
Germany - would be one of the forms of assistance to be rendered to both German
States.
Where is the oontradiction here?

There is not only no contradiotion what-

soever here but oomplete accordanoe between this article of our Draft and our
proposal for an all-Garman cOmQittee.

In making our proposal for an all-Garman

committee we are precisely pursuing the aim that the four Powers should render
assistance to the Germans in starting negotiations between themselves for the
consideration of questions relating to Germany.
have another point of view in this regard.

The Western Powers, we know,

They wont to tGke into their own

honds the settlement of questions relating to Germany, preoisely those questions
whioh the Gemans alono are competent to oonsider and settle.

The proposals

made a.t one time by tho 1Unisters of the three Western Powers rega.rding a
plebiscite and tho tasks of an all-German committee are in fact founded on the
striving of the Wostern Powers to take into their own hnnds the oonsideration and
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settlement of questions

f~lling

within the competence of the Germans alone.

We

cannot agree to such proposals, since they are aimed nt infringing upon the
rights of

the German people and are incompatible with the elementary requirements

of justice and respect

I will say nothing about
, the rights of the Germans.
the fact that this would re~lly,be discrimination against the German people,
fo~

lIloreover, the grossest form of discrimination.
I have tried to explain to Mr. Selwyn Lloyd that 'between our proposals for

the establishment of an all-German committee and the proposals contained in
article 22 of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty there is no contradiction, nor
could there be any; the oomplete accordance between those two doouments is
quite evident.
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Mr. Chairman, I thank you for g1V1ng me the floor.

I had, I must say, no

intention of speaking today because I had expressed yesterday what was, at the
present stage of our negotiation, the gist of my preoocupations, and I had put two
questions to the Soviet delegation in that regard.
I have listened with great attention, of course, to what Mr. Gromyko stated
yesterday concerning the Soviet proposals of 9 and 19 June last.

In his

explanations I did not find very much in the way of answers to the questions we
are concerned with in regard to that part of these proposals which concerns the
Berlin regime.

I found, on the contrary, some fairly precise, or at least fairly

clear, answers to the questions I had put yesterday on the subject of the all-German
committee.
These questions reduced themselves essentially to the following:
Does the Soviet delegation realize the difficulty it has added to an already
difficult negotiation regarding Berlin by putting forward the proposal for the
establishment of this all-German committee?
-I had asked moreover whether the Soviet delegation realized that by putting

forward this proposal it was thereby raising again the whole of the problems and
discussions relating to the German question as a whole, which we had discussed at
the beginning of this oonference without making much headway in bringing the points
of view closer together.
354
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The answers which I have just heard

.ho~

first of all that the Soviet

delegation makes the establishment of this all-German committee, in the context of
an arrangement regarding Berlin,
a very precise condition and therefore knowingly
r
accepts the very great difficulty whioh it has created in this regard.
Furthermore, the Soviet delegation fully realizes that in proposing the
establishment of this committee it raises all the problems relating to the German
question as a whole by asking us to acoept, no less, the Soviet point of view.
What has been said regarding the two Governments, or so-called Governments,
existing in Germany, the necessity ot the problem of reunification being discussed
exclusively between these two organizations which is implied in regard to the
conclusion of a peace treaty between the two parts of Germany, all this seems to
me unfortunately quite clear.

Once again, I should like to draw the attention of

the Soviet delegation to the extent of the difficulties which it has created in
regard to the success of our negotiations by adopting this attitude.
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Mr. Chairman,
Introduction
As indicated in my statement of 16 July, I had hoped that we might concentrate
on the specific elements of an interim agreed Berlin arrangement to last until
German unification - deferring until later in our deliberations further discussion
of procedures for attaining German

unific~tion.

This had seemed a necessary course since Mr. Gromyko had adamantly refused to
discuss the problem of German reunification when the Uestern Powers pressed for
earlier consideration of this question by
refusal, we had been unable to

ma~e

t~e

conference.

Because of this

progress in our discussions of the overall

German question and had moved on to a review of the situation in Berlin.
The Soviet pro?osal for a committee of free and Communist Germans interrupted
our discussion of measures which might be t&ten in Berlin.

It thereby confused

two separate issues with consequent delay in the work of this conference.
~r.

Cnuve de wurville has already pointed this out at our meetings on

15 and 16 July.
llr. Gromyko, however, refuses to drop this new insistence that we now
consider the Soviet proposal regarding procedures for future efforts to achieve
German unification.
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Since we agree that this is an importent - although
I shall today sat tortb
prooedur~s

~ ne~

8 Q?arate

- question,

?ro?osal of the Western fowers as to the

for promoiing German unity which given the circumstanoes holds the

greate at promise.

I ho?e to ShO~T t:1.s.t thi s proposal provide s

a.

sound basie

for further con8ide~atidn by t~e Foreign Ministers of this question, ~~ which
we have a great and continuing" 1ntere 8t.
I

To this end 1 I intend to

t~:e adva.ntag~

of Mr. Gromyko1s suggestion

that we should, if we cannot aooept h1s proposal for a mixed oommittee of free
and

Communi~

Germans, ofter some altern&tive

ot German reunification.

pr~posal

tor future discussions

Before I do so, however, let me review briefly where

we now stand in our oonsideration of this matter.
The Western Peace Plan which wa.s first submitted to this oonference more
than two months ago is a phased ?lan for achieving German reunification.

If

accepted by the Soviets, it will most certainly lead to early reunification of
Germany.

This Plan provides for a mixed German committee.

This oommittee

would operate within the framework of the most oomprehensive progrwn yet submitted to solve tna problem of German reunification on the bnsis of free
determination by the German peo?le,
The mixed German committee in the Western Peace Plan wnuld be established
after the four Powers had

=..;.;;,;,;;.

t~en

a final decision on early reunification -and

on the process whereby it could be aohieved.
prep~re

Its major task wnuld be to

a draft law providing tor free elections which would be submitted to

a plebiscite in both

~arts

of Germany.

If the oommittee could not agree on

such a law, its members from the Federal Republio and Zast Germany would prepare
alt~rnative

draft laws, to be submitted to a plebisoite as alternatives. -

Acceptance by a majority of the population of both parts of Garmany would be
required for the approval of a specific electoral law.

This provision was

intended to assure maximum freedom of choice for the population of the
oalled GDR.

80-

On toe basis of resulting free elections, an all-German a.ssembly

would be chosen to drcft an all-German constitution.

The all-German government

formed on the basis of that oonstitution would be responsible for negotiating
an all-Garman peace

t~eaty.
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Thus, in the Western Peace Plan, the mixed 'Germa.n committe.e would
represent one step in a truly democratic process whose fulfillment would assure
German unity in freedom and a peace settlement with a German government
representing all of tae German

people~

What Mr; Gromyko has done is to pull this one feature of

~he

Western Pesce

Plan out of its oontext, ohanging its composition and its taSk, and then relating
it to the Berlin question in a

w~

Berlin problem and the problem of
The

mi~ed

whioh distorts the correct approaoh to both the

Germ~

as a whole;

German committee was included in the Western Peace Plan

8S

one of

a number of important innovations which responded to Soviet criticisms of the
proposals made by the Western Powers at Geneva in

1955~

We have no doubt that a

number of other provisions inoluded in this effort to take account of Soviet views
would also be attractive ,to the Soviet Government i f taken out of

context~

The Soviet Union is now suggesting that the Western Powers should agree to
the isolated establishment of a German committee with a time-limit to its
deliberations~

This would not be in return for Soviet agreement to a plan which

would assure German

unification~

It would merely be in return for a statement

that the Soviet Union, for a very limited period of time, would not violate its,
existing solemn commitments with respect to Berlin;
The USSR proposal has, moreover, so altered the context of this part of the
Western Pence Plan that its acceptance would now perpetuate the division of Germany,
rather than assure its

unification~

The Soviet proposal does not provide for an agreed process which would lead
to

reunification~

unit~

the

And it is perfectly. clear to every one of us in this room that

in freedQm would

~uthoritie8

~

be the clearly accepted goal of all its members;

For

of the so-called GDR have made evident time and time again that
.

.

they are not prepared to work out plans which would permit reunifioation on aqy
basis that would not result in the communization of the FRG regardless of the will
of the

people~

ll~~

achieve~

Gromyko has insisted that we cannot predict what his German committee would
For my'part, I can predict with confidence that, on the basis of available

evidence and experience, and under the conditions proposed by
committee would surely end quickly

deadlock~

u~~

Gromyko the
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There is not the slightest hope that the

co~~ittee

of an all-German government on the basis of free

would call for the seleotion

elections~

One half of the

committee would be composed of representatives of a regime which is aware that
free elections conducted within its borders would inevitably lead to its
disappearance~

We can be equally sure, on the other hand, that the representatives

of the Federal Republic would not sacrifice their freedom by accepting proposa15
whose clearly demonstrated purpose is to undermine that

freedom~

For the reasons which I have just given, the all-GerQall committee proposed by
the Soviet Foreign Minister in his statement to the plenary session of this
oonference of 10 June and repeated by him in his proposal of 19 June is totally
unacceptable~

Let me further point out that his proposal would constitute a substantial
abandonment by the four Powers of their coomon responsibility for the settlement
of the German question and the reunification of

GermaQY~

The basic responsibility for the solution of these matters, so gravely
affecting not only GermaQY but all Europe and indeed all the world, must be placed
where it belongs - on the representatives of France, Great Britain, the Soviet
Union and the United

States~

This conforms to

CO~ilon

sense and to the solemn

written commitments which Prime l.anister Bulganin concluded with President Eisenhower,
Prime iLinister Faure, and Prime lilinister Eden, when the four Heads of Government
reaffirmed their recognition of this COIDnlOn responsibility at the Summit Conference
of

1955~

It is in the interest of each one of our countries that this

responsibility should be fulfilled, so that we can be assured that Germany will be
reunified on terms which strengthen the peace of the

world~

The intention of the Soviet proposal, furthermore, is to obtain an unwarranted
measure of respectability for the regime which has been imposed upon the people
of East

Germ~~

I am speaking of the so-called German Democratic Republic.

regime has no mandate from its

people~

a basic attribute of a sovereign

That

It lacks that true independence which is

State~

The purpose of the Soviets in putting forward the proposal is all too clearly
to perpetuate the partition of Germany.
I repeat, therefore, that this proposal is not

acceptable~
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In rejeoting the Soviet proposal for en all-German committee, however, the
G.overnments ot Prance, Great Britain and the United States refuse t.o abandon their
tourteen-year-oldetfort to achieve the reunification of Germany in freedom.
is a

responsibi~ity wh~h

This

they share with the Soviet Union.

The Western Peaoe Plan testifies to our continued seareh for the means to this
end.

·It also test.ifies to our willingness to meet Soviet critioisms of past plans.

Unhappily, Mr. Grom&ko rejeoted the Western Peace ?lan, despite its patent
reasonableness and workability.
We must not flag in our efforts, notwithstanding rebuffs, rejeotions and
obstructions thrown up in our path.
Justice demands it.
The Foreign

The German ?eople want reunification.

Indeed, ell those who heve a stUke in future peace demand it.

~inisters

since the Soviet Foreign

of France, Great Britain and the United States, ever

~inister

rejected the Western Peace Plnn, have been

considering how the three of us together with our Soviet colleague could best
oontinue to disoharge our responsibility for the German question as a whole, whioh
includes the matter of reunification rund a peaoe settlement with

Germ~.

I say

a peaoe settlement with Germnny, rather than with two parts of Germany as the
Soviets propose, because there can be no peace settlement unless ell of

Germ~

is

represented in its negotiation by the freely chosen government of a reunified
Germ~.

The Soviet Union itself recognizes this principle, at least in form,

when it speaks of a peace treaty with Germany - even though whet it goes onto
propose are peace treaties with parts of a divided

Germ~.

The three Western Poreign Ministers have conoluded that there

i! a sensible and

businesslike way of continuing a common search for the road to reunification nnd a
peace settlement with Germeny.
Our proposal is as foilowsl
I'The Geneva conference of Foreign Ministers, as at present constituted,
shall continue in being for the purpose of considering the German problem as
a whole.

It should also consider questions relating to the extension and

development of contacis between the two parts of Germany.

For these

purposes the conference shall meet from time to time at such level and at
such place as are agreed.
for

t~e

The conference may also make special arrangements

consideration of particular questions arising out of its terms of

reference as defined above."
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This proposal would enable representatives of our four Governments to kee?
under continuing disoussion a problem whioh is of major importance to each of us,
to the German people, and indeed to peoples throughout the world.
a thorough consideration

~~

It will pe,rmit

the Western Peace ?lan - the most comprehensive Plan

yet developed for solving the pr9blem of divided

~erm~.

It would enable the four Powers to utilize German advisers following the
practice adopted by the present conference.
It would provide, by its terms of reference, for thisoonference to consider
all the subjects which the Soviet Foreign

19 June.
II

~inister

catalogued in his proposal of

He proposed then that the all-German committee - and I now quote-

should promote the extension and development of contacts between the GDR end the

Federal RepUblic of Germany, disouss and work out concrete measures for the
unification of Germany, and oonsider questions pertaining to the preparation and
conclusion of a peace tre.aty with Germany. !I
The three

~estern

Powers submit this proposal, after careful and serious

deliberation, in an effort to meet the desire of the Soviet Foreign

~inister

that

we here agree on a method for continuing discussions looking to German unification but in a manner that is consistent with our respective

responsibil~ties.

The USSR

Foreign Minister has offered to accept any procedure for considering the problem of
divided Germany which is

~oceptable

to the Germans.

I am informed that the

procedure here proposed is acceptable to the Federal Republic of Germany, the
legitimate authority representing 51 million Germans.
I hope that the Soviet Foreign hinister will consider this
Thank you.

~roposal

carefully.
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As
Western

u~~

Herter has said, he introduced this new paper on behalf of the three

delegations~

It is a short paper but not the less important on account of
Therefore I should like, following the speeches of
llr~

Mr~

that~

Herter and

Couve de Murville, to explain how I myself see the background to this paper

and its

significance~

I will begin by tracing briefly what has happened during

t~

present

c onferenoe ~
At the outset, two main sets of proposals were put
side, there was the Western Peace

Plan~

forward~

On the Western

On the Soviet side there was the Draft

Soviet Peace Treaty including the proposal for a demilitarised "Free City" of
West Berlin;

Both were "package deals";

both dealt with all-German questions,

both plans including interim settlements for

Berlin~

When I use the word

"interim" in this connexion, what I mean is plo.ns to operate pending the
re-establishment of German

unity~

For two weeks we argued in vain axound this table;
accept the proposals of the

377

other~

Neither side would

The reasons axe known to everyone here;
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So we concentrated on the question of arrangements for Berlin.

This did

not mean that we had abandoned our aim of an all-German settlement, which would
ipso facto settle thG Berlin
to

ma.k~

question~

It meant that, since we had been unable

progress on the wider question, we agreed to try to deal with the narrower
This seemed to be t4e sensible thing to

que8tion~

We hoped that, if we

do~

"

could reach an agreement on this issue, that would of itself be a substantial
achievement;

it might prove a turning point, which would open the way to the

wider agreements which would mean so much for peace and stability in

Europe~

When the conference went into recess on 20 June, we had two ma.in papers
before us.
of 19

We had the Western paper of 16 Junei

and we had the Soviet paper

June~

Although there were serious differences between the positions expressed in
these two papers and in the accompanying explanations, the two pa.pers did for
the most pert deal with the same issues.
These were:l~

Force levels in Berlin

2.

The armaments of forces in

3~

"Activities" in Berlin

4~

The duration of any agreenent on Berlin

5~

Access to West Berlin

6~

The position at the end of the agreement

7~

Arrangements to handle discussions about wider German problems, including

~erlin

the association of representatives of both parts of Germany with those
discussions~

All these points were dealt with in the positions of the two
in those papers, with the exception of the last point.
of great importance, to which I will

~ides,

as set out

This is of course a point

return~

We on the Western side are ready further to discuss all these points and to see
what exactly is the position of each side upon them and how our positions can be
brought closer

together~

On one or two points we are in virtual

instance, about the armmJent of the Western forces in West
uncertainty still

exists~

Berlin~

agreement~

For

On other points,

This is true for instance as regards what would happen

at the end of an agreement on

Berlin~

Obviously we cannot determine how near we are to an agreement or how far away
from it we are until we have been over the whole ground.

Nor can we deternine the

chances of agreement on any particular point until each side clearly understands the
position of the other

side~
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A case in point is the issue which I have just mentioned, namely, what
would be the position at the end of an interim agreement on Berlin. On this
issue, according to _the Western paper of 16 June, at the end of the period
Germany would have b~en reunited and Berlin would have become its capital.

This

is the same inference which is to be drawn from Article 25 of the original
Soviet proposal for a peace .treaty.
But in the Soviet statements of 10 June and 19 June there was put forward
a different conception, the conception of an interim arrangement for West Berlin,
subject to a fixed time-limit.

That raised two sets of questions - what would

happen during the fixed interim period and what would happen at the end of it?

On that last point I stated in my speech of 16 July what I understood the Soviet
position to be.

This is what I said then:

"The Soviet position is that at the end of the period fixed for these
interim arrangements, if agreement has not been reached in some way,
then we resume these negotiations·, and pending the redlt of that
further phase in our negotiations as Foreign Ministers, the situation
will remain unaltered.

As I understand it, no unilateral action will

be taken by either side pending the result of that further phase in
our negotiations."
In the Debate in the House of Commons on 8 July, Mr. Bevan, speaking for
Her Majestyls Opposition, put the point in these words.

He said:

"There is no suggestion as far as I can see that we should aba.n.don our
occupation rights in Berlin if we agree to a time-limit.

All they

(th& Russians) say is that the two sides take up their respective
positions at the end of the period, as they take them up now."
Mr. Gromyko has not been willing to say whether this is the right interpretation
or not.

But I tell him quite frankly that unless this. point is cleared up in

such a. manner as to leave no doubt or ambiguity, I do not see how agreement i.
possible.
It may be asked why the Western Powers are prepared to contemplate any
agreement about Berlin which has as its termina.ting point a fixed date rather than
the fact of German reunification.

It is certainly not because we are prepared

directly or indirectly to allow our position or the freedom of West Berlin to be
thereby undermined.

The answer is that we regard our rlllingnessto contemplate

an interim solution of this kind as an important attempt to get round one of the
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major difficulties confronting us.

But obviously we cannot oonsider an interim

arrangement of this kind until we are oertain what the position will be at the
end of the stated term.

Otherwise we should be signing a blank oheque.

To sum up what I am trying to say on this point, we regard our attitude to
this new Soviet position as;constructive and conciliatory.

We feel that partly

for that reason and partly because of the tremendous issues at stake, we are
entitled to an

une~uivocal

answer on the point which I have put.

What is the Soviet attitude to our discussions generally?

~a.

Gromyko has

said that he is not prepared to deal with the first six points which I enumerated
earlier, until No.7 has been dealt with, namely "Arrangements to handle discussions about wider German problems,
including the association of representatives of both parts of
Germany with those discussions."
Apparently we are

e=~ected

to make agreement on this point a condition precedent

to everything else.
We think this attitude unreasonable.
have tried to go some way to meet it.

Nevertheless, the Western delegations

We have introduced our new paper today, as a

constructive initiative, a serious attempt to come nearer to agreement.

Let me

try to explain what I mean.
I should like first to state my objections to the Soviet proposal for an a11German committee.

My objeotions to it are threefold:

juridical, practieal and

procedural.
The juridical objection, as I see it, is that the Soviet proposal involves
the recognition de jure of the partition of Germany.
In other words we give the force of law to the division of Germany in perpetuity.
If anyone really wants to do that, let him come into the open and say so.
Or, if I may put a question, is that the construction that we are to put on

Mr. Khrushchev's speech in Poland on 17 July? He then said, if the record I have
is eorrect:
"The Western border of the socialist countries lies where the border
between the GDR and the Federal Republic of Germany lies.

We regard this

border of the GDR as our common frontier, as a line dividing the world of
socialism from the world of capitalism.

This border is for eaoh of the

countries of the Varsaw Alliance, and for the whole of the socialist eamp,
as inviolable and sccred as the borders of each of our countries. We have said
Dore

th~

onae that we shall fight for that frontier against any foe

who may try to encroach against it. 1I
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Well, if that is really a statement of the considered Soviet opimnnon the
question of the reunification of Germany, it does not seem to me to be a very
promising bridge for an all-German committee, designed to work upon the problem of
German reunification.
My second and praQtical .objection is that no sensible person can suppose that if
r

the four Powers abrogate their duties and responsibilities in these matters any
agreement on the major questions would be reached.

We believe that if progress on

reunification is to be made the assistance of the four Powers is required.

I cannot

believe that a procedure of the kind proposed by the Soviets would do anything bui
make reunification and the problem of European security more difficult.

If we, the

four Powers, with our responsibility, wash our hands of the problems and say that the
representatives of the two parts of Germany must be shut up together to solve them, I
cannot believe that any progress towards agreement on any ot the major questions will
be reached.
progress.

We do not want just new institutions or new formulas.

We want practical

The Soviet proposal for an all-German committee will not lead to this.

:My third and procedural objection to the Soviet proposal is tb,at i f accepted
it .ould be used as a means of pressure upon West Berlin.

It could be said that

failure in the all-German committee must lead to changes in Berlin and to the modification of the position of the people of West Berlin.

Equally the threat to the

people of West Berlin could be used as a means of what we would regard as quite
unfair pressure in the discussions of the all-German committee.
So much for my view of the Soviet proposal.
proposal.

I now turn to the new Western

The first advantage which I see in it is that it is flexible.

It does

not set narrow limits to items such as the level of the discussions proposed or their
place or their timing.
The second advantage is that it does not involve shelving the all-German question
or of relegating it to a body where it would languish.

One advantage of our proposal

is that these talks would be under our own supervision as Foreign Ministers.
should be keeping an eye on them.
vene.

We

If they seemed to be going wrong, we could inter-

When necessary we could resume the talks ourselves at Foreign Ministers level.
The third advantage which I see in our proposals is that the last sentence of

our new paper provide~ a means by which this oonference can make experiments of a
prooedural kind.
another.

~tt.

If one experiment does not work, then it is open to us to try

Gromyko said the other day that we cannot force the representatives of

either part of Germany to do what they do not want to do.
got to find something whioh is acceptable to both.

I quite agree.

We have
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To sum up, I would say that what lir. Gromyko ma.y feel tempted to describe in
our proposals as their imprecision is a strength not a weakness:

it has to be

interpreted not as vagueness but rather as a willingness to discuss and negotiate.
The test of our proposals

~s

the extent to which the Soviet Government feels able

to co-operate in making th~ succeed.
We hope that Mr. Gromyko will consider our proposals carefully.
wish to press him for an immediate
any

clarifi~ation,

re~ly.

I would not

If, on the other hand, he now seeks

I will do my best to provide it.

As I pointed out on 16 July, Mr. Gromyko has indicated that there is some
flexibility in the Soviet position.

Gn 10 June he said that if the proposal for

the establishment of the all-German committee were unacceptable to one or the other
German side the four Powers could recommend the Governments of both German sides to
choose a form of co-operation acceptable to them.
there are the words:

In the Soviet paper of 19 June

"within tho framework of an all-German committee or otherwise".

I am encouraged by this and feel that with good will it should be possible to find
oommon ground between us.
In all these discussions it has been our purpose to come closer to an
agreement which would

~te

a real contribution to a lessening of tension in Europe.

I hope that kr. Gromyko will feel able to approach our proposals in the same S2irit.
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Mr. Chairman,

Apparently it is difficult to avoid repetition, beoause we have been
disoussing the problems before this oonferenoe for a oonsiderable period of time,
one may say, for almost a whole week.
amount of repetition.

My remarks will therefore inolude a certain

In these remarks, however, I shall try to twre into account

what the Foreign Ministers of the ~estern Powers have said at our reoent 'sessions,
inoluding today's session.
It seems to us that the time has oome - and, in our opinion, it had oome
before today - for our discussion to assume a more tangible form, that is to say,
it is time we tried to find a basis for an understanding between the partioipants
of the oonference on the questions under discussion.

With this in mind, we oan

only weloome the appeals - particularly those of the Foreign Secretary of the
United Kingdom - that we should try to find a possibility of bringing the
positions of the parties closer together and reaching agreement on the questions
under disoussion.
As regards the Soviet Governmenttsposition, we have repeatedly stated from
the outset that it sets itself the task of promoting an understanding.

The

proposals submitted by the Soviet Government - and this applies to all our
proposals - were above all intended to faoilitate an agreement between the
participants of the oonferenoe both on the question of a peaoe treaty with Germany

389
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and on West Berlin.

The desire to facilitate agreement also underlies our latest

proposals, whioh, as regards the substance, have not yet been studied in full
because the representatives of the Western Powers, on receiving these proposals,
came to the conolusion - a-rhasty.one, in our opinion - that it was neoessary to
interrupt the wor!!: of the conference.
good thing or a bad

t~ling,

However that might be, whether it was a

the sus}ension took plaoe; we have now resumed our

work and must endeavour to use the available opportunities and to reach an
understanding on the questions under discussion at the oonferenoe.
At recent sessions we have heard some critical remarks regarding the Soviet
Government's latest proposals.

In our opinion, these oriticisms are a result of

a misunderstanding or insufficiently attentive, insuffioiently objective
examination and

gtu~

of our proposals.

In partioular, these criticisms,

apparently, are due to the position of the Western Powers regarding the maintenanoe
of the oooupation reeime in West Berlin.
oCQupation regime in

~est'

This question - the attitude to the

Berlin - is the main question of prinoiple dividing us.

There is a very great differenoe between the position of the Western Powers, on
the one hand, and that of the Soviet Union and a number of other states, including
the German Democratio Republio, on the other hand, and we have never ooncealed
this.

Moreover, we have frarutly and repeatedly declared that the Soviet

Government can never - in no case and in no circumstances - agree to a perpetuation of the ocoupation regime in West Berlin.

Having regard to the need

to find a way out of the situation whioh has developed, we submitted several
proposals, inoluding a proposal for the creation of a Free City of West Berlin.
Unfortunately, these :;:>roposals did not meet with the support of the Western Powers.
Our latest proposal was dictated by the desire to increase still further the
possibility of reaohina agreement between us.
is to be understood.

It is only thus that our proposal

In submitting it, the Soviet Government hoped that it

would be duly appraised, that this desire, these efforts of the Soviet Government
would find due understanding on the part of the Western Powers.
Henoe it is with regret that we are now compelled to state that our proposal
has still not met up to this day with proper understanding on the part of the
Governments of the Western Powers, although at the same time we note that today such is our impression - there is no longer a oompletely negative attitude to
this proposal of the Soviet Government, that it is beginning to be understood -
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albeit slowly - that the Soviet Government's proposal will make it easier to
narrow the gap between the positions of the parties and to reach agreement.
seems to us that we

ar~

now

~onfronted

It

with some specific questions with whioh we

r

should deal without

~further

What are these questions?

delay.
They are the following.

It seems to us that we must reaoh an understanding - and apparently we all
more or less

&g~ee

on this - on the need to conclude an interim agreement on the

question of West Berlin.

Since it has not been possible to reach agreement on the

question of establishing a Free City of West Berlin we should, in the Soviet
Government's opinion, take advantage of the existing possibility'and come to an
understanding on the conclusion of an interim agreement on West Berlin •..
I shall not repeat theoontents of our proposals on this question;
quite familiar with them.

you are

We would only express the hope that the Western Powers

will adopt a more objective attltude to our proposals relating to the contents
of

an:

interim agreement •. Here,. at the Meeting, of Foreign Ministers, we ha.ve to

reach an

understl'.Uld.in~on

is to be valid.

the question of the period for whioh such an agreement

In our opinion this is an extremely important question.

Yell aware of our proposal on this point.

You are

To our mind, it provides an appropriate

basis for an understanding.
We must also reaoh an understanding on the question of establishing an 0.11German committee.

As we have already pointed out, we are surprised that, as the

discussion at the Meeting of Foreign Ministers proceeds, the attitude of the
delegations of the three Western Powers,

no~

to

spe~

of the delegation of the

Federal Republic of Germany, to the proposal for establishing an all-German
committee' is becoming increasingly cooler.

Yet it is common knowledge that at the

outset-the Western delegations themselves made a similar propos&l for the
establishment of such a committee.

Prom the very outset we did not oppose the

establishment of an all-German committee.
together all questions relating to Germany:
the problem of disarmament, etc.;

We were opposed to the idea. of linking
the problem of European seourity,

but we expressed a positive attitude to the

idea itself of the establishment of an all-German committee.
To the extent that we began to advocate the idea of the establishment of an
all-German committee, the Ministers of the Western Powers for their part showed
an increasingly cool, so to spewt, attitude towards that idea.
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In our opinion, this question has not become irrelevant;

it is still with

us, and if we truly wish to help the two German states to oome closer together we
oannot but admit that the
I should like to

es~ablishment

-

expre~s

of such a committee is

.

my satisfaction at

1~~

neoeS5ary~

Selwyn Lloyd's remark to

the effect that he appreciated the fact thnt the Soviet delegation admits the
possibility of solving the question of negotiations between the two German States
in a manner which would not necessarily provide for the establisrunent of an
all-German oommittee, and that some other form of negotiation between the two
German states would also be

possible~

We have said from the very outset that

we admit also some other acoeptable form of negotiutioll between the two German
States~

This inoreases the possibility for reaching agreement on this question;

If the idea of a committee, as such, for some reason raises doubts, let us talk
about it, let us ponder how we can find some other form acceptable to both German
states~

In our opinion, a form unucceptable to one of the two German states cannot be
It is true

imposed~

tha~to

judge from statements in the Press - I do not know

to what extent they reflect the situation acourately

the Government of the Federal

Republic of Germany is firmly opposed to the idea of negotiations between the
Pederal.Republic and the Germun Democratic

Republio~

If this expresses the

Federal German Government's real position, we oun only express our

regret~

We

feo.r that this appears on the whole to ref.lectthe position of the Federal Republio
of Germany, sinoe at our conferenoe no statements have been made giving any ground
for assuming that this is not
only too

pleased~

so~

If, nevertheless, this is not so, we shall be

If the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany adopts

a negative position on this question, if it is in prinoiple opposed to any
negotiation between the German Demooratio Republio and the Federal Republic, then
what remains for us, the other participants of the negotiations?

If all of us

favour, in principle, the ideu of negotiations on the basis of equality, let us
all jointly try to persuade the Federal German Government that such negotiations
will not be detrimental either to the Federal Republic of Germany or to the other
participants of our conferenoe, or indeed generally to the cause of peace in Europe
and throughout the

world~

effect Chancellor Adenauer,
deleg~tion

Let us by our joint efforts try to persuade to this
:rJx~

Brentano, the Foreign

l.~inister, l'rlr~

Grewe und the

of the Federal Republic of Germany as a whole, und all those who have

any doubts in this matter.
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It is sometimes seid that the tasks which we propose as the aims of the work of
an all-German

commit~ee

- oi, should some other form of negotiation be Ddopted, as

the aims of the negotiations
between the two German states - are unsuitable;
-

It

see~

,

to us, however, that such doubts are unfounded and unconvinoing;

We consider that

during these negotiations the'question of a peace treaty should be

disousBed~

does this proposal give rise to doubt?

~

No one can deny the Germans the right to

express an agreed point of view of the two German States on the question of a peace
treaty~

I remember that at one of our talks

1~;

Herter said something like this&

the United States oannot agree to a situation in which the question of a peace
treaty would be considered by, the Germans and not by the great Powers, the victors
of the past

We explained at the time, and we now deem it necessary to repeat,

w~;

that consideration of the question of a peaoe treaty by means of negotiations between
the two German States is not the last stage, but is only one of the, stages in the
preparation and the

oonolu~ion

reaoh agreement a.mong

of a' peaoe

~~emselves

.;.. hav.e

;treaty~

'pre's~nted

question of a peace treaty, the great Powers,

and

'After the Germans
t.he'ir common'

~oin~

-,~f~hey

-should

of view on"the

all oth~rState8 whioh, ;with their

a.rmed forces, took part in the war against· Germany - provision is ma.de for this in
the Soviet proposals - should oonsider the question of a peaoe treaty and should sign
such a treaty after agreement has been

reached~

There is oonsequently no danger whatsoever of the Germans reaohing agreement
among themselves on some basis which wouid be detrimental to

~

the three great Powers - there can be no question of that;

Such a danger is,

great Power or all

completely e;..oluded~
In these circumstances, what reasons are there for opposing the idea that one
of the tasks of negotiations petween the two German States should be the oonsideration
of the question of a peace treaty and the presentation, if this should be possible,
of an agreed, joint point of, view on the question of a peace treaty?

Taking the

whole of this i,nto account, ,it seams to me that everyone would merely sta.nd to go.in
from n situation in which the Germans would present their agreed point of view on
the question of

0.

peace

treaty~

Let me now turn to the question of German

unity~

~uch

has been said about

this, both during our conference and outside it and also in the exohange ot Note.
between our Governments;

The Western Powers have publioly declared that they
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attac.h great importo.nce to the question of Germnn uni ty~

You are fully rwnre

ot the ~ovietGovernmentls position on this question, o.nd there is o.ocordingly no
need for us to state tho.t position o.galn~
Brie~ly, however, I can so.y that it
o.mounts to this: quest!ons"rrelating to Germo.n uni toy ca.nnot be solved by ot.ber
PowersJ other Stntes - these questions can be settled, and o.greement on th~ ann
he aohieved, only by the Germans themselves, because this is n German question,
and this 1s particulo.rly so in the existing situation, when there o.re two German
states, whether some people like this or not~
The question arises: why should it be bed if in an nIl-German comruittee, or
in some other form, the two Germo.n states consider steps to solve the problems of
. German unity?
There is nothing bed in this~
If, 0.8 a result of the negotiations
which they will enter into, .the Germn.ns make progress in the matter of Germo.n
reunification, this would merely benefit both the Germans themselves and the other
States and the Ctl.uS~ of pence a.s 0. whole~
All this, it seems to us, is not difficult to nahieve~
But we have
repeatedly told the Western Powers tho.tthey to.lk about wishing to promote the
r9unification of Germany o.nd at the saIne time oppose o.ny steps intended tl) bring
the tyO Germo.n states closer together~
However, innsmuch as the Governments of the Western Powers o.re still opposed,
o.t least judging from their officio.lly declared position, ~ n ro.pprochement
between the two Germon States, their positions on this problem are still
contradictory - to put it mildly - inconsistent, and we o.re oompelled to note this
afresh~

I should like to
Jr~

Herter and

~~.

~xprass

the hope - o.nd I wish to say so to

1~~

Lloyd,

Couve de Murville - that the Ministers of the three Western

. Powers have not said their last word on this question, tho.t they will still'weigh
this question, still ponder it, and tho.t they will perho.ps also reaoh the conclusion
that negotiations between the

Germ~

Democratic Republic nnd the Federal Republic

of Germany o.re feasible in some ncceptnble form on the basis of equality and that
such negotiations would not only not be detrimental to any of our oountries but,
on

~he

contrary,

8erv~

n USQful

purpose~
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We shall be glad to hear the views of the representatives of the Western
Fowe~s

if and when they have any suggeBtions.

We have held the view that the question of an interim agreement on «est
Berlin and the questipn of 'the establishment of an all-German committee are
related, that a link between these two questions is not artificial, but logical,
imposed by reality itself.

We

~oke

of this at the previous session, and I shall

therefore not repeat wha.t I said.
We consider tha.t agreement on these two questions - which are 1 illite d by
reality - would be useful for a satisfactory settlement of either question and
for all of us.
I now turn to the

queati~n

We have said that the Soviet

of the strength of the armed forces in West Berlin.

Gove~ent

attaches great importance to this question,

on which agreement must be reached at our Meeting of Foreign Ministers.

We also·

have to reach agreement on the question at ending the subversive activities
carried on from West Berlin against the German Demooratic Republic and other
socialist States.

It is common 10l0wledge that attempts have been made to' com-

plicate this question by various reservations.

We feel, however, that even those

who have recourse to such reservations know perfectly well where in reality. if
we speak of Berlin - such subversive activities originate.
Reference has also been made here to that part of the Soviet proposal whioh
relates to the need to prohibit the stationing of atomic and rocket

wea~ons

in

West Berlin.
On the whole, if we understand the position of the Western Powers correctly,
here, too, it seems to us, there is a basis for an understanding.
We should therefore reaoh agreement on this question also at the Deeting of
Poreign Ministers.
There are thus quite specific questions on which we should excha.nge views
from a practical angle and reach agreement.
have exchanged views more than once.
onoe.

I Day, of course, be told that we

This is true.

We have done samora than

But we are now calling for a praotical discussion of these questions,

taking as our starting point the need'for reaohing a definite understanding.
have

alre~

We

been discussing these questions, but often this was done in such a

way - particularly at the so-called private meetings - that the same questions
were asked and the same Mswers were given.

Matters progressed very slowly.

Not
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everything, of oourse, depends on us, but so far as anything depends on us
calling for a more

~ractical

approach to the ma.tter and for a

speedie~

"9

are

settlement

of the question.
As regards themanner.of disoussion, it is hardly
r

ve~

important Whether

these questions are debated" at open or a.t restrioted meetings.

If there is a

desire to reaoh agreement, the manner of oonducting the negotiations will not
raise any difficulty.
I oannot refrain from

m~ting

a few oomments in connexionwith Mr. Selwyn Lloydts

and Mr. Herter's statements.
For some reason Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, referring to the first question which we
asked yesterday, saW' fit to call this question a joke.
our question was this:

I would remind you that

how are we to explain the fact - I am not quoting but

merely giving the contenis of the question - how are we to explain the fact that
the Governments of the Western Fowers have still not replied to the latest Soviet
~oposal?
08011

I do not Itnow by wha.t approach to the matter it would be possible to

this question a joke. " If we were to follow this example and call your

questions jokes - say, for example, the questions asked yesterday by

Mr. Couve de Murville - then all questions would have to be called jokes.

In that

case the answers to them would also have to be regarded as jokes and then we shall
have a whole series of jokes.
that this is not so.

Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, of course, Itnows perfectly well

\fa should like the statements made by any of us at the

conference to be treated with respect.

I mantion this in passing, as I am con-

vinced that Mr. Selwyn Lloyd also laloWS quite well that he said this, apparently,
in the heat of oontrovarsy.
'Mr. Selwyn Lloyd then went on to say roughly this:

"I shall ask a few questions

and give a few explanations, and if Mr. Gromyko does not refute what I say, I shall
(fonsider that matters are as I have said".

This is tantamount to drawing oonclusions

regarding the position of the Soviet Government from what has not bean said, ra.ther
than from what has been said.

We suggest that our position should be understood

on the basis of what we say, on the basis of our statements.

That is what we do

with regard to the statements of the representatives of the Western Powers.
This, too, I

~e.ntion

only in passing.
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I hope tha' the remarks I have made today, together with my prwvious statement,
will remove same doubts and obsoure points, if

1~.

Selwyn Lloyd had aqy;

If there

remain aqy other points that are not clear we can have a further exchange of views
on the questions
Mr~

unde~disoussion,
~o

Herter todnY saw fit

but we cannot, of

ao~se,

since we have not met for the last time

recall some of the history of the Berlin question,

agree with his presentation of history;

Soviet Union that has oreated the so-oalled Berlin orisis;
by the situation existing in

tod~~

Berlin~

It is not the

the orisis was created

The situation is such that fourteen years

atter the end of the war an oocupation regime still exists in that

city~

This is

the main reason for the difficult and at times dangerous situation that has
developed in West

Berlin~

Mr; Herter says that also in future we have to reckon

with the possibility of the situation in Berlin getting worse and with the
possibility of some new crisis

~ising

in connexion with the Berlin question;'

I

must say that the Soviet Government is, on the contrar,y, precisely seeking to
preclude that possibility,' to prevent such a situation from arising in the future,
and it is this end that our proposals are intended to serve;
It seems to us that this may be achieved by means of an understanding - and we
have repeatedly said that we prefer this method - between the participants of this
oonferenoe on certain agreed steps in regard to the Berlin question;

It was for

this purpose that we submitted our proposals for an interim agreement on the question
of West Berlin and the establishment of an all-German oommittee;
In his statement

~~~

Herter,said that during the exohange of views on the

Berlin question we made statements to the effeot that any agreement on the question
of West Berlin should remain in foroe until the reunification of Germany;
oorreot this statement of

1~~

I must

Herter's and provide some necessary clarification;

You cannot deny that when we spoke about this question we pointed. out that it was
possible to come to an agreement which would remain in force until German
reunification;

But we made it olear all along that we had 'in mind a solution agreed

among the participant~ of the conference on the basis of an understanding reached
between us;

When we spoke of measures that would remain in force until German

reunification we spoke of specific measures;

What were they?

Our proposal for

the establishment of a Free City of West Barlin fully met the requirements set forth;
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At

th~t

been

time our proposal for an interim agreement on West Berlin had not yet

made~

At that time you had before you only our proposal for the establishment

of a Free City of West Berlin;
I merely wished to remjnd

th~

Ministers of the position as it really

was~

r

Let me now turn to the'rele of the United Nations;

We stressed repeatedly

that the Soviet Government is prepared to include the United
agreement on

guar~tees

of the

st~tus

of the Free City;

N~tions

in an

I think that all of you

will remember as well as I do that we were speaking of giving the United
a part in supervising

oompli~ce

N~t!ons

with an appropriate agreement on guarantees in

connexion with the Soviet Government's proposal for the establishment of a Free
City of West

Berlin~

and the

of giving the United

ide~

We very much regret
N~tions

th~t

both the question of

gu~ranteGs

a part in supervising observance of the

guarantees, of the implementation of the system of guarantees, were left suspended
and were not supported by the Western Powers;
interrelated;

These questions are, of course,

The position of the Western Powers on one question flows from

their position on the other question.

Finding the proposal for a Free City

unacceptable, the Western Powers concluded that the inclusion of the United
Nations was unacceptable, too;
We regret both these attitudes.

When we speak of bringing in the United

Nations, the question must be considered in specific connexion with the purpose
for which it was proposed to include the United Nations;

After all, you would

not agree to giving the United Nations a part in supervising United
military bases and military bases in other
~d

ask:

s~~tes

You would express surprise

countrieB~

what has supervision over bases to do with the United Nations?

We

spoke of the United Nations and the part it was to be given in connexion with e
specific proposal;
Mr~

Herter hinted that the question of giving the United Nations a part in

disoharging certain functions may be taken up again. in future, that we may
revert to this

question~

We cannot

s~

nnything about this beoause we do not

know in what connexion it is proposed to revert to

it~

Perhaps we shall do so

when we consider the question of a Free City and of defining the functions of the
United Nations in supervising the status of the Pree

City~

I repeat, I cannot
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say aQYthing about this because I do not know in what connexion it is proposed
to revert to the question of bringing in the United
These are the poiuts we wished to

m~te

to end with the appeal with which we began:

at this

Nations~
meeting~

We should like

let us move the discussion into

practical channels, having regard to the need for reaching an understanding
on specific questions relating to an interim agreement on West Berlin and to
the establishment of an all-German committee, or the adoption of some other
method of negotiation acceptable to us all, on questions which concern both
German States end, as it seems to us, cannot but concern each of the States
represented at this conference, and not those stutes

alone~
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First of all, I should lilte to deal with some of the latest remarks made by

Mr. Grewe, and, preoisely, with the statement that the proposal whioh the Ministers
of Foreign Affairs of the Western Powers have submitted today for the oonsideration
of the oonferenoe, meets the wish of the Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany.

That, apparently, is actually the case.

for itself.

This circumstanoe alone speaks

If nothing else could be said about this proposal, this statement

alone of the representative of the Federal Republic of Germany shows what purpose
this proposal answers.

We all know what the position of the Government of the

Federal Republio of Germany amounts to, both on the question of a peace treaty and
on the question of the unity of Germany.

During the whole of our conference the

delegation of the Federal Republic of Germany has not had a good word to say for
our proposal regarding a peaceful settlement with Germany, nor for the proposal of
the Soviet Government oonoerning the establishment of an all-German committee, a
proposal aimed at assisting the rapprochement of both German

st~tcs,

or for

several other proposals on which we are convinced there is a possibility of reaching
agreement, if, of oourse, there is a desire to do so.

We very much regret that the

situation has come about in which the Governm'ent of the Federal Republic of Germany
is putting more and more obstacles in the way of agreement between the Governments
in question.

392

It seems to us that the only people who are likely to be delighted
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with such a situation are those public leaders in Western Germany who are opposed
to a peaceful settlement, to whom the interests of a peaceful settlement in Europe,
European security and the true interests of German unity are of no concern.
I should like to make ~ few brief remarks regarding the new proposal of the
Western Powers, with the reservation that since it is only today that we have heard
about this proposal we reserve the right to state our views ooncerning it later on,
if necessary, in more detail.

Nevertheless, it is necessary to state even now,

at least basically, our attitude to this proposal in order that the Foreign Ministers
of the Western Powers may be in no doubt as to our position and that all of us may
have a more accurate idea of where we stand in oonnexion with this proposal.
First of all, it is necessary to point out that the proposal which has been
submitted today for the consideration of our conference, and the proposal which was
submitted by the Soviet Government in agreement with the Government of the German
Democratio Republic and in faoe of oategorioal objections on the part of the
Government of the Federal Republic of Germany, are based on completely different
approaohes, and on completely different prinoiples.

We must not lose sight of this

fact and much less ignore it when discussing the question of how negotiations
between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republio of Germany could
be arranged or how it would be possible to contribute towards the solution of the
problem of a peaceful settlement with Germany, as well as the problem of re-establishing the unity of Germany.
It is not quite clear to us why the representatives of the Western Powers are
trying, as their statements show, to make it appear that the only difference between
these proposals is that merely another procedure is now being proposed for the
consideration of the relevant questions relating to Germany.

In other words, an

attempt is now being made to make it appear that the new proposal of the Western
Powers merely concerns the question of procedure for the consideration of partioular
questions relating to Germany.

It seems to us that these attempts do not reflect

the actual situation and are groundless.

It is a question of absolutely different,

I would say, diametrioally opposed approaches to the solution of the problem of how
such questions as that of a peaceful settlement with Germany and that of German unity
should be considered.
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The Soviet Government's proposal provides that the four Powers should render
definite assistance to the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of
Germany with a, view t9 making it easier for them to enter into the appropriate
,

negotiations~

We on 'our.part have submitted a proposal concerning the tasks of

such negotiations, as well as concerning the specific questions which should be
discussed in the course of such negotiations, namely, the questions of a peace
treaty, German unity and

The Soviet Government's new proposal provides

contacts~

precisely for negotiations between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal
Republic of

Germany~

The proposal of the Western Powers, however, provides for something absolutely
different, namely, that all these questions, such as the question of a peace treaty
and the question of German unity, should be put into the hands of the four
Both German Governments would thereby be deprived of the opportunity of
these questions by means of

negotiations~

Powers~

considerin~

We may be told that since it is proposed

to have the present Geneva conference continue its work for a long time in the future,
consequontly the

reFr~aentatives

of both

GDrm~~

states, in the capacity of advisers,

will also have ·the opportunity of expressing their views in regard to these questions~
But all this does not in the least settle the question under consideration, because
in that way it is proposed to put this question into the hands of the four Powers
and to deprive the Germans themselves of the opportunity of discussing it and, if
it should be possible, of presenting on the questions of a peace treaty an agreed
point of view, which we, the great Powers, oould take into aocount when the question
of the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany is finally settled;
As regards the other main problem, the question of German unity, it hardly
needs to be said that
of the Western

Powers~

our~proach

to this question differs radically from that

We are convinoed - and this follows from the situation

that has developed in Germany - that German unity can only be achieved
organizationally through a rapprochement between the German Democratic Republic
and the Federal Republic .of

Germany~

That, in brief, is the difference between the proposal submitted by us on
the question of an all-German committee and the proposal submitted today on behalf
of the Western

Powers~
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It seems to us
in connexion with

t~at

t~is

if we wish at least to understand where we stand today

proposal, we should first of all realize that ihere is a

radical difference between these two proposals and that they are based on
absolutely different

princi~les.·

Of oourse, someone or other is pleased wIth

this situation; the persons who are pleased with it are those who do not want a
settlement either in regard to a peaoe treaty or in regard to the question of
German unity.

But we frankly express our dissatisfaction in this respeot, sinee

the Soviet Government is sincerely striving to render assistance to the two German
states in solving the problem of German unity.

As regards the question of a

peace treaty, we are prepared at any time to co-operate with the other great
Powers and with the Governments of both German States with a view to concluding
a peace treaty with Germany as

~eedily

as possible.

We have repeatedly emphasized that, in submitting our proposal for the
establishment of an all-German committee, we admit the possibility of choosing
other ways of arranging for negotiations between the German Democratic Republic
and the Federal Republic of Germany, which would be acceptable to all the
partioipants of our oonference and, above all, to both German States,

;1e note

with satisfaotion the statements made by Mr. Selwyn Lloyd and Mr. Herter to the
effeot that they have observed elements of flexibility in the Soviet Governmentts
position on this question.
observed.

It is a very good thing that this flexibility has been

It is absolutely clear, however, that you under-estimate the significance

of the flexibility of the Soviet Government's position on this question.

As

regards the proposal submitted today for the consideration of the conference,
one may say that you are simply disregarding the existing possibilities contained in the Soviet Government's proposal regarding an all-German oommittee

~

(I stress this word) regarding some other possible and acceptable method of
arranging for negotiations between the German Democratic Republio and the Federal
Republio of Germany.
It is sometimes said to us:
negotiations.
namely:

name such acceptable methods of arranging for

We have named one of them.

I can repeat briefly what we have said,

in our opinion one of such methods might be negotiations initiated here

in Geneva between the delegations of the Federal Republic of Germany and the
German Democratic Republio, but without any oontrol or supervision on the part of
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the great Fowers, negotiations which could be continued in other plaoes or in
another place, by agreement between the German Demooratic Republic and the Federal
Republic of Germany._ We

h~ve

in mind negotiations whioh would be oonducted on the

r

basis of parity, on the basis of equal rights.
"

But apparently this method turned

,"

out to be not altogether suitable to the Foreign Ministers of the

Weste~

Powers,

since, judging from all the evidence, they have not shown any interest in this
proposal.

Well then, let us try to find some other acceptable method whioh would

be a basis for agreement both between us and between the two German States.

'We

do not refuse to seek for some other acceptable methods of arranging for
negotiations.

But it is impossible to regard the proposal which has been sub-

mitted here today, as an indication of a desire to find some other acceptable
method, since, as we have already pointed out, the Western proposal and our
proposal are based on absolutely different and diametrically opposed principles.
Of course, if we are going to oonduct negotiations in that way it will be very
hard to find any common language.
In general it must be' pointed out that the idea of an all-German committee
has undergone, as we have already indicated, an amazing metamorphosis.

At the

beginning, the representatives of the Western Fowers put forward the question of
establishing an

all-Ge~an

committee.

True, they linked this question, quite

unjustifiably, with other questions, inoluding the problem of disarmament, the
problem of European security and soveralother problems.

Subsequently the

Soviet Government, on its part, submitted its well-known proposal on this subject.
But as soon as we

~bmitted

this proposal, the interest of the Western Fowers in

the idea of establishing an all-German committee immediately began to abate.
If it was possible to

~ut

forward this proposal artificially

li~ed,

quite

unjustifiably, with other problems, then why is it impossible to accept an
appropriate decision regarding an all-German committee or some other acceptable
form of

negoti~tion

between the

Ge~an

Democratic Republic and the Federal

Republic of Germany without an artifioial link with other problems?

It seems

to us that if the idea of an all-German oommittee was good at the beginning of
our negotiations, it cannot be bad today.

We do not refuse either tomorrow or

after tomorrow to seek for some other aoceptable method of arranging for
negotiations between the

Ge~an

Demooratio Republic and the Federal Republic of
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Germany on the basis ot the principle of parity and equal rights.

But we must

recognize that any proposal such as that which has been submitted today cannot,
of course, be a basis for agreemeni on this question, since the Soviet Government
can in no case agree to the;four Powers taking into their hands the question of
the unification ot Germany.

We have repeatedly stated that this qUQstion can

only be settled through a rapprochement between the two German States.
Of course, if we go
the internal systems

80

far in the proposals concerned as to base them on

eJ~isting

in the German Democratic Republic and in the

Federal Republic of Germany, there will not be any basis at all for any solution
nor even for a fruitful discussion of the relevant questions.
The system existing in the German Democratic Republio is not to the liking
of many public leaders in the capitalist countries.
everybody.

That is well known to

This system is particularly not to the liking of the States Members

of NATO, which have drawn Western Germany into their military group.

On

appropriate occasions we have repeatedly stated our attitude to the system
existing in Western Germany.

But if today we are going to base our positions

on our attitude towards the internal systems in the German Demooratic Ropublio
and in the Federal Republic of Germany, we shall not be able to move a single
step forward.

Furthermore, the reason why, strictly

spe~~ing,

we are disoussing

the question of an all-German committee or of other acceptable forms of
negotiation between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of
Garmany or the problem of a fruitful eJtamination of questions relating to Germany
is that two German States are in existence and that their systems are different,
that their internal conditions and social structure are not alike.

If this

were not the oase, there would not be any question of the need for a rapprochement between the two German States, there would not be, in any case, any
complications and difficulties in this question and, consequently, there would
probably not arise, at least in the form in which it has arisen, the question of
the need to arrange for negotiations between the two German States.

The reason

why we are seeking for possibilities of arranging for suoh negotiations is that
there is an enormous difference between the system existing in the German
Democratic Republic and the system existing in the Federal Republic of

Germ~y.
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Hence it seems to us that it would be better to leave aside this aspect of
the

If I were to follow

question~

I.~~

Herter's example, I could say much more

regarding the internal system of the Federal Republic of Germany both as regards
liberty and asregards[other' characteristics of the internal system of the Federal
Republic of Germany;

But I·do not think that that would be

We should

useful~

have no difficulty on our part in finding strong words for these

charncteri8tics~

But that would hardly contribute to bringing about a busi:':'.asslike atmosphere in
our

conference~

This is not the first

spoke about this at the
being

begi~.ing

t~me

We

Unfortunately I note that, on

changed~

and off, attempts are being mado to exacerbate our
prevent this in the

this~

of our conference when the relevant questions were

Our conviction has not

discussed~

that we have spoken about

aiscussion~

We should like to

future~

It has been said here that the proposals of the Western Powers are in accordance
with the principle of
misses the

It seems to us, however, that such n statement

liberty~

How can the new proposal of the Western Powers be reconciled

mark~

with the principle of liberty for the German
when the Germans are denied the

o,portuni~y

~eople?

of

discussing the questions existing between them?

sit~ing

i7hat sort of liberty is it,
at the same table and

What sort of liberty is it, when

it is proposed that the Western Powors should take into their hands questions whioh
are of interest above all to the Germans themselves?
Ii~;

Selwyn Lloyd has referred to the statement made by the Chairman of the

Council of IJinisters of the USSR a;t Szczecin on 17 July, with the reservation that
in his opinion he was citing i t

I must say that you 1 i.x; SelWYn Lloyd,

correctly~

gave on the whole a correct quotation from the statement made by the Head of the
Soviet Government, but in quoting it you draw incorrect inferences;

You try to

draw the inference that the Soviet Goverrulient under-estimates the significance of
a settlement of the problem of German unity;

Nothing of the sort;

The Head

of the Soviet Government pointed out that there are two German States in existence
the German ilemocratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany - and that this
fact must be
in

t~en

existence~

into account;

The Soviet Union,

in regard to the German Democratic

There are two independsnt German sovereign states
toget~er

with other socialist states, has assumed

Re~ublic

definite obligations under the Warsaw

Treaty and is determined to carry them out exactly and to the end, like all other
obligations.

It is impossible not to

tlli~e

all this into

that the Head of the Soviet Government drew attention;

aC~0unt;

It is to this

But it would be wrong to
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m~~a

this appear as though the Soviet Government thereby underestimates the

significance of the question of German
all-German

co~nitte~

unity~

Our proposal regarding an

which is aimed at a rapprochement between the German Democratio

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany shows precisely that we attaoh
significanoe, and moreover great significance, to this question, but we ari in
favour of approaching realistically the solution of the problem of German
That,

~~~

unity~

Selwyn Lloyd, is how the matter stands in regard to the statement

made by the Head of the Soviet Government at Szczeoin on 17

July~

I think that the preliminary remar:,-s which we have made will suffic·e for
the

start~

As I have already stated, we reserve the right to revert once again,

if necessary, to this proposal of the Western Powers, but we should like the
Foreign r:1inisters of the We stern Powers to ha.ve, from the very outset, a clear
idea of our position in regard to their proposal, so that there may not be any
illusions on this

score~

Briefly, I should like to conclude my statement by expressing the wish that
a search be made for such methods of negotiation between the Gennan
Republi~

Democra.~ic

and the Federal Republic of Germany as would be acceptable to all of

us and at the same time would not be based on the oo&-&1ded approach to these
questions which is manifested in the latest proposal of the Western Powers;
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At our conference there has been going on for some time now an exchange of
views on the possibility of arranging for negotiations between the German Democratic
Republio o.nd the Federal Republio of Germany, for the purpose of examining questions
of vital importance to the German people such as the preparation and oonclusion of
a peace treaty with Germany, the working out of measures for the restoration of
national unity and the development of contaots between the two German States.
In the oourse of this conference the Soviet delegation has repeatedly shown
the need for the conclusion of a peace treaty with Germany, both from the standpoint
of the problem of strengthening peaoe in Europe and from the sto.ndpoint of the
national interests of the German people, and it is now hardly necessary to deal with
this question in

detail~

Moreover, none of the participants of the Meeting has

denied the importance of a peace settlement with

Germany~

The Western Powers, however, have not gone beyond this

admission~

As soon as

the conferenoe began to consider speoific proposals intended to provide a businesslike
basis for the solution of the probiem of a peace. treaty with Germany, two diametrically
opposed approaches to this problem at once

emerged~

On the one side, there was

manifested a steadfast desire to set about a praotical solution of the taSk of a
peace settlement without any delay, on
developed in

Germany~

~he

basis of the actual situation whioh has

On the other side, there was a manifest tendency to evade

the oonclusion of a German peace treaty by every possible means, to defer any
decision on this problem for an indefinite
395

period~
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These two divergent polioies were also refleoted in the statements of the
representatives of the German Democratio Republio and the Federal Republio of
Germ~

at this oonferenoe.

representntives of the

two~

It would seem natural in suoh a situation that the
German States should get together and try to consider

possible means for overooming the existing disagreement and for working out a
Bingle German standpoint on the question of a peaoe treaty.
there be to this?

If.hat objeotion can

Would it perhaps in any way be detrimental to the four States

whioh bear the primary responsibility for a peace settlement with
at all.

Germ~?

Not

On the oontrary, negotiations between the German Democratic Republic and

the Federal Republio would merely be useful both for the Germans themselves and
for the great Powers, beoause they are interested in the strengthening of peace
in Europe.

However, to judge by all the evidence, the Governments of some Fowers do not
desire either the normalization of relations between the two parts of Germany or
the restoration of healthy oonditions in Europe

as a whole.

It looks as if they

are frightened at the very idea that it might be possible to take any step in that
direction.
explanation:

H~ow

is this to be explained?

Apparently, there can be only one

the Governments of the Western Powers intend, today and in the

future, to follow a policy designed to maintain the heavy burden of the aftermath
of the past war, whioh is exaoerbating relations between many States, inoluding
partioularly the Great Fowers, and to maintain unsettled oonditions in Europe.
At the present time the question of a peaoe settlement with Germany is a
good yardstick for measuring the sincerity of the statements of various Governments
regarding thair desire to reduoe international tension and to bring about oonditions for a durable peace, because the oonolusion of a peaoe treaty with Germany
is inseparable from the acoomplishment of these aims.

One would like to think that

the Gover.nments of the Western Powers will most seriously weigh the oonsequences
to whioh their negative attitude to this vital question may lead.
The Soviet Government's proposal for negotiations between the two German
States provides for discussion between the representatives of the two parts of
Germany, also of the problem of German reunification.

We are persistently

pressing for negotiations and a rapprochement between the two German States
because in the present situation there is no other way at all to restore Garman
unity.

If anyone pretends that a reunification of Germany can be achieved by

outsiders, can be brought about from outside by means of issuing some sort of
instructions to the Germans, this can only be make-believe.
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projects which ignore the fact of. the existence of the two German States States whioh have developed, moreover, in different directions for many years - are
known beforehand to be impracticable, 'and are unrelated to the actual situation in
Ge~ and in Europe ~ can'in fact only serve the purpose of placing additional
obstaoles in the path of German reunification.
The sole approach to the restoration of German unity now lies in a
rapprochement between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of
Germany.
We have said this before, we are saying it now and we shall contime to
say so in future.
To assert otherwise would ignore existing reality and would be
intended merely to throw dust in people's eyes.
It should be pointed out that a realistic understanding of how the reunification of Germany can be aohieved in the present situation is now increasingly
gaining ground even in the West, also among important Government leaders of the·
Western Powers.
We can merely regret that there is complete silence on this
point here at Geneva, apparently on the aSffUmption that our conference-is not a
suitable place for'the exposition of such sober views.
Yet where else except at
this conference which is considering problems relating to Germany, should the
language of realism be spoken, the language of a sober assessment of the situation
in the search for approaches to an agreement on questions affecting the vital
interests of the German nation and of great importance for the maintenance of peace
in Europe?
The Soviet Government, it will be remembered, is also proposing that one of
the subjects for consideration at the negotiations between the two Gar.man States
should be the question of developing contacts between the German Democratic
Republic and the Federal Republio of Germany.
The proposals submitted at this
Meeting by the Western Powers also referred to contacts.
The statements of the
Foreign Ministers of the Western Powers and partLeularlyof the representative of
the Federal Republio made it clear, however, that they understam the question of
contacts between Germans in their oWIi we:y.
They would like to talk only a.bout
relations of a strictly technical nature which have in any caso long existed
between the _German Democratic Republic and the Federal RepUblic.
The fact, however, that such problems as a peacefUl settlement with Germany
and raun1~ication are still unsolved calls for the promotion of oonta.cts of a
Any

totally different kind between the two German States.

How can the Germans work out
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a common attitude to these basic problems, 1f oontacts between the two parts of
Germ~ ~re

confined, as has been suggested here, to such questions as tramways and

postal and telephone communioations1

At present the situation is such that the

Adenauer Government, with the support of the three Western Powers, shies away trom
~

proposal which opens uPr the possibility of businesslike negotiations between
them~

the Germans on questions of really oommon national significanoe for

We have heard it said here that if the Germans were to enter into negotiations,
either in an all-German committee or in any other way acceptable to them, this
would even lead to a deepening of the division in Germany.

It is amazing what

groundless arguments the adversaries of a rapprochement between the two parts of·
Germany resort to in trying to present their attitude in a more favourable

light~

How would the division be deepened if a joint German platform is to be worked out
on questions relating to a peace treaty and to German reunification?

Since when

has the removal of disagreements between Germans come to mean a "deepening of the
division" of Germany?

Such logic is utterly

unsound~

Even if one is an extreme pessimist and assumes the very worst, namely,
that as a result of such negotiations the representatives of the two parts of
Germany will not be able to find a common language, the situation would remain
the sarne as it is now.

But even in this case there would be an advantage in the

negotiations, because the two sides would begin to understand one another's position
better and would more clearly see the difficulties they have to

overcome~

But

why should we necessarily assume the very worst?
The arguments regarding some sort of deepening of the division of Germany in
the event of negotiations between the Germans are thus artificial from beginning
to end and merely show that the arsenal of the adversaries of any rapprochement
between the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of

Germ~

has

completely run out of weapons.
What are we to infer from the faot that the Governments of the Western Powers,
not to speak of the Government of the Federal RepUblic of

Germ~,

persistently

oppose the establishment of an all-German committee or the holding of

aQY

negotiations between the German Democratic Republic and the Federnl Republic in soma
other form acceptable to them?

The inference is clear:

they are opposed both to

the conclusion of a penoe treaty and to German reunification, although in words they
are not averse to displaying their concern for the settlement of these problems,
particularly the problem of German unity.
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One cannot both speak of one's desire for German reunification and at the
same time oppose any step for a

ra~prochement

between the two German States.

Recently tho delegat.ions of the Western Powers submitted here the proposal
o~ arrang~ng fo~

that instead

,

direot negotiations between the German Demooratic

Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, the Geneva

Keetin~

Ministers should be converted into some sort of permanent

of

~oreign

ins~itution

within the

scope of which poryotual negotiations - with no time-limit whatsoever - would be
held; tho great Powers would concern thomselves with the oonsideration of purely
German problems, relating to the reunification of Germany,

..

whil~

the representatives

of the Garman Demooratio Republic and of the Federal Republic of Germany would
discharge the auxiliary duties of "advisers".
We have already made quite clear our position on this proposal ,of the
Western Powers.

ITe aro not oritioising it merely from a desire to ~r8ue~
but
i
.

beoause it not only

c~ot

lead to a settlement of the problems before us but also

does not move matters forward one inch.

Only the enemies of a peace settlement

with Germany and of Gorman unity can be gratified at the submission of this
proposal - and only

t~ey

are

e~~r~ssing

their gratifioation.

In this proposal we find, strictly speclting, a clear a,xpression of the
Western Powers' basic attitude to the German problem.

They would like the Pour

Powers to sit on top of a sort of pyramid and to dictate their will on suoh
questions as the drafting of German laws, the holding of eleotions and referendums
in Germany, etc., and the Germans would merely appear in the role of obedient
executors of this dictate.

Yet the authors of these proposals are still talking

about freedom for Germany!

If this is freedom, it can only be freedom for foreign

Powers to impose their decisions. on the Germans.
The matter is not changed one iota by the fact that the Adenauer Government
and its delegation at our

con~erence

are pre?ured to accept any solution that

infringes upon tho interests of the Germans in the negotiations on 1m20rtant
questions relating to the ways to be taken for Germany's future development,
however humiliating such solutions might be for the German people.
Another fact, too, is noteworthy.

At the first phase of our conferenoe, the

three Western Powers t:hemselves submitted ;proposals providing, in particular, for
ne~otiations

questions.

between the representatives of the two parts of Germany on political

It is true that under these proposals, the negotiations were to be

supervized and directed by the four Powers.

But in the present oontext this is
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not important.

Wh~t

matters is that the Western Powers themselves propose

politioal negotiations between the representatives of the two parts of Germany.
When; however, a proposal for negotiations between the German Democratio Republio
and the Federal Republio

o~fGermany

was submitted by the Soviet Union, it was

suddenly argued that such negotiations would be harmful and

~ven

dangerous, that

they would lead to a "oonsolidation of the German Democratic Republic", to " a
deepening of the division of Germany",

etc~

In other words, what only

weeks o.go was right is, in the view of the Western Powers, wrong
What happened is, of course, not that the role of such

0.

few

tod~;

negoti~tions

could

change in the oourse of a tew weeks, but tho.t in the first instance the Western
Powers expeoted to impose their will on the German

p~rtioipants

of the

negotiations, whereo.s in the second instanoe it is proposed that the Germans
should discuss their problems and adopt their decisions freely without

~~

pressure

from outside, or in other words, that they should not merely carry out the will
of

others~

In essenoe, the latest proposals submitted by the Western Powers are intended
to prevent the creation of the only possible basis for efforts directed at German
reunification~

These proposals are of course no basis for

discussion~

We cannot

but conclude that they were submitted not in order to seek a way to agreement, but
merely, as is openly admitted in the Western Press, in order somehow to counter the
Soviet proposal that negotiations should be arranged between the two German states
in some form acceptable to

the~selves,

in order to avoid discussion of that proposal.

We regret that the Soviet Government's proposal for the formation of an all-German
committee should have Clet with a negative response on the part of the Western Powers.
We do not, however, wish to give up all hope that a form of negotiation acoeptable
to both German States will be found.

We proposed a number of variants for that

purpose, including the establishment, to begin with, of contact between the two German
delegations at our conference, such contact thereafter to be continued elsewhere by
agreement between the two
the last session,
made

0.

Dr~

parties~

We have also heard other proposals

here~

At

Bolz, the Foreign Minister of the German Democratic Republic,

number of suggestions regarding the form of negotio.tions between the German

Democro.tic Republic and the Federal Republic of

GerClany~

These suggestions, we are

convinced, are sufficiently flexible and deserve serious study.
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To put it briefly, the question of negotiations between the Germans oan in no
way be regarded as having lost its urgency.
is prepared

tocontinu~

its

attem~·~s

Tho Soviet delogation, for its part,

to find an agreed solution to this problem at

r

our conference.

We should like to think that the

Wes~ern

Powers will adopt a more

oonstructive attitude in regard to practical ways for bringing the two parts of
Germany closer togother.
As we have already explained to the Foreign Ministers of the United States,
the United

~dngdom

and Prance, we have no objection to a parallel exchange of views

on questions relating to an interim agreement on West Berlin.

Such a method of

oonsidering the questions before us would enable us to appraise, in a more realistio
manner, the

diffioultie~

we have to overcome, to elucidate existing possibilities

for reaching agreement and to give effect to these possibilities.
In conclusion, I should like to deal with one question relating to an interim
agreement on West Berlin.
Speaking of West Berlin and of an interim agreement on this question,
Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, in his statement of 20 July, wondered what would be the position
while a provisional agreement was in force and also during the negotiations whioh,
under the Soviet proposal, were to take place when the agreement had expired.

Mr. Selwyn Lloyd asked the direct question whether there was no danger that one
of the parties might
was asked

also by

till~e

b~.

unilateral action during that period.

A similar question

Herter.

We feel that after what we have suid in this regard, the Soviet Government's
position on this point should be quite clear.

In case there should be any doubt,

however, I consider it necessary to make the following declaration.
During the period of validity of an interim agreement on West

Ber~in,

and

during the negotiations to be held at a meeting of the Governments partioipating
in the Geneva conference, for tne purpose of reviewing the question of West Berlin,
the Soviet Union will take no unilateral action.

We assume, of course, that the

other parties to tho agreement would not permit any violations of the agreement
either.
I hope that thore will no loncer be any ambiguities on this subjeot.

.1
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I would like to speak
delegc.tion, on one

matter~

ve~

brietly, on behnlf of the United states

And that concerns the linkage whioh the Soviet Union

is seeking to establish between the questions of German unification and an interim

Berlin

a.rrangement,~

This matter was referred to again

by Mr~

Gromyko in the speech

he has just conoluded.
This attempted linkage illustrates a very real differenae whioh, I believe,
lies at the root of muoh of the difficulty we are noy having in reaching agreement
at this oonference;
That difference arises out of the basic fnctthat the free '
world pursues a strategy of oonsent in international affairs, while the Communists
pursue a strategy of duress~
Porexample, the Soviet Union created this year's Berlin crisis with a threat
tha.t, if the Western Powers did not ac08:pt their Berlin :proposa.l by 27 May, the
. Soviets 'WOuld attempt to extinguish Western rights in Berlin~ This was an
applioation of the traditional Communist stra.tegy of dure8s~
It did not sucoeed.
The Soviet Union is now engaged in another ap:plioation of this strategy
ot duress in DJl effort to oapi:talize on the Western Powers' desire to end the
Berlin crhh~
398
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The Soviet Union is sa.ying, in effeot, that it will end the Berlin crisis prioe~

for a while - but only at a

That prioe is Western accepta.nce of the Soviet

proposal that the problem of a divided
of Communist Germans and free
f

Germans~

Germa~

be put in the hands of a oommittee

We are told, at least implioitly, that

if this price is not paid - if we do not agree to the formation of this oommittee
the USSR will try to make our position in Berlin impossible.
If accepted, this Soviet proposal would result in still a third, and even
more dangerous, application of the strategy of
The oommittee of Communist

~d

duress~

free Germans would be given but a short time

to solve a difficult problem, with whioh the four Powers have wrestled unsuooessfully
since the

war~

Failure in its task would be assured by the basic faot that the

leaders of the Soviet Government and of the so-oalled German DeQocratio Republic
have made crystal clear that they will never agree to reunification of Germany under
conditions which did not assure the communization of the Federal
a oommittee would have no chance of

Republic~

Suoh

success~

And what is the price of failure?
Signifioantly, the USSR's proposal for a Berlin arrangement includes the
termination of the arrangement at the same time scheduled for the expiration of the
life of the "mixed oommittee".

The price for the Federal Republio of Germany and

for the Western Powers would thus be another threat to their West Berlin brothers
in

freadom~

The price of failure for the East Germans would, by the same token,

be the prospeot of another attempt by their Soviet friends to help East Germcny
annex West Berlin.
This then would be the final element of the three-stage strategy of duress in
whioh the Soviets are now engaged, if we aocepted the Soviet proposals for an
all-German committee and for an interim Berlin arrangement with the same

time-limit~

In devising these proposals, the Soviet Government has constructed an ingeniou8
device whereby it clearly hopes to apply pressure on the Western Allies eventually
to acoept ohanges injurious to their rights and interests in respect of either Berlin
or Germany - or preferably both.
B~.

Gromyko has made this intent quite evident in the present negotiations;

First, he suggests that the all-German comn1ittee be given a year and a half in
which to complete its
~~.

labors~

If at the end of that time it fails to agree, then,

Gromyko explains, there will be no point in its continuing to discuss German
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unity and the Soviet Union will enter into new negotiations about Berlin, and
apparently about a German peo.oe treaty, too, with the Western Powers;
Mr; Gromyko hes given us certnin assuranoes that no unilnteral BOtion will be

taken during th8se SUbSequent negotintions;

He has been careful, however, to say

nothing about what will hnppen if these negotiations fnil - as the Soviet Union oan
quickly oause them to do;
He hns thus refused to give us aQY assurance that the Soviet Union will not, soon
after expiration of the year and a ho.lf period which he has proposed, sign c. separate
peBoe treaty with the so-called Garman Democratio Republio - a treaty which the
Soviet Union would then claim extinguished all Western rights in Berlin;
The ooincidenoe of the expiration dates for the interim agreement on Berlin and
on the lite ot the all-German oommittee must thus, according to Soviet oaloulation,
ensure one ot two results;
Either the Federal Republic will capitula.te in the all-German oommittee to

~

and all demands of the so-oalled German Democratio Republic in an effort to avert
unilateral Soviet aotion in Berlin,

~

the Soviet Union will use the lack ot progress

in the all-German committee as the pretext for confronting the three Western Powers
with what the Soviets would expeot to be an impossible situation in West Berlin;
In etteot, what the Soviet Union is proposing to do is to hold for ransom a
whole oity - two million human

beings~

And the Soviet Union even suggests that

we should beoome its unwitting accomplice in this deal by agreeing to the very
arrangements whioh would make this

possible~

This, in brief, is why the Soviet Union proposes that tha questions of the
all-German cammittee and of

~

interim agreement on Berlin be inextricably linked;

This in brief also is why the Western Powers rejeot this

linkage~
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Mr ~ Chairman,
At this stage of the di'scussion I should like merely to ma.ke a few
remarks, and if we· meet again tomorrow I should like to ask permission to go
into the substance :of the problem now under discussion at greater

length~

I say on the substance of the problem now under discussion because it is
clear that what we are disoussing is the German problem as a

whole~

I think in

this respect that it is right, as the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Soviet
Union pointed out at our Monday session, to say that there are fundamental
divergences between the ·positions of both

sides~

I have the impression that we

are very far from wha.t a.ppeared to be, or what was put forward as being, at the
end of the first phase of the conference or at the beginning of this present
phase, the question of this famous all-German

committee~

The

establ~shme~t

of this committee was put forward as a simple decision of procedure which did
not raise any diffioulties of prinoiple, since it was proposed by the Soviet
delegation, and which thus joined up with a proposal made by the Western
delegations
conference~

401

themselv~

in the Plan which they submitted at the beginning of the
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That was a way of presenting the matter concQrning whioh I ventured to say,
at our session of 15 July, that it did not appear to me to oorrespond to reality,
because us a matter of fact, in proposing the establishment of this all-German
committee in connexion

wit~

the

~iscussion

of the Berlin problem

the Soviet

r

delegation reopened the whole disoussion on Germany which had been the subject
of our debate during the first weeks of the conference in May.
listening to

~r.

Just now when

Gromyko and also when listening to him on Monday, I had the

impression of being carried back to about 15 or 20 May, when we were exchanging
views on the respective merits of a system which consisted in making two peace
treaties with a non-reunified Germany and of a system which would consist in
making n peace treaty with a reunified Germany.
That is how, as I ventured to foresee last week, we find ourselves brought
back to the beginning of the conference and engaged in discussing all the problems
concerning the solution of the Gcnnan question, and we note once again that the
differences in the positions of the delegations are trUly fundamental.
If it is desired to resume discussion of this German problem, I have already
indicated, and I say so again, that so far as the Frenoh delegation is conoerned
it is quite prepared to agree to it.

What it simply would not like, what it

could not endorse, is that this discussion of the Gernun problem as a whole
should be linked to the discussion of the particular problem of Berlin.
hmroalready said and as others
different categories.

As I

also have said, those are questions of two entirely

It is not a good Qethod to deal with them together.

That

can only create confusion and, moreover, it is not possible to establish a link
between the solution of the one and the solution of the other.
That is the first remark that I wished to

submit anew; I now want to make a.

second.
Mr. Gromyko has just told us - and it is a statement which each of us· ca.nnot
but endorse - that he hoped that it would be possible to bring the positions
oloser together and to find solutions showing agreement between us.

But

immediately afterwards he gave an example of his possibilities by showing what
was the degree of "flexibility" of the position of the Soviet delegation, an
example which does not seem to justify these hopes.
He told us in fact that he is ready to envisage, outside the esta.blishment
of an all-German

co~ittee,

any solution which would make it possible to arrange

for direct conversations between the two parts of Germany on the problem of
reunification and subsequently on that of the peace treaties.
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It is a praiseworthy indication of flexibility, but it does not take us

ve~

far, because if each of us says that he is ready to show flexibility on the
details and on the procedure provided he receivos 100 per cent satisfaction on
the substance I do not see

ve~

weil how we shall ever be able to succeed in

reaching agreeElent.
An all-Genuan

corr~ittee

to us - is a cOuDission of

- in the parity conception which has been submitted

representatives of the two parts of Germany.

A

discussion at Geneva betwoen the representatives of the two parts of Germany is
also

0.

meeting between the two parts of Germany and I do not see how that differs

fron an all-German coomittee,

Any solution which Ulay be found for arranging for

discussions between the two parts of Germany - whatever title will be given to it
will lead exactly to the same result.

I do not see how - whether one or the

other formula is adopted - it will enable the Western delegations to agree more
readily with the views of the Soviet delegation.

I should like to say,

incidentally, that in submitting last Monday the well-known plan for continuation
of the conference, with

0.

view to discussing the whole of the German problem and

also to developing contacts between the two parts of Germany, we took care to
respect the positions of all concerned.

We did not ask Mr.

Gron~ko

position which we know he has maintained for a very long ti8e.
where we are concerned not to abandon ours.

to abandon the

We also took care

We consider that as long as we fail

to reach agreement the discussion must be continued, but that it is not a good
method to ask one

pe~rty

to accept forthwith, 100 per cent, the position of the

other.
I had almost the same reaction - and I say this even Elore incidentally
because neither today nor at presont is the subject of our discussion the question
of Berlin - I say I had the smue reaction as I hod when I heard our colleague give
his reply to the questions which had been put to him previously by Mr. Selwyn,Lloyd
and also, I think, by

oor.

Herter in rugard to what would happen at the expiration

of a possible provisional or interim agreement on Berlin.
Mr.

GroL~ko

has told us:

"During the period of validity of the agreement and during the negotiations
which would follow the expiration of this agreement, it is understood that
the Soviet Government would take no unilateral action."
That is a statement which it gave me pleasure to hear but which did not surprise
me.

I have never thought, for my part, that if the Soviet Government concluded
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with us any agreeQent vnlatever, it could take, during the period of validity of
that agreement, any unilateral action
agreement.

th~t

would be contrary to the terms of the

In the same way, I have never thought

with the Soviet Govermnent

~he

th~t.when

we are in negotiation

latter could take, in regard to the question under

r

discussion between us, any unilateral action of any kind.
As a matter of fact, that was not the question that was put.

The question

put was whether 1 in the hypothesis that we found ourselves in agreement with the
Soviet Government on some interim arrangement for Berlin 1 that arrangement would
mean that during the period of its validity and subsequently, as long as a new
agreement was not reached, our status and our rights in Berlin, in so fer as they
would not be modified by the arrangement concluded, would continue to exist.
That is the question that was put and to which we have not yet received any
reply.
Those, Mr. Chairman, are tho two remarks that I wished to submit.
I should

lil~e

to say in conclusion that the French delegation, for its part,

has no objection to the conversation being carried on now on the German problem
as

~

whole and thct, if it is desired, [,t our next session, I am quite ready to

explain further the position of France on this matter which is so important for
Europe and the world.
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We have been discussing how to handle the wider German

problems~

A

fundamental difficulty about this arises from the different approach of the two
sides to the question of German reunifioation.

The Soviet attitude is that there

are now two German States and it is up to these two States to discuss the
question of

reunification~

It concerns them alone.

If at the end of a stated

period neither German side has changed its views, the question of reunification
will be put on one side, the partition of Germany into two separate States will
be recognised and separate peace treaties will be signed with those two German
states~

That is what I understand to be the Soviet position and unless I am

contradicted

I shall assume it tb'\ be

so~

The Western objections to this approach to the problem are as follows.
Fir-st of all, it puts an end to the responsibility of the four
collective responsibility of the four Powers is
the Soviet Government have frequently
argument. . It is a practical matter.

somethi~g

sub8cribed~

Powers~

This

to which in the past

It is not just a legal

Unless the four Powers actively interest

themselves in bringing about German reunification it will not happen~
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I wonder sometimes whether we do not confuse ourselves by the words we use.
When I talk about it being a four-Power responsibility I do not mean that it is
solely a matter for the

Obviously, it is a matter upon which

fo~ Powers~
r

Germans are entitled to have views, and have strong views, and have means of
expressing their

views~

We cannot dictate to an unwilling German population the

form in which their institutions should be modelled or how precisely reunification
should be brought about, but we have to assist them and help them and be prepared
to

t~{e

initiatives to do

so~

And there is the further very praotical matter that

unless there is agreement in general between the Soviet Union and the three Western
Powers

reunification will not take

pl8Ce~

Therefore my first objection to the

Soviet plan is that it appears to be an attempt to remove the matter altogether
from the cognizance of the four

Powers~

Our second objection to the Soviet proposal is that in view of what I have
said earlier there is no incentive to the East German members of the oomiJittee to
make any ooncession, or indeed any real attempt to secure agreement in the
committee~

I say this because in the event of deadlock at the end of the stated

period of the discussions in the committee, the

D~D~R.

would under the Soviet

formulation get exactly what it wants, namely, the formal recognition of the
East German regime as a separate sovereign

State~

There is a third objection which I state in moderate terms, meaning no
discourtesy to anybody, but in fact the East German regime's policy is decided
in

mOSCOW~

The suggestion that it is an independent regime based on the freely

expressed wishes of the East Germans bears no relation to the

facts~

Accordingly,

if this idea of an all-German committee were accepted it would mean that the
no~inees

representatives of the Federal Republic would in fact be negotiating with
of the Soviet

Union~

The effect of suoh an arrangement would be that the United

States, France and the United Kingdom would have been skilfully eliminated from
the discussions.

The Soviet Government say that they want reunification to be

settled between Germans and without the intervention of any of the great

Powers~

In fact what the Soviet Government are proposing is that it should be settled
between themselves and the Germans without the intervention of the Western

Powers~
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Those are three objeotions to the Soviet proposels.
There is another principle which we believe.

That is that the German people

must have the fullest say possible in the process of reunification.

This is why

r

the West has always insisted that there must be, at the earliest possible moment,
free and independently supervised eleotions throughout the whole of GermaQY.

Only

in this way can we disoover the genuine wishes of the German people.
This idea was incorporated into the Western Peaoe Plan.

In deferenoe to

Soviet views we agreed to postpone free all-German eleotions for up to two and a
half years.

We also proposed the formation of a mixed German committee whose

essential task was to draft an electoral law for the whole 'of Germany.

But the

fundamental difference between the idea of a mixed German committee in our Peaoe
Plan and that of the

Soviet-~roposed

ell-German committee is that in our Plan

neither side oould nullify the work of the committee by refusing to co-operate.
In the last resort the German people themselves would make the decisions on how
reunification could best be achieved.
I now want to say a word about the position of our negotiations.
~ay

seems a long time ago.

The 11th of

In the British Note of 26 March we defined our

oonception of the task of the oonferenoe as follows:
"The purpose of the Foreign Ministers' Meeting should be to reach positive
agreements over as wide a field as possible, and in any case to narrow the
differences between the respective points of view and to prepare
constructive proposals for consideration by a conference of Heads of
Government later in the summer. II
We began by an exhaustive attempt to expound the comprehensive plans of both
sides - the Western Peaoe Plan and the Draft Soviet Peace Treaty.
turned to the problem of Berlin.

After that we

That was not remarkable or unreasonable because

it was the Soviet Note about Berlin of 27 November which really set up the ohain
of events which led to the oalling of this Foreign Ministers' oonference.
In our disoussions we heve now an interim plan for Berlin sketched out.

It

is not agreed, but it is there in outline, with certain ingredients in it - foroe
levels, armaments, activities and duration.

It is agreed, I think, that during
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the period of any such interim arrangements there must be uninterrupted access to
West Berlin for military and oiviliun traffic.
.

-

So far as what happens at the end

of the period, I asked kr. GrOmyko a question about this.
Wf1.S

I asked

hi~

whether I

right in stating the Soviet pos'ition in the following terms:
"The Soviet position is that a.t the end of the period fixed for these
interim arrangements, if agreement has not been reached in some way,
then we resume these negotiations,

~d

pending the result of that

further phase in our negotiations as Foreign binisters, the situation
will remain unaltered.

As I understand it, no unilateral action

will be taken by either side pending the result of the,t further phase
in our negotiations."
M~.

Gromyko gave the following answer yesterday:

I1During the period of validity of en interim v,greement on West Berlin,
and during the negotiations to be held at a meeting of the Governments
participating in the Geneva conference, for the purpose of reviewing
the question of West Berlin, the Soviet Union v;rill take no unilateral
action.

We

assum~

of course, that the other ?crties to tho agreement

would not permit any violations of the agreement eithor. 1I
I regard that answer as an

f1~swer

to my question, confirming what I understood to

be the Soviet position.
Of course the further point a.rises which was raised both by kr. Herter and
~r.

Couve de Murville yesterday about what happens if there is no a.greement in

the subsequent negotiations.
Mr.

Gro~o

I want to make it clear, when I say that I regard

as having answered my question,

th~t

that statement does not menn

that I must be regarded as agreeing expressly or impliedly in any shope or form
that the Soviet Union have the right at any time to take unila.teral action over
Berlin.

I do not accept the position that our righ.s can be extinguished by

unilateral action by the Soviet Union.
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To sum up, at the end of the interim period, if no agreement has been reached
in the meantime, we are in exactly the same position as we are in today over
rights and

eve~hin8

else. to do with

Berlin~

r

I

8~

therefore "that there is an interim agreement for Berlin Sketohed out

in outline for

U8~

And I believe that it should be possible here or at Bome

other meeting, perhaps at another level, to get final acceptance of this interim
agreement~

The trouble whloh we are now facing is the relationship of that agreement
to wider disoussions of the German problem as a
disoussions should

t~te

whole~

We certainly agree that

Mr. Gromyko's position at one stage seemed to

place;

be that he insisted that the only way to handle these discussions was in an
all-German

committee~

I have already given reasons why we cannot accept

that~

At one time, as it was fairly widely known, the Western view was that a new
commission should be set up with German advisers to whioh this matter would be
remitted~

H~~

Gromyko indicated that that would be

unacoeptable~

We therefore are now putting forward a method of 2roceeding whioh is neither
the Soviet proposal nor the original

~estern

idea of which I have spoken.

It

is a method whioh permits of complete flexibility and it involves agreement from
time to time on how to prooeed;

Perhaps we may get defined a little more

precisely before these meetings are finished as to what the method of proceeding
would

be~

Our formula permits of any oombination or permutation of the

delegations here in this room today, to meet from time to time for purposes which
could be defined preoisely or left
Nothing is

compulsory~

general~

Nothing is forbidden.

It seems to.me an admirable

method of handling this matter, of bridging the gulf which is between us over
the question of an agreement on interim arrangements on Berlin and the discussion
of the wider German
his attitude to

it~

problem~

I say again that I hope

l~~

Gromyko will reoonsider
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Since our conference was resumed on 13 July we have already on several
occasions heard

~~~

Gromyko explain the reasons why his Government was asking for

the establishment of an all-German

committee~

I have myself pointed out several

times that this proposal raised once again the German problem as a whole, that is
to say all the difficulties which we have alrecdy discussed at length and on which
it has not been possible so far to reach any

agreement~

I think that it would be

useful, in order to make clear the position of the French delegation, to t6ke the
questiori up again now in a precise manner in order to try to determine as
as possible the actual
What

Mr~

obje~tively

situation~

Gromyko proposes to us is to arrange, in one way or another, no

matter which - and on this point, I have already noted, he shows the utmost
goodwill in regard to the choice of the formula - for discussions between the two
parts of

Germany~

The subject of these discussions would be three-fold:

reunification, the outlines of a peace treaty, and the development of contacts
between both parts.

I merely mention the latter point by way of a reminder:

it does not seem to be of any interest in itself to the sponsors of the proposal,
since it would only be justified to the extent that the political conversations
on the two other questions would be
reunification and the peace

408

treaty~

accepted~

There remain, therefore,

I shall have something to say on that later on,
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but I should like first of all to draw

attention~ ~

point which is for the time

being, on account of its political consequences, the main one.
It concerns the insistence of the Soviet delegation on bringing face to face,
in an inter-governmental

conyersat~on,

the representatives of the Federal

r

Government of Germany and those of the Pankow regime.

That is the first aim that

it is intended to achieve, n&uely, to induce not only the Government of Bonn but
also the Governn1ents of the three Powers to give, in the text of an agreement, if
not official recognition, at least a sort of international status to an authority
which they have hitherto refused to considor as being the valid and authorized
representation of the population of Eastern Germany.
fact been

i~osed

Thus a regime which has in

would be consolidated on the external level.

The existence of

two Germanies would be sanctioned and there would be no difficulty in passing to
the next stage which is, after reunification has been definitely abandoned, the
conclusion of a peace treaty with each of the two German Governments
established.

I say;

thus formally

after reunification has been definitely abcndoned, because

that is what the suggestion to assign to an all-German committee the task of
discussing the problem comes down to in reality.

This suggestion is based on

the idea that this is a task which no longer in any way concerns the four exOccupying Powers.

From the moment that recognition de jure and de facto is

given by these Powers to the existing German Goverrunents, it is for the latter to
discuss a matter which interests first and foremost the Gernan population.
A first remark which comes to mind iQffiodiately is that this Soviet position
has the appearance of logic, and it would indeed be in conformity with logic if it
were truly a matter of getting the authorized representatives of the German people
to discuss their fate and future.

We know that this is by no means so, because

the Pankow regime is not at all representative.

The Western Powers would

definitively relinquish the rights and duties which devolve upon them at the
present time and finally would agree simply to recognize as legal the perQanent
division of Germany.
The point at issue, in fact, is that of putting an end to the actual situation
which has existed for more than ten years, in which Germany is divided into two
absolutely opposed regimes, but in which also, through lack of the legal sanction
which is being asked of us today, all the possibilities are safeguarded for the
future.
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No one cnn be under the slightest illusion
would be opened up by
reunific~tion

negoti~tions

of that-pountry;

who speak, despite the

reg~rding

the prospects that

between the two parts of

They would be

appe~rances,

Germ~

negoti~tionsbetween

two completely different

is no prospect that it will be possible to find a

b~sis

them on what could be the future ragime of reunified

on the
interlooutors
There

languages~

for any agreement between
This is so well-

Germany~

known that it is suggested to us even now that the solution likely to be envisaged
would be that of a sort of vague confederation, letting the two states existing
today continue to exist exactly as they

are~

The negotiation would only be a

mere semblance and would end in failure and this failure, arranged in some way
beforehand, would

m&~e

it possible to close definitively the

ch~pter

on

reunlflcatlon~

This - it has already been said - is not merely an interpretation of the
proposal that has been made to us, but emerges from
themselves~

committee.

l'~~

Gromyko's statements

An eight month time-limit is proposed for the work'of the all-German
At the end of this period, if by then

everything will be all right;
hypothesis is

~lready

been seen that such an

prep~ration

impasse.

and signature of a peace treaty or

rather treaties with two sovereign and independent German
~QY

~

WeIr', the four Fowers will meet and pass on to the

next stage which is that of the
longer be

has been reached,

In reality there will inevitably be

improbable~

What will happen then?

But it has

~greement

question of

St~nes~

There will no

reunific~tion~

All this is abundantly

clear~

Yet we are being persistently told in reply

that the Western ?owers themselves proposed the establishment of an all-German
committee and that it ill befits them to

critici~e

an

ide~

which is theirs,

for the sole reoason that the Soviet Government has taken it up and made
my colleagues of the United
dealt at length with this

reply~

we do not appear to have been

st~tes

and the United ::ingdom

~nd

However, we must revert to it

understood~

the basic difference between the two proposals amounts to

this~

its

myself have

~g~in

In the last analysis, I

i~

sinoe

thi~r,
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The Soviet

pro~osnl

is to hand the final decision on reunification over to

the two existing authorities of the two sides, both of them regarded as
representative, that is as having the right to speak and to take decisions on
behalf of the German people!

No other means are available, if these two

r

authorities do not reach agreement.
agreement.

We know in advance that they will not reaoh

This no doubt means that the German people, duly represented, do not

accept reunification.
The Western proposal, too, provides for discussion between German
representatives from either side of the demarcation line.

But these representatives

are given no powers to take a final and irreversible decision.

They are to prepare

for the oonsultation of the authority whioh is to be the supreme arbiter, namely,
the entire German people.
proposal ,and ours.

This is the essential differenoe between the Soviet

\7e do not intend, for our part, to empower any Government

whatever to decide on the oonditions of reunifioation.
with the one or the other.

We do not have to side

There is in fact only one arbiter:

the Gorman people;

it is they who must docide as between Bonn and Pankow; it is they who must say who
truly represents them, and it is they who will finally determine their dostiny.
This is also

wl~

the dispute on whether the Allied Governments still do or do

not retain the riaht to discuss reunification is a false dispute, a mere matter of
words and appearance.

Things being what they are, this is not the issue.

The

point is on what method the four Powers will agree in order to arrange for the
disoussion, and subsequently the carrying out of reunification.

It is useless to

argue that these rowers are no longer competent to discuss reunifioation among
themselves and thus to impose their will on the German people.

They are responsible

and this is not denied by any of us, including Mr. Gromyko - for deoiding, as I
have said, on the method of reunifioation, whioh is the essential deoision.
According to whatever decision is taken, reunifioation will or will not take place.
The choice is simple:

should reunification be entrusted to the two Gxisting German

authorities or to tho German people on the basis of freely organized eleotions?
The adoption of the first or the second method will determine whether Germany is
to remain divided or to be reunited.

The Soviet delegation proposes the first

method - we, for our 2art, have always maintained that we could only acoept the
second.
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Mr. Chairman,
A.t the outset let me ask for your indulgenoe i f in the few remarks that! am .
about to make I cover some of the same ground whioh Mr. Selwyn Lloyd just oovered
so clearly and directly in deal,iog with the question of the so-oalled all-German .
committee.

If some of my remarks appear to be repetitive, it is I

thuu~

only an

indioation that we feel very strongly on the points whioh have been brought out
during the course of the disoussions.
This oonference is seized, as you pointed out yesterday, Mr. Chairma.n,with
two separate issues:

what should be the procedures for future disoussion'of the

problem of Germany as a whole a.nd what should be the terms of a.n interim arrangement
for Berlin •
. Yesterday I indicated

w~

my Government could not acoept the, Soviet proposal

for linking the8e tWo problems under a.n arrangement which would leave the Soviet
Union free, after a speoified period, to take unilateral action against Berlin if
there were laok of progress toward Germa.n unity.
Any interim arrangements whioh thus permitted the Berlin orisis to be revived

after a short interval would establish, for all praotioal purposes, exactly the
kind of tie betweena.n interim arrangement for Berl~ and the question of Germa.n
unity whioh could be exploited to apply pressure both on the Germa.n people and the
three Western Fowers on the two issues.
411
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Since I beliave that these two issues -

howeve~

important each of

~hem

may

be - should not thus be linked in any conferenoe agreement, I also believe that
it would be more orderly tor this oonf9rence to address them separately.
gather that this

p~ooedure

-

I

is agreeable
in view of Mr. Gromyko's statement of
.

. yesterday that we should exchange views pertaining to an interim solution on
aerlin, in order to evaluate nthe diffioulties whioh we have to overoome and to
clarity those

posslbilit~es

whioh exist in order to arrive at an agreement and

to realize those possibilities. 1I
If we are to disouss these two questions separately, I would like today both
to oonolude my previous discussion of the Soviet proposal for a mixed German
committee and to indio ate where I believe that this discussion leeves this
conference as far as its future work is oonoerned.
I will begin, Mr. Chairman, by gwmmarizing the prinoipal reasons why the
Soviet proposal for a mixedoommittee of free and Communist Germans is unacoeptable
to the Western Powers.
Mr •. Gromyko has tried to give the impression of surprise at our refusal to
agree that such a committee would, as he put it in his proposal of 19 June,
IIpromote the extension and develo:;:>ment of contaots betW'etln the German Demooratic
Republio and the Federal Republio of Germany, discuss and work out concrete
measures for the unification of Germany, and consider questions pertaining to the
preparation and conclusion of a ,ea.oe treaty with Germany."
With an air of rea.sonableness, he told us that nothing would be more logical
than arranging for the Germans to get together to discuss and agree on matters
vitally affecting their own future.

He went on to suggest that it is only blindness,

obstinacy, and r8vanohist-mindedness which stands in ths way of the four Powers
reaching agreement on his proposal.
When we pointed out that the outcome of any such confrontation of
representatives of the Federal Republic and of the so-called German Democratic
Republic would be an early and total deadlook, Mr. Gromyito a.sked how we could be
sure of the outcome before we had given the proposal a trial.
We have explained to Mr. Gromyko that we oan be sure of the outcome for the
simple reason that the highest personages of the Soviet Government and of the
so-called GDE have made crystal clear that they will never agree to the
reunification of Germany under oonditions which did not guarantee the oommunization
of the Federal Republio of Germany.
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The all-German oGmmittee, under the terms of referenoe proposed by the Soviet
Union, is thus not worth the

~r!al

because the .outoome of the experiment is

entirely predictable in advanoe.
It is also not

wo~th

the trial tor three other reasons:

First, by the devioe of .this proposal, the Soviet Government very oleverly
seeks to have its oalte and eat it, too.
The Soviet Government tells us that reunifioation is none of our affair and
that we should turn this over to the Germans to work out among themselves.

This

is a strange position for the Soviet Union to take when its own national interests
are so clearly identified with the terms and oonditions under whioh Germany will
be reunified.
How does

U~. Gromy~o

resolve this problem?

For, despite'all its protests to

the contrary, I oannot believe that the Soviet Union is actually willing to
renounce its interest in the manner and terms of German reunification.
The answer is very simple if, as tir. Selwyn Lloyd has pointed out, one
understands the relationship between the men who head the regime of the so-called
German Democratic

~e?ublio

and tne Government of the Soviet Union.

This relation-

ship is suoh that it is impossible for representatives of the so-called German
Democratio Republio to pursue a policy whioh is contrary to that whioh the Soviet
Union oonsiders to be in its own interest.
The negotiation in any all-German committee would thus not be a free one
between two free governments.

It would be a negotiation between one free

G~vernment

the Pederal Republic of Germany - and representatives of a r6gime who were, in faot,
only Speaking for the Soviet Union.
This leads me to the seoond of the three reasons we rejeot the Soviet
proposal.
If that proposal were put into effeot, the three Western Powers would be
compelled to abdioate their responsibility'foras8uring German reunifioation
under conditions whioh would enable all Germans freely to determine the form of
their own government.

This, again, Mr. Selwyn Lloyd has developed.

Equally

important, they would have to abdioate their common responsibility for creating
a reunited Germany in a framework of European seourity whioh would assure that
wnr would not erupt again in the center of Europe, as it has twice in our own
lifetime.

-
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These are responsibilities and interests whioh the four of us

share~

They have been confirmed in past four-Power agreements, the latest of which was
reached on 23 July 1955, when Chairman Bulganin subscribed, along with President
Eisenhower 7 Sir Anthony Edep"
following words:

and

IJ~~

Faure to a document which included the

liThe Heads of Government 7 recognizing their common responsibility

for the settlement offue German question and the reunification of Germany,

h~v~

agreed that the settlement of the German question and the reunification of Germany
by means of free elections shall be carried out in oonformity with the national
interests of the German people and the interests of European security;lI
No one can dispute that this language squarely reserved responsibility for
German unification to the four Powers;

We do not propose here to enter into an

agreement which sets this responsibility to one

side~

The Soviet proposal would both maintain the Soviet Union in a position of
responsibility and control in regard to German reunification and exolude the
Governments of France, Great Britain, and the United states from exeroising the
role in this process which their own interests require;
The third reason that we reject the Soviet proposal is because it would
amount to our announcing to the world at large that we considered the regime in
East Germany to be on a basis of equality with the freely chosen Government of
the Federal Republic of Germany.

This for obvious reasons we are not willing to

do, and the Soviet Governrnent knew that we were not willing to do so when it
framed this proposal;
For these reasons - as well as because its labors would be doomed to failure
from the start - we cannot accept the Soviet proposal for an all-German committee;
There are thus, as I see it, two basic difficulties with which this
oonference is confronted, apart from the very important problem of the terms' of
an interim agreement on Berlin.
First, the Soviet Union's insistence which I have just discussed 7 that
we must agree to its proposal for a mixed German committee - or to some variant
which would have the same

effect~

RNJ.jOOCj67
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Second, .the Soviet Union' 8

a.~tempt

to so arrange matters that the Western

Powers will be exposed to unilateral action in Berlin after a specified period,
it there is no progress toward GQrman unity.
.
There is olearly little hope tor success of this oonference unless each of
these obstacles oanbe overoome.
The Western Powers have made construotive proposals to meet each of these
diffioulties.
First, they

ha~

suggested that the present conference continue its oon-

sideration, with German advisers, of the questions of German unification, a peace
treaty, and inter-German contaots.

This would permit the range of issues that

Mr. Gromyko has in mind to be disoussed, in suoh forms as may be judged appropriate,

but without abrogating the basic four-Power responsibility that the USS& has
repea~edly

aoknowledged in the past.

Seoond, the Western Powers have indioated their willingness - whether or not
an agreement is here concluded on prooedures for future discussions of German
unity - to enter into an interim Berlin a.greement which is
ooterminous time-period for work on German unifioation.

!!2.i

tied to a

It should be clear

however that the arrangements provided for by suoh an agreement could be altered,
if it oame up for review, only by negotiation - not by foroe. The Western Powers
oall for oonsent, rather than duress as the means of possibly revising any
temporary Berlin arrangements into which they might enter.
I believe that these Western proposals go far toward meeting some of the views
that have been expressed by Mr. Gromyko and that they offer a sound basis for
agreement.
I must say, in all candor, however, that I see no evidenoe that Mr. Grom,yko
regards them as anything but milestones in a negotiating process that leads
inexorably toward agreement on Soviet terms.

He appears to mistake the mOVQS

that we have made to meet him half-way 88 signs of weakness, whioh can be exploited
through continuing pressure.
I want to assure

1~.

Gromylw, in all seriousness, that this is not the 08se.
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Mr. Chairman,
A~

always, we have listened attentively to the Foreign Ministers of the United

Kingdom, the United States of America and France.

Our impression after these state-

ments is that the Governments of the three Western Powers are using a one-sided
appraisal in their approach to the Soviet Government's proposal on the question of
an all-German oommittee or other possible forms of negotiation between the German
Democratic Republio and the Federal Republic of Germany.

They approach the appraisal

of this proposal of the USSR absolutely unobjectively, with a plan prepared beforehand, with a conception formed in advance, instead of approaching it with due regard
to all that we have said on this question, beoause it is preoisely the Soviet
Government or the Soviet delegation whioh can say best of all what are the reasons
and motives by whioh the Soviet Government is guided in submitting this proposal.
In the main the arguments which have been repeated here are those which have
already been put forward repeatediy in connexion with our proposal, but their
~epetition

does not

m~te

them any more oonvincing.

Having heard today1s statements

by the representatives of the United states, France and the United Kingdom, we have
come :to the definite oonclusion that these arguments are just as unoonvincing and
unfounded as they were before.

Vmny of them show that the representatives of the

Western Powers are giving full soope to their feelings of hostility towards the
German Democratio Republio rather than to sober assessment of the situation which

419
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has developed in Germany and in Europe.
l{r.

This must be said above all in regard to

Selwyn Lloyd's statement that the policy of the German Democratic

allegedly decided in

~:oscow.

~epublic

is

_ He made that statement, obviously, in the hope that
r

the objections against acceptance of the Soviet proposal for negotiations between
the German Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany would in that
ease look more respectable.
But it seems to us that it is just the reverse.

It is not the first time that,

in speaking of the friends and allies of the Soviet Union, recourse has been had to
the assertion that the policy of the states in question is decided in Hoscow.
Evidently what is referred to here is the unity of aims, the views held in common
in the field of external policy, in the struggle for peace and for reduoing international tension.

But the Soviet people and the Soviet Government, as well as the

peoples of other socialist States, including the German Democratic Republic, take a
pride in the unity of our actions in the struggle for peace and the reduction of
international tension.

And since our internal system has been mentioned, I must say

that we are proud of the fact that we are working together for a single aim, namely,
the construction of a socialist and communist society in our countries.
We, the Soviet people, and, I am persuaded, the peoples of other socialist
States also, including the German Democratic Republic, do not intend to accept or
ask for anybody's advice as to what way we should take in advancing the cause of
socialist and communist

construction.

For this reason we should like to appeal to our

collea~ues

when discussing this

question not to eive rein to their feelings of hostility towards any particular state,
including the German Democratic R.epublic.
It also seems to us that Er. Selwyn Lloyd, in touching upon this question and
resorting to this ar&ument, was paying a definite tribute to propaganda reasons.
dr. Herter also said something similar.

He,for instance, has l11ready resorted

more than once to the assertion that if the Soviet Government's proposal for negotiations between the German Democratic Republic and the Pederal Republic of Germany,
through the establishment of an all-German committee or some other acceptable method
is adopted there will arise the da.nger of "communization" of the Federal Republic of
Germany.

I do not know why, if the Federal Republic of Germany enters into

negotiations with the German Demooratic Republic, this would lead to the communization of

~he

Federal aepublic of Germany.

This question was and remains a riddle.
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Wh~n ~he ~hree

Powers, in their over-all plan, submitted the proposal for politionl

negotiations between the Pederal Republic of Germany and the German Democratic
Republic, having moreover in view an artificial link between this question and other
questions, this, it appears, did not leoo to the
Republic of

II

communization" of the Pederal

But if the Soviet Government's proposal providing for the

Germnny~

discussion by the Germans themselves of questions relating to the unification of
Germany, the conclusion of a peace treaty and contacts is adopted, this, it appears
will lead to the "communization ll of the Federal Republic of

Germe.ny~

Finally, it may be pointed out by the way that this is indeed

0.

fine internal

system, no.mely, in the Federal Republic of Germany, if this internal system, utter
the representatives of the Federal Republic of Germany enter into direct negotiations
with the representatives of another State, namely, the German Jemocratic Republic,
will becoma
i,;r~

coml~ist

by virtue of this fact alonel

Herter hinted that the intention to

Germany in connexion with the

establisr~ent

l

oorru:'1unize" the Pederal Republio of

of an all-German coomittee haa been

stated in some form by the. Soviet Govermaent and its

Head~

We have already stated

that the Soviet Government1s position on any particular question, including questions
relating to

Ger41~,

com:~unications

is not expressed by aQY particular foreign statesmen or.in their

and interviews which are published in the foreign Press and for which

we cannot bear any responsibility, but it is expressed by the representatives of
the Soviet Government,' the official representatives of the Soviet

Union~

It is

evident from these remarks what value is to be attached to the assertions to which,
unfortunately,

l~;

Herter has resorted and, moreover, not for the first

time~

It

seems to us that such arguments as those to which recourse has been made during our
discussion lowers the level of our
expressed here by
1~~

i.T~

debate~

Selwyn Lloyd,

l!Ir~

We follow attentively the ideas

Herter,

Mr~

Couve de 1Jiurville,

Dr~

Bolz and

Grewe, and we try to draw some conclusion regarding the possibility of reaching

agreement at this conference;
then there really arises

an

But when we hear the statements of some Ministers,

eni~na

as to what is uppermost in their statements:

the

search for possibilities of reaching agreement or the desire to complicate our
disoussion?
The thought even occurs to' us:

perhaps weare being deliberately provoked in

order to complicate our negotiations and to
But I will say straight out thet,
refrained from

mw~ing

al~hotigh

wors~n

the situation at our conferenoe;

it is sometimes no eusy matter, we ho.ve

such a negative contribution to our discussion;
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l',X.

Couve de L<urville hC'..s expressed the view that the German people should be

given the opportunity to settle by themselves questions relating to the problem of
the reunification of

GerQany~

This thesis is correct, absolutely

correct~

And

the Soviet Government takes precisely as its starting point the need to give effect
to this thesis, when it proposes that the four Powers should render ::'.ssistance to
the two German Governments in arranging for negotiations between them;

As regards

the position of France, of the French Government, in particular at our conference,
it is acting, unfortunately, in precisely the reverse direction, for it is quite
:lm::?ossible to reconoile statements concerning the need to give the Germa.n people
the opportunity of settling by themselves questions relating to the unification
of Germany, with the incessant rejection of any step that would facilitate a
ro.pprochement between the two Gerrmn
again that the real policy of the

states~

~estern

We venture to say frn.nk.ly once

Powers is not the desire to contribute

towards a rapproohement between the two Germa.n states and, consequently, towards
the solution of the problem of the unifioation of Germany, but a. desire to create
nnd pile up more and more ne" obstacles in the path to e settlement of this problem,
as well as in connexion with the problem of the conclusion of a peace treaty with
Germa.ny~

These are the remarl(s that we wished to maJ.t.e in connexion with the statements
of

~i.:r~

Selwyn Lloyd, llir. Herter and

1·'.ir~

Couve de

desired, one oould also dwell on many other

l'~urville ~

o.r~ents

Of course, i f one

nnd reasonings which have

been put forwo.rd in these sta.tements, and give tit for tat in the way of sharp
words~

But we do not think that there is any need for

We should welcome

this~

it if our oolleagues o.lso had such o.n approaoh to the mo.tter o.nd to our

negotiations~

If I ho.ve understood the situation rightly, my colleo.gues, and in particular
11~;

Herter, express their willingness to pass on to an exchange of views in regard

to o.n interim o.greement onaest Berlin;
expressed that it would not be

0.

At our session yesterday the opinion was

bad thing if we continued in

0.

parallel way to

exchange views both on this question and on the question of an all-Genua.n committee
C'..nd other possible forms of negotiation between the Gennan'Democra.tic Republic nod
the Federal Republic of

Germa.~;

As far as we, the Soviet delego.tion, are concerned,

we are prepared to do so today, tomorrow or whenever it suits the other

~ini8ters.

1
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Vir ~ Chairman,
As we come to the end of the second phase of the Geneva talks, I think
that it will be useful to summarize briefly the course of the negotiations and
the prospeots that lie

ahead~

I

I regret that, despite the hopes held at the start of this

~onference,

we

have not been able to reach an agreement.
These discussions started in Geneva to oonsider questions relating to
Germany, including a peaoe treaty with Germany and the question of

Berlin~

They took plnce because the Soviet Union last year suddenly announced that,
unless the Western allies accepted its proposal for a change in the status of
Berlin, it intended to change the situation in Berlin unilaterally after 27

~~.

The three Western Fowers rejeoted this proposal, and stated that no useful
discussions could take place against the background of a Soviet strategy of duress.
After the Soviet Union removed the thBeat by indicating that the date of
27 :illay was not signifioant, the four Fowers agreed to meet in Geneva to try to
deal with these problems through
of consent.
437

negotiation~

This is what I oall a strategy
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The Western Powers approached this task in good faith.

They genuinely

sought to find an agreed solution to the problem whioh the Soviets had raised.
They oontinued this effort, earnestly and vigorously, for the better

~art

of

the last three months,
II

The conference agenda gave first place to the question of Germany.
The Western Powers agreed that this question was of overridine importanoe,
.At the start of the meeting, they proposed a Western Peace Plan to achieve
German reunification through the free choioe of the German people.

This

Western Peace Plan ,ras acclaimed throughout the world as a constructive offer.
The Soviet Union never gave this plan a moment's serious consideration.
The reason was olear:

The Soviet Union !:new tha.t German reunifica.tion

in freedom would end Communist rule in East

Ger~ma.ny.

Instead, the Soviet Union proposed, in effect, that the four Powers
formalize the division of Genlany by signing separate peace treaties with the
two parts of Germany.

This the Jestern Powers refused to do.
III

The Foreign

i~inisters

than turned to the question of Berlin to

s~e

if

they could agree on an interlll Berlin arrangement.
A good deal of the time in those negotiations was spent in an effort to
find out what Mr. Gromyko's position was on oertain points.
problem of "rights" ''fa never did succeed in finding out.

On the oentral

This made our talks

more like a researoh expedition than that free interchange of views, which is
Decessary to fruitful results.
This Soviet manner of negotiation may have resulted from the

oontradiQti~n

between the Soviet Union's ostensible and aotual purposes in this oonferenQe.
The Soviet Union is, as far as I can determine, not really interested in
"improvinell the situation in Berlin.
Powers out of Berlin.

It is interested in aetting the \1estern

Apparently oontinued competitive co-existence of

freedom and Communism in Berlin is unrewarding to the Soviet Union.
The

~ey

to our differences about Berlin is thus not so much in the

~eoific

issues we have discussed as in the basic question of whether or not

the

3erliners are to remain free.

~:Test

~~e

anneJ~

Soviet

propos~ls

to date have seemed to us to be designed

these people to the Communist system against their 'Till.

permitted.

gr~dually ~o

This cannot be
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We !!! willing to enter into an interim arrangement with the Soviet Union which
will assure a continued prospect of freedom for Berlin.
might include five

e~ement~,

Such an interim arrangement

whioh I shall discuss in turn.

IV
First, force levels in Berlin.
We proposed statements noting the decision of the Soviet Government no longer
to maintain forces in Berlin and making known the intention of the Western
Governments to limit their forces in West Berlin to their present level and to
consider from time to time the possibility of reducing such forces if developments
permit.
The Soviet Union refuses to aocept any reference to its projected withdrawal
of forces from Berlin - another indication of its consistent position of nonreciprocity - and proposes to drastically reduce,our forces in West Berlin below
the approximately 11,000 men now staticned there.
Why is the Soviet Government so anxious to reduce these forces drastically?
The Soviet Foreign Minister says that Western foroes should be only symbolic.
The total Communist foroes in East Germany are of the order of 500,000 men, not
counting another 350,000 so-called Workers 1 Militia.
in Berlin are less than

In other words, Western foroes

2% of the forces that surround them.

Clearly, the Soviet Union is proposing a drastio reduotion of Western forces
not for the reason given, but as the first step toward total withdrawal of Western
forces.

When the period specified in an interim agreement had expired, it would

then call for still another reduction.

And so on, until we no longer had any

forces in Berlin.
This situation would not be substantially altered bya withdrawal of Soviet
forces

fro~

the oity

Berlin.

li~its.

These foroes would merely be stationed a few miles outside

To withdraw Western foroes from Berlin would be an

ent~rely

different matter.
The real differenoebetween the Soviet Union and
not as to the level of Western forces in Berlin.

~he

Western allies is thus

It is whether Western· forces

should- stay in Berlin, or eventually be withdrawn.
Weare determined that adequate Western forces will stay in Berlin as long a.
they are wanted by the peoples of West Berlin and are essential to their proteotion.

",

!
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v
The second element of a possible interim Berlin arrangement
for the forces in

involve~

the arms

Berlin~

The four Powers are ~greed .in principle that nuclear weapons and missile
r

iristallations shall not be' located in West

Ber~in'

Some ditferenoes over

phra.seol?&y still exist, but should not prove imp«lssible.to resolvej

.
deploy
.

Powers have never had the slightest interest in or intent to
in West

Berlin~

The Western
such weapons

This provision was added to the ·Western proposal for c.n interim

Berlin arrangement specifioally to meet asserted Soviet

concerns~

VI
The third element of an interim arrangement involves restraints on certain
unfriendly activities in Berlin.
The Western proposal is that measures should be taken, consistent with
fundamental rights and liberties, to avoid activities in or with respect to Berlin
which might either disturb public order or seriously affect the rights and interests,
or amount to interference in, the internal affairs of

other8~

The Secretary General of the United Nations would be requested to provide a
representative, supported by adequate staff, to be established in Berlin, with free
access to all parts of the city for the purpose of reporting to the Secretary General
any propaganda activities which appear to be in conflict with the foregoing
principles~

And the four Governments would consult with the Secretary General in

order to determine the appropriate uction to be taken in respect to any such

report~

The Soviet Union's position on such activities differs from this Western
proposal in two major respects:
First, the Soviet Union suggests much more extensive restraints on aotivities
in West Berlin than in East Berlin.

We insist that both parts of the city be

treated even-handedly.
Second, the Soviet Union proposes that a four Power commission have the right
to "supervise ll and lIassure the implementation" of restraints on West Berlin without
any corresponding inspection
because of its

~f

Enst Berlin.

This proposal is obviously unacceptable

discriminato~y nature~

We recognized, however, the desirability of some inspection

machinery~

To meet this need and thus narrow the difference between the Soviet Union and

lli;1/DuC/69
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ourselves on this point, we added to our proposal the suggestion for a UN
presenoe in Berlin which I have

desoribed~

Foreign Minister Gromyko's rejection of this proposal and his labelling it
a.s

lI

artificial ll in

0U;

private sessions has been, to my mind, one of the more

regrettable results df this oonference.

If there is ever to be real progress

toward peace based on justice, there must surely be a strengthening of the main
instrument that is available to us for internationa.l o.o-operation - the United
Nations~

In wa.lking

aw~

from any possibility of a UN role under an interim

Berlin arrangement, the Soviet Union has evidenced an attitude toward the
United Nations which cannot help but make the search for peace more

difficult~

VII
The fourth element involved the question of the duration of uny interim
agreement on Berlin and the position at the end of that

agreement~

The Soviet Union's presently avowed a.im is to "change" existing Berlin
rights and responsibilities.

Since we are determined tha.t this aim shall not

be a.ohieved without our consent, it was important that the Western:Powers
have some assurance that any arrangements here agreed upon did not have that
automatic effect.
It will be recalled that the interim a.greement offered to the Soviet
Union on 16 June was to last until the reunification of

GGrma.ny~

And in

the preamble to that agreement it was recognized that;

11* *

*

pending reunifica.tion, the existing situation and the agreem9nts

at present in force' can be modified in certain respeots *
il~~

* *11

Gromyko objected to any agreement lasting until the reunification of

Germa~

and the Western Foreign Ministers then changed their offer to provide tha.t:
"The arrangements *** can in the absence of reunification be reviewed
at any time after five years by the Foreign Ministers conference as now
. constituted, if such review is requested by any of the foUr Government8~"
~~~

Gromyko again objeoted, stating that under this formulation the arrangements

hera agreed to would continue if , after such a review, the Foreign :Ministers'
conferenoe wa.s unable to reach agreement upon changes~

He insisted that any.

arrangements agreed here expire by their terms after a speoified

pariod~
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This Soviet position had to be examined in the light of dr. Gromyko's
categorical refusal to answer the question frequently put to him, both in plenary
and in private sessions, as to the status of the rights and responsibilities of
the four Powers with respect- to Berlin
in the event that the Foreign Ministers
.
were unable to reach agreement in any subsequent negotiations.
It was necessary alsb to review that proposal in the light of repeated
statements by Mr. Khrushchev, as well as by i:.ir. Gromyl'>:o, that the Soviet Union
was somehow entitled unilaterally to. void the rights of the Western Powers with
respect to Berlin by signing a separate peace treaty with the so-oalled German
Demooratic Republic.

On June 10, for example,

~~.

Gromyko said that the USSR was

not prepared to insist on "immediate and complete abolitionll of the occupation
regime in West Berlin, but would agree to the provisional maintenance of certain
of these rights on condition, and I quote, "that such a situation would exist only
for a strictly limited period, namely one year".

While he has since failed to

repeat this frank avowal of purpose, he has equally refused to renounce or deny it.
In the most recent disoussions with liIr. Gromyko 1 the \Vestern Foreign lAinisters
indicated that they were prepared to consider interim arrangements relating to
Berlin under an agreement which would expire after a specified period.

At the

same time they made it unmistakably clear that neither the agreement nor its
expiration would be in derogation of the now existing rights and responsibilities
of the Western Powers with respect to Berlin.

They insisted that an appropriate

statement to that effeot be included in any agreed arrangement whioh would expire
after a specified period.
expressed.

There are several ways in which this assurance could be

The Soviet Union should be willing to agree to one of those ways if,

as Mr. Khrushohev said in his speech of 28 July, the Soviet Union is seeking
agreements which do not do any "moral or material dwnage to either side."
At no time - and I wish to emphasize this point - at no time did we ask the
Soviet Union to perpetuate or reaffirm our rights.
so.

There was no need for us to do

These rights, whioh on a number of occasions have been recognized by the Soviet

Union as legitimate in origin and continuing in fact, derive from our viotory in the
war.

The manner in which they would be exeroised was specified in solemn post-war

agreements entered into by the Soviet Union.

Nothing that the Soviet Union was

asked to state or to do at Geneva would add to or detract from those rights or from
Soviet responsibilities.

The only thing that was contemplated here waS a modification

of the agreements spelling out how those rights are to be exercised.

_:.,-/ ~v i'u:;,
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In view of our heavy
inhabitants of

~est

re~onsibilities tor

the more than 2,000,000

Berlin, whioh I have reoently reaffirmed on behalf of my

Government, we feel that we

~

entitled to a plain answer to the question:

"At the end of the period speoified in any interim agreement
with respect to -~erlin, will the Soviet Union mainta.in that
this agreement has weakened our rights or not?"

Mr. Gromyko J s only reply has been, "Let us not answer that question. II
He seems to be saying, "Let us wait and see. n
Any suoh answer is totally unaoceptable to my Government, whioh on

repeated oocasions has made it plain that it does not intend to enter into any
agreement whioh could be interpreted as an express or implied weakening of
those rights.
VIII

The fifth element involves civilian and military access to and from West
Berlin.
The three Western Fowers propose that free and unrestricted acoess to
West Berlin by land, by water, and by air

~or

all persons, goods and

communications, includine those of the forces of the Western rowers stationed
in Berlin, be maintained in accordance with the procedures in effeot in April
1959.

Freedom of movement would oontinue to be maintained between East and .

7est Berlin. ,All disputes whioh might arise with respeot to acoess would be
raised and settled between the four Governments.

The latter would establish

a quadripartite commission which would meet in Berlin to examine in the fir.t
instance any difficulties arising in connection with &ccess and would seek to
settle such diffioulties.

The oommission might make arrangements, if neoessary,

to consult German experts.
The language of the Soviet proposal on this point is muoh briefer than that
of the Western Powers.
to us.

Its formulation has some elements whioh are una.coeptable

nut, as I understand it from our discussions and leaving the issue of

the quadripartite oommission aside, the substanoe of the Western position on
civilian and military aooeS8 to and from and within Berlin during an interim
arrangement for Berlin is not una.oceptable to the Soviets.

I trust that my

understanding is oorreot.

IX
A final question involves the a.rrangements to get on with discussions
ooncernine the all-German problem, inoluding the a.ssocia.tion of both parts of
Germany in those disoussions.

mli/DuC/69
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We believe that the German question is important and pressing.

We propose

that it be the subject of continuing discussion by this Foreign Iiinisters' oonference,
as presently oonstituted, though, perhaps at a different level and place;
This procedure would enable the four Powers to discharge responsibilitiesl
in regard to this question wnich they have repeatedly acknowledged.
It would enable German advisers to play a role which has been devised and
tested in the present

discussions~

It would permit us to proceed flexibly with, as
tt

H~.

Lloyd said on 23

July, .

any com'iJination or permutation of delegations here in this roor.1 l1 , agreeing from

time to time on the specific procedures to be adopted in the light of our developing
work.
The Soviets, by oontrast, originally insisted on linking an interim arrangement
for Berlin to the establishment of a mixed

co~nittee

of free and Communist Germans

which would negotiate about the all-German question including the matter of a peace
treaty.
This was en unrealistic proposal and I hope that the Soviets have come to
recognize it

6S such~

Not only is there no logioal tie between the work of suoh a committee and an
interim Berlin arrangement, but the basic idea of having a mixed committee of freo
and Communist Germans is only valid if it is part of a phased process which will lead
to German unification whether or not that committee reaches

agreement~

The reason

for this is simply that, unless it is part of such a larger pro.cess, the oommittee is
certain

~

to reach agreement.

The Communist members of the committee will reject

unification in freedom, and the representatives of the Federal Republio could not
accept unifioation on any other

basis~

For these reasons, the Western proposal seems a more promising approach to this
question.
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These then
defined in the

a~e

the

diffe~ences

pa~t

few

.weeks~

and the areas of agreement that have been

I believe that the work of the oonference has

r

been useful in isolating these points, whioh could lead

t~

a Eerlin

settlement~

I would hope, therefore, that we will resume our negotiations, at a date
to be determined by our Governments in order to address these differenoes, one
by une.

If we can

rec~ncile

these differences, this should lead to an agreement

which will give real hope for a secure position for the free people of West
Berlin~

This should also permit a start to be made on overcoming the oontinued

division of

Germany~
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After three months of discussions, this last plenary meeting of our oonference
provides each of us with the opportunity to sum up his views and perhaps to say
also a few words on the prospects for the near future.

That is what I would like

to do, in my turn, as briefly as possible, on behalf of the French delegation.
In the

fir~t

place and at great length we talked about Germany as a whole.

We did that first by mutual agreement and directly, then indirectly when the Soviet
delegation raised, in connexion with Berlin, the question of setting up an allGerman committee, while linking it with an interim arrangement on the former German
capital.
The Western delegations on their part tabled a comprehensive plan providing
for several stages and dealing jointly with the German question and with European
or general security problems which are unanimously recognized as being tied to the
solution of the German question.

Fundamentally? we believe that reunification

should be brought about through free elections, that a peace treaty should then be
concluded and that steps should in any case be taken in order to ensure that the
union of the two parts of Germany will not in any way prejudice security in Europe
but, on the contrary, contribute to strengthen it methodically.

We may conceive

all kinds of stages and contemplate all types of interim solutions in order to
bring about compromises which beebme more
only point on which it seems that we

&~d

caP~ot

more difficult as time goes by.

The

compromise is this principle! since its
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destiny is at stake, the German people must have the last word in this matter.

No

government! and least of all one which is not representative, may set conditions and
decide in the last resort.
It has become apparent liere once again that the Soviet Government does not share
the point of view of the Western Governments.

All of us know, moreover, that the

issue is the fate of the present regime in Eastern Germany.
reason why, as before 1 we have not been able to agree.

Such is the actual

We shall have to come back

to it, trusting in the normal evolution of men and positions, in order that a
situation should finally prevail in accordance with natural law and therefore with
the interests of peace in Europe.

We, for our part, are ready to resume discussions

at any timet
As long as there is a German question, there will be a question of Berlin.
the reunification of Germany will

m~~e

Only

it possible to unite the two parts of the oity

at present divided and to bring about in both' halves of Berlin the same political,
economic and social regime.
There is a point on which, I think, we are in agreement with the Soviet Unions
as long as this aim is not achieved, the Western part of Berlin must remain as it is
now.

It must keep its demooratic regime which corresponds to the unaninous will of

its population.
Where we do not agree is when, from the Russian side, emphasis is put on the
dangers that would arise from this situation and when, to remedy
to accept radical changes in the present status.

them~

we are asked

We do not believe that the

situation in Berlin is the source of serious tensions, so long as it is respected
by both sides.

On the contrary, we believe that the very modifications proposed

could lead to difficulties by substituting a precarious situation for one where
order and stability have prevailed for the last fifteen years.
However, we did not refuse to oonsider the Soviet delegationts concern about
Berlin and from the very start we have shown readiness to examine with them all
practical steps likely to do away with the risks which they alleged existed.

While

discussing a practical arrangement we were concerned about two things: not to discard
any measure compatible with the normal exercise of our own responsibilities in
Berlin; not to prejudge in any way the solution of the German problem as a whole
nor to impair a juridical situation which is the only actual
ing freedom in West Berlin.

g~arantee

for maintain-
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That is why we could not accept to establish aqy

liw~

whatever, between a

modus vivendi for Berlin nod the already mentioned Soviet proposal to set up an
all-German committee whose terms of reference would be to discuss reunification
and a peaoe

treaty~

~ch

a proposal was wholly in conflict with our own views

on the solution of the German problem.
need not revert to it.

Furthermore it was oompletely opposed to the spirit in

which we contemplate the Berlin
Lll~ewi8e,

I spoke at length on that subject and I

arrang~ment~

we indicated firmly that we could not accept any text whioh could

meo.n or imply that by signing o.n Arro.ngement we were relinquishing the rights which
we hold a.s a result of historical ciroumsto.nces whioh followed tho end of the war
and by virtue of agreements concluded since then with the Soviet

On this

Union~

essential point we finally failed because we could not get the Soviet delegation
to

t~e

o.n unequivocal sto.nd on the question we put to them, simple cs it

wns~

It may be necessary for me to be more specific on that since we might have
to discuss it again in the

future~

During the first stage of the oonference we o.lready contemplated concluding'
an arrangement on Berlin whioh would ha.ve remained valid until German reunitio&tion.
Then, on 10 and 19 June, our Soviet colleague put before us a new

proposal~

It

limited in particular the term of the agreement to one year, then to eighteen
months~

On this point the oonference went into its first

recess~

When we

resumed our disoussions in July we did not reject the possibility of an agreement
limited in

time~

It never meant however that we at any time envisaged acoepting

a modification of the juridical situation at the end of the said
Our draft of 23 July was devised in that spirit:

term~

it was suggested that

after five years new negotiations should take place on the Berlin
an a.greement, the oonoluded arrangement would have remained in

iS8ue~

foroe~

Pending
We thus

believed that we were meeting the wishes of our interlooutors since we intended
to keep in force, during the new discussions, the already considerable limitations
to which we would have
lx~

agreed~

Gromyko clearly pointed out to us that he was not

to sign an Arrangement valid for a definite

period~

satisfied~

He wished

The Arrangement would lapse

at the end of the sa.id period o.nd a new agreement would be

negotiated~
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~e

acoepted to follow this line and we were thus naturally led to

question:

as:~

him a

what would be the situation between the end of the given term and the

conclusion of a new arrangement?
would be the status quo

an~,

It seemed to us obvious that this situation

namely, the present one.

We could never get our

colleague to confirm this interp~etation. That is why we could not reach
agreement.
I do not contend meanwhile that once this point was settled and any link
suppressed between Berlin and
the agreement.

~~

all-German committee, it only remained to sign

fie had quite a few things to settle as regarQs the other parts 6f

the arrangement, in particular the contingents of aestern garrisons in Berlin,
the

reci~rocal

limitation of pro)eganda or nnbversive activities, the

the agreement to come.

dur~bion

of

It does not seem unlikely, however, that solutions could

be found onoe the questions of prinoiple are solved.
Such, in the view of the Frenoh delegation, are the conditions in which we
are today ending the second phase of our conference.

By common agreement we have

deoided to interru?t our discussions now because we are faced with certain basic
difficulties which we are unable to iron out for the time being.

Doubtless, for

the solutions to become ripe, there will be necessary a period of

refleJ~ion

which, for each of us, will take place in a wider context than that which was
ours in Geneva.
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The participants in the Geneva Meeting of Foreign Ministers are
up the York aocomplished.
the basic results of our

tod~

summing

The Soviet delegation oonsiders it necessar,y to dwell on
negotiations~

Not only in the States whose representatives are in this

roo~but

also in other

countries the peoples have followed the oourse of the Geneva negotiations with
unrelenting

attention~

This is only natural, for at our Meeting we have considered

important international problems the settlement of which will very greatly affect the
destinies of the

world~

The work of our conference has been largely devoted to endeavouring to find

y~s

for the settleoent of two complex unresolved questions remaining as a legacy from the
Second World War:

a peace treaty with Germany and the question of

Berlin~

No one

capable of assessing the situation objectively will deny that so long as these
questions, remain unsettled they will impede the establishment of the conditions for
lasting peace in

Europe~

The whole development of international relations, the whole situation in Europe,
.till affected as it is by the consequences of the past war, indeed life itself, set
with incr~a8ing insistence before the Powers whioh tought Germany as well as before
the two German States the ever more pressing task of preparing and concluding a Germnn
peaoe

443

treaty~

. With ever,y

d~

that passes this task beoomes more

urgent~
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T~e

other very ccute and overripe question discussed at our conference

question of West Berlin.
world constituting

80

the

It would be ha.rd to find another place anywhere in the

malignant and dangerous a knot of contradictions between

states, so permanent a source of friction between them, a.s West Berlin.
fourteen years after the
there.

WQS

e~

More than

of the war the foreign occupation regime still rema.ins

The territory of West Berlin is used for disruptive activities aimed against

various States and principally against the State in the heart of which Berlin is
situated, namely the German Democratic Republic.
The fact that the representatives of the four great Powers have met round the
oonference table o£ter several years' inter~uption in order to m~e new efforts to
settle the questions conneoted with the preparation of a peace treaty with Germany
and tne normalization of the situation in West Berlin is itself very signifioant.
We should not fail to note also the important fact that for the first time
representc..tives of both German States, of the German Democratic Republic and of the
Federal 2epublic of Germany, have participcted in the examination of questions
affecting Germany. That means tha-h a realistic approach to the problems of Germany
is rne~ing headway with increasing assurance. tnlereas not so long ago the idee prevailed in some quarters in the West that the Germans could be kept as fer es
possible in the

bacl~round

Geneva Meeting of Foreign

aya.y from negotiations, it hes emerged clearly from the

~inisters

that questions touching on the vital interests

of the Germans cannot be settled without the Germans themselves, without the German
Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany participating in discussions on those questions.
The significance of the 1959 Geneva Meeting of Foreign Ministers lies
primarily in the fect that serious attempts have been mnde here to bring closer
together the positions of the States on the most important unresolved international
questions.
I believe my colleagues will agree when I say that the work of this oonference
hns been done in

0.

businesslike atmosphere, with a frank exchange of views, and has

resulted in a better understanding of the positions of the participa.nts.
It r,1Ust be said quite fra.nkly that after many yeo.rs of "co ld war" tbe
partioipants in this

l~eeting

caoe to the conference table with an onerous lego.cy

which impeded the establishment of relations based on confidence end mutuel understanding which are so necessary for fruitful negotiations.
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Meticulous

and p&rsistent

.

,

:

work was required in order to bring to light what

was oomm~~ to:the different positions of the participants of the conference.
what extent has our conferenoe coped with that task?

To

How useful has its work been?

We shall get an 'answe+ to these questions, if we evaluate objectively the results
o·f the discussion on ea.ch of the questions considered.
.

,

In his statement today, Mr., Herter attempted to give a review of what took place
at our conference.

However, the Dioture that emerged is one-sided and bears little

resemblanoe to the true facts.

That applies both to the question ofa peaoe settle-

ment with Germany and to the Berlin question.

Who oould take his words seriously

when he claims that the Soviet proposals were designed to annex West Berlin, to
formalize the division of Germany, and soon?

There is, of c'ourse, nothing in oommon

.. between this allegation and the true. state of affairs, and those who, from motives of
cheap propaganda, say the opposite are well aware ~f' it •
. Let us first consider the Berlin question, on

whic~in

our opinion, the most

tangible rapprochement between the positions of the different sides was achieved.
There can be little doubt that our

oonf~rence

has pr'ogr&ssed towards a realistio

approac? to the settlement of questions affecting West Berlin.

.

.

~.

..

In general, it may be said that all the participants of thiscpnference have
reeognized the need'to change the.situation in West Berlin.
The ail-round exchange of views has led above all to 'agreement being reached in
. regard to the

r~ge'

of questions affecting West Berlin which must be covered by an

appropriate interim arrangement.

By mutual agreement it was decided that this

arrangement must cover, in particular, the strength oftha armed for·ces of the three
Powers in West Berlin,a ban on atomic we~pons and guided missiles on the territory
of ~est Berlin, the prohibition of disruptive aCtivities and hostile propaganda,
access to West Berlin, a ~pe~ific time limit for this arrangement to remain in force
and subsequent negotiations on West Berlin.
As a result of· the exohange of views, it can now be·noied that all the participants of this conference have agreed that the interim arrangement must be definitely
limited in time.

For the Soviet .Union this is of fundamental importance, sinoa, as

we have more than once pointed out, it is unable to put its signature to any
document perpetuating the existing occupation regime in West Berlin.
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Great importance nttachea to the fact that it has been agreed that. an arrangement
concerning West Berlin shall includQ provisions prohibiting the stationing of any
forms of nuclear weapons and missile installations in West

Berlin~

In discussing the Berlin question, all the partioipants based their arguments
-

"

on the principle that the way of life chosen by the population ot West Berlin should
not be

disrupted~

This principle "is clearly safeguarded in the Soviet proposal for

a Free City, which would, as the Soviet Government is more firmly oonvinced every day,
be the most equitable solution to the question of West Berlin in the present
oircumstances~

Our subsequent proposals for certain interim measures with regard

to West Berlin are also based on this

principle~

We can express only satisfaction at the fact that during these talks it has been
acknowledged th&t it is essential to settle the question of
aotivities and

hostil~ propaganda~

in~issible

subversive

The Soviet Government has raised this question

on several occasions, stressing that it is high time to put an end to

0.

state of

affairs in which West Berlin is a oentre for subversive activities and hostile
propaganda systematically conducted agc.inst a number of States and primarily against
the German Democratic

Republic~

In oonnexion with the anxiety expressed by the Poreign Ministers of the United
States~

France nod the United Kingdom over the question of safeguarding access to

West Berlin, the Soviet Government, in agreement

w~th

the Government of the German

Democratic Republio, has announced thnt when the appropriate provisional arrangement
is concluded, and during the operation of this arrangement, communioatians between
West Berlin and the outside world will be maintained in the same form as they now
In dealing with the question of nocess to West Berlin,

Mr~

are~

Herter has referred

to the Soviet Union's acceptance of the Western Powers' standpoint on this

question~

We .have agreed that the existing arrangements for access to West Berlin shall.be
maintained, by which we mean the arrangements which actually exist at present, and
not the proposal which has been put forward by the representatives of the Western
Powers with regard to this

question~

Moreover, no-one can interpret our standpoint

on this question, or on nQY other question, exoept

ourselves~

Another positive result of our conference is that all those taking part have
agreed that further negotiations on West Berlin shall take plnce after the expiration
of the term of validity of the interim

arra.ngement~
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In speaking about the results of the work done at our conference and in noting
that our positions have been brought closer together in respect of a number of
questions, we oannot of course ignore the fact that on certain matters there are
still a good maqy differences between the participants.
One problem on whioh the two sides have not yet managed to reach a common point
of view, and one which will play an important part in the process of reaching an
appropriate agreement is the question of reducing the number of foreign troops in
West Berlin.
The representatives of the.Western Powers have in principle announced their
readiness to take steps to reduce their armed forces in West Berlin.

But this is

clearly not enough, for such a declaration by the three Western Powers is rather a
declaration of good intentions, while the situation in Berlin calls for definite
action and, since we are conoerned with an agreement, for definite commitments.
While we have reaohed the

~ommon

view that the arrangement must have a

provisional character, and that there must be further negotiations on the question
of how long it is to remain in force, the partioipants of this conference have not
yet been able to agree on an actual term for this arrangement.

The Soviet Government,

as you are aware, proposes that this term should be a year and a half, bearing in
mind that at the end of this period the negotiations between the two German States
would also have been ooncluded.

We have several times explained that the question

of the term during whioh the provisional arrangement should remain in foroe is from
our point of view neither a major one nor one of principle.
But of course this question must be settled in accordance with the realities
of the situation in Germ8JlYr and the 18 months! term suggested by us fully meets
the requirements of that situation.
It must be assumed that the Governments of the three Western Powers Will, take
a more 'realistic position in future than they are taking now in proposing to extend
the term of operation of the arrangement for as long as five years.

It is self-

evident that the Soviet Union cannot agree to this.
Further negotiations are needed also on the .question of the forms and methods
to be used for supervising the fulfilment of commitments undertaken by the Parties
to the arrangement.
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Our approach to
is

t~en

with

a

an interim arrangement depends on whether a decision

that direct negotiations will be conducted between tha German States

view to a peace settlQment and the reunification of GermGny, or

whether this question is

t~

remai? open as before, and the present position

maintained, with nopolitic&l negotiations of any 'kind between the Germ~
Democratic Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, even though the
necessity for such negotiations is becoming more urgent every day, espeoially
with regard to questions affecting the peace treaty.

In the Soviet proposals,

these two problems- that of negotiations between the German Democratic·
Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany, and that of the 'interim
arrangement regarding West Berlin - have been treated in their natural interdependence.

It must not be

forgot~en

that if, as a result of the work done

by an all-German committee or in the course of negotiations between the German
states in sooe other form which is acceptable to them, the possibility of
concluding n peace

tr~nty

Berlin question had also

with Germany should arise, this would mean that the

~een

finally settled.

de cannot of course exclude the possibility that in view of the Federal
German Government's stubborn refusal to contribute tbwnrds a rnpprochecent
between the two German States, negotiations between the German Democratic
Republic and the Federal Republic of Germany may not lead to the desired
results.

Should this be the case, the Soviet proposals provide that the

participants of the Geneva conference should

undert~e

further negotiations

on West Berlin.
To judge from all the evidence, the Western Powers would like to restrict
the scope of the talks to an interim arrangement affecting only West Berlin,
and would prefer not to raise the question of negotiations between the two
German Stntes.

They are, it

sec~s,

disposed to settle only those questions

in which they themselves have a direct interest;

meanwhile other questions,

of greater substance from the standpoint of the oommon interest in
oonsolidating peace and of the necessity of drawing n final line under the
Second World War by concluding apaace treaty with
aside.

Germ~y,

would beset
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It cannot be said, however, tho.t the exchange of views on the subject of
negotiations between the German Democratic Republic o.nd the Pederal Republic of
GermnQY has been

fruitless~

tho.t the Western

Power~

One fact tho.t deserves attention, for exrumple, is

have in fact recognized the necessity for negotiations between

r

representatives of the two German states on questions which, if the suggestion of
the USSR o.nd the Germo.n Democro.tic Republic were adopted, would be examined in an
o.ll-German committee;

I meo.n questions oonnect.ed with the prero.ro.tion and conclusion

of

Germ~,

0.

peo.ce treo.ty with

the discussion nod working out of specific measures

for the reunifico.tion of Germany nod the development of

conto.cts~

The Western

Powers have thus taken a certain step in the direction of acknowledging the part that
both German Sto.tes must

pl~

in settling these questions, although they have not

been consistent in this, since they do not conceive of such negotio.tions between the
Germans being conducted otherwise than under the aegis of the four

Powers~

I may remind you tho.t in the proposo.ls put forward by the Western Powers
themselves during the first stage of the work of this conference, the idea was
advanced that an o.ll-German committee should be esto.blished and tho.t negotiations
on political questions should be conducted in this committee between the representatives
of the two parts of

GermaQY~

If the Governments of the United States of America,

the United Kingdom o.nd Prance are now suggesting that such questions should be made
the subject of' negotiations between the six Powers represented at the Geneva
conference, this shows only that thcl Powers I have named are still

0.

long way from

repudiating their inclination to interfere in such purely German nffairs as the
problem of German reunification and the working out of

0.

common point of view between

the German States with regard to the peace settlement with Germany;
matter how great

m~

Of course, no

have been the difficulties encountered by our conference in trying

to reach agreement on the question of negotiations between the Germno Democratic
Republic o.nd the Pederal Republic of Germany, as well as regarding the interdependenoe
between an interim arrangement nod the adoption of
negotiations, we cannot sit back and fold our

0.

arms~

decision regarding the aforesaid
Both these questions have arisen

out of the realities of life, and the lack of progress in settling them can mean only
one thing - that these questions still remain

open~

We consider it particulC1rly important to weigh up the results achieved by
our conference with respect to a German peace

treaty~

Until this question is
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settled it is impossible to eliminate the

vest~ges

of the Second World War,

which ere weighing heavily on the situation in Germany and in Europe as
a

whole~

Delay in bringing about a peace settlement with Germany makes it
impossible to remove altogether' the consequences of the last war in Europe,
which ere continuing to cause uncertainty and complications in relations
between many States and which constitute a threat to the security of the
nations of

At the same time we Qust not forget the feelings of the

Europe~

German people, who are still being denied a peace treaty more than 14 years
after the end of the Second World War.
We can state that as a result of the detailed and thorough exchange of
views which has taken place at this conference, the necessity and importance
of concluding a peace treaty which would ensure the peaceful development of
Germany and give the German people its rightful place in the family of nations
has been

oonfirmed~

It is to be regretted, however, that the Foreign Ministers of the
Western Powers have not gone further in acknowledging the significance of
a German peace treaty, with the result that our conference has not bean
able to make any progress in settling this pressing problem of

today~

In view of the fact that the question of a peace treaty with Germany
is becoming increasingly urgent, the Soviet Government offered a Draft Peace
Treaty for the consideration of the present

conference~

This Draft, or

at least a great many of its more important provisions, was the subject of
discussion at our

conference~

We regret that the Western Powers were

disinclined to recognize the necessity of concluding a peace treaty with Germany,
in view of the actual situation which has developed in

Germany~

We regret

that they want as before to preserve the existing situation in Germany, which
as a result of their policy has been split into two parts, one of which,
Western Germany, is steadily being converted into a military jumping-off ground
for NATO and into a militaristic

State~
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, The participants of the Geneva conference are undoubtedly well aware' of' the
Soviet Union's position with regard to a peace treaty with Germ~.
be~n'

Our view has

put forward'many times in speeches by the Head of the Soviet Government,

Mr. Khrushchev.

In the oourse of the negotiations the Soviet delegation'has

frequently contributed statements olarifying this subject and tried to convinoe the
representatives of the Western Fowers that it is essential to take practioal steps
in regard to the preparation of a German peaoe treaty without further delay.
To brush aside the necessity for settling such a problem as the conclusion of
a German peace treaty is impossible.

Whether anyone likes it or not, the problem

of a peace settlement with Germany is put forward by life itself and a solution for
'it will be found.

This is a point which the Soviet Government and its Head in

person have made many times.
In summing up the actual results of the present negotiations then, we are led
to the conclusion that the detailed and frank discussion of the problems which we
were commissioned to examine by our respective Governments has helped to clarify
many aspects of these problems.

A great many misunderstandings have been cleared

up and the positions of both sides have become more definite.

This is of oourse

a valuable thing in itself, for it will substantially faoilitatethe ~urther
examination and settlement of matters on which there is disagreement.
by no means all.

But this is

On many questions the two sides have oome closer together,

~s

we

have rightly mentioned, in our oommunique.
With all this, of course, we should be wrong if we failed to see that there are
still disagreements among the participants of this

oon~erenoe,

and indeed

substantial ones, inoluding major questions of prinoiple, above all the questions
of a German peace treaty and of direot negotiations between the two German States.
The Soviet Government assumes that this obliges the states represented at our
conference to make further efforts to find mutually acceptable solutions.

Matters

on which the Ministers have failed to reach agreement can perhaps be examined and
settled at a meeting of Heads of States.
Our conference, then, has done a good deal of work and this work has
unquestionably been useful.
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It is no seoret

t~at

there are still influential groups here

~d

there in the

West whioh are calculating on exaoerbating confliots between States and increasing
international tension.
cold war.

Nothing

terrif~es

of the

them more than the fresh air of international detente

and. the r~storation of oo-~peration between States.
th~se

atmosphor~

They are happy only in the oppressive

It is understandable that

people do not like any step which makes agreement between States easier end,

as though trying to encourage themselves
failure

~~d

deadlock, prophesy the

~d

bre~~down

hoodwink others, they cry out about
of subsequent negotiations,

~d

so

forth.
Any negotiations can, of course, be made to fail if there is no wish for
agreement.

No great efforts are needed to wreck them;

all that is needed is the

absence of readiness to come to terms with the requirements of life
reality.

~d

with

But it must be said outri3ht that if there are peo?le who are calculating

in this way, responsibility for the consequences will rest upon their shoulders.
In the past there has been no lack of readiness on the part of the Soviet Government to ael? in finding mutually acceptable solutions.
question as well.

~his

applies to the Berlin

But of course, it does not all depend on us.

rob is common :mowledge thet in the course of our conference the opponents of

international agreement have done their best to put spokes in the wheels, trying
now one way, now another to

h~er

the work of the conference.

who these inveterate pessimists are.

Everyone knows

I shall not be giving away any secrets if

I say that the roots of the policy which is aimed a.t wrecldng a rapprochement
between States must be sought primarily, in many respects, in certain circles in
Western Germany.

All this only confirms once more that obstacles are being

deliberately put in the way of a relaxation of international tension.
The Soviet Government attaches prime importance to the settlement of the
import~t

questions which have been examined at our conference.

succeed in building a

l~sting

In order to

peace it is essential to do away with tho

vestiges of the last war, whioh exist in the form of the non-settlement of the
question of a German peace treaty and the oontinuation of the occupation regime
in Vlest, Berlin.
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The development of

rela~lons

between oertain States represented a.t our Meeting

is of great importance for the improvement of the entire international situation.
This year, one of the first international events to bring a noticeable aocess of
warmth into the

atmo8ph~re wh~oh

generated the "cold war" was, as we all

Y~Ow,

the

talks whioh the Brit1sh~Prime Minister, W~. MaoMillan, and Foreign Secretar,y,
Mr. Selwyn Lloyd, had with the Chairman of the Council of il4inisters of the USSR,

Mr. Khrushchev, and other members of the Soviet Government during the British
statesmen's visit to the Soviet Union.
At the moment important events are taking place in the development of SovietAmerican relations.

After an exchange of visits by a number of statesmen, among

which we must give first mention to the visit of the First Vice-Chairmen of the
Soviet Council of Ministers, Mr. Mikoyan and Mr. Koslov, to the United States of
A=erioa, and the visit of the United States Vice-President Nixon to the Soviet
Union, and after the exohange of exhibitions, whioh marks a. step towards acquainting
the peoples of both countries with the life of the other, it has now been agreed
that the Chairman of the Soviet Council of Ministers, Mr. Khrushchev, should visit
the United states and that the United States President, Mr. Eisenhower, should
visit the Soviet Union.
It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance of the coming meetings
between the Soviet and the United States leaders.

In the present oircumstanoes

these meetings will have historio signifioance, and this is recognized throughout
the world.
Those who have taken part in the Foreign Ministers' Meeting will report on the
results of its work to their respective Governments, which will be able to examine
the results aohieved and to decide on the next step in examining the problems which
have constituted the agenda of this conference.

As we arranged,

agreem~nt

will

also be reaohed on the time and place for a resumption of the work of the Foreign
Ministers' oonference as now constituted.
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Agreement to have this meeting of Foreign Ministers was renched after
considerable preliminary negotiation.

Since 11

M~

exoept for a short interval,

we have been disoussing questions relating to Germany, inoluding a peace treaty
with Germany and the question of Berlin.
of our meetings to an end.

We have now deoided to bring this phase

It is not a final end; the draft communique upon which

we have agreed shows olearly the intention of both sides to renew these disoussions.
It is natural that before we recess we should take stook of the situation.
I believe that there are two tests to be applied to any conferenoe.

Firstly,

whether it results in any speoific agreement of value, seoondlYt what is its impact
upon the course of international events, upon the international atmosphere, upon
the prospects for agreement in the future.
I will take the first test first.
with three objectives.

The Western side came to the oonferenoe

Firstly, we wished to make some

progr~ss

towa~ds

the

reunifioation of Germany, secondly, we wished to seoure reaffirmation of the right
of the people of West Berlin freely to ohoose their own system of sooiety.

We

regarded free acoess between West Berlin and the outside world as an essential
element to ensure that freedom of ohoice.

Our third aim was to achieve some

reduotion of tension and some improvement of the prospects of stability in Europe.
With regard to German reunification, all four Governments have affirmed their
recognition of the right of the German people to restore their national unity.
450
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All four have professed their belief in German unity and free elections and the
conclusion of a peace treaty which will regularize the position in central Europe.
The Western Powers have not been able to agree with the Soviet Union on how to make
progress towards that goalI

I do not propose to review in any detail the substance

of the comprehensive plans put f~rward by the two sides.
~urville

~r.

Mr. Herter, Idr. Couve de

and I have explained at length the merits of the Western Peace Plan.

Gromyko y for his

part~

has expounded the merits of the Soviet Draft Peace Treaty.

I record again our belief that we will never be able finally to determine this

problem without recourse to the freely expressed wishes of the German people as a
whole! all 70 million of them.
Apart from clear statements of our respeotive positions, we did not make
progress towards the reunification of Germany.
I believe that it was realistic then to consider the problem of Berlin.

was the immediate matter which had led to our conference.
have not reaohed a concrete agreement.

time limits.

We have got away from the

Again it is true that we

Nevertheless, I firmly believe that our

discussions about Berlin have been of benefit.
the issues.

That

We have clarified and narrowed down

c0~ception

of unilateral action within fixed

We have been trying to deal with these matters by negotiation and we

have affirmed our intention to oontinue so to do.
There has been common ground between us to the extent that both sides have
asserted their desire to maintain the freedom of the people of West Berlin to choose
their own system of society.
a free city,

The Soviet Government have put forward their idea of

Our doubt about that has been whether in fact the Soviet plan would

preserve this free choice for the West Berliners.

We are not prepared to aocept

arrangements which might mean continuing pressures on the people of West

B~rlin

would ultimately involve them in the surrender of their freedom of choice.

and

We have

maintained our conviction that the presence of Western troops in Berlin is neoessary
as a symbol of our continued commitment to the freedom of West Berlin.

As we have

pointed out many times 7 the presence of our troops is desired by the overwhelming
majority of West Berliners.
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~r~

Gromyko has made it quite clear that his purpose is to bring to an end

the occupation status of West Berlin, whether or not reunification has taken place.
He oonsiders it outmoded and
reunifioation takes
us on

pl~oe,

outlived~

but not

We are quite prepared to do that When

before~

That has been the basic issue between

Berlin~

There, being no prospeot of either side accepting the other's point of view on
this

matte~,

fixed

we turned to oonsider an arrangement for a kind of standstill·tor a

period~

We have examined the position to see whether modified arrangements

could be agreed, 6Cceptable to both sides, and which from the point of viey at one
side or the other could be regarded as an improvement in the present

situatiQn~

The

Western side has shown its willingness to negotiate on the basis of a limitation of
our forces in West

Berlin~

We have been prepared to agree that the armaments of

our forces there should oontinue not to inolude nucleo.r weapons or missile
installations~

Complaints have been put forward about hostile propaganda and

subversive activities emanating from West

Berlin~·

We, for our part, have mnde

referenoe to what emanates from East Berlin, but the Western side has been prepared
to agree on a reciprocal basis that, to use a neutral expression, "questionable
aotivities" in Berlin should be

reduced~.

On the question of the duration of the

agreement, we were willing to agree to a period of five

The Soviet proposal

yeo.rs~

has been for 18 months, bu.t they have .said that they do not think the actual length
of time of the agreement is a matter of importance or
Government has stated its willingness to maintain free

principle~
access~

The Soviet
~~~

Gromyko has

also said that they will take no unilateral action during the period covered by the
agreement, or during the phase of negotiations whioh no doubt would

follow~

Within this framework I have always been optimistic that a limited agreement
of this Bort oould be
my

achieved~

Perhaps I have been more optimistio than some of

colleagues~

What then has been the cause of our failure?

We have so far been unable to'

reach agreement on what would be the position at the end of the
I put it in my speech of 23 July

period~

The way

wasl~

"To sum up, at the end ot the interim period, it no o.greement has been
reached in the meantime, we are in exactly the same position as we are in
today over rights and everything else to do with

Berlin"~
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On 20 July, I quoted the words of the Opposition spokesman in the House of
when speaking on this matter on 8

July~

~~.

Co~~on8

Bevan saidf-

tlThere is no suggestion as far as I can see that we should abandon our
limit~

occupation rights in Berlin if we agree to a time

All they (the

Russians) say is that the two sides take up their respective positions at the
end of the period as thoy take them up
Mr~

n:.lw~tI

Gromyko has never publicly or' privately accepted either of these statements as

accurate~

Of oourse

a~

situation is affected by the passage of

time~

We cannot

expect the rest of the world to stand still because there is an agreement for a
fixed term about

Berlin~

But the Western side wishes to feel that it would approach

the next phase of negotiations about Berlin in the same position as it is in today.
In other words, we would not be deemed to have altered our position, e;(cept as
strictly defined by this limited

agreement~

The Soviet Government n.dVQcated an

agreement for a limited period on the ground that during the period progress might
be made on Gennan problems as a whole, which would affect for the better the
prospect of a final settlement for Berlin.

It seems to me reasonable that if that

is their purpose, they should accept the broad proposition that at the end of the
period, if there has not been such progress leading to agreement, we re-assemble on
the

s~e

basis as we have been talking here.

essence of a

That would seem to us to be of the

standstill~

We have argued out this matter at such length between ourselves pUblicly and
privately without carrying conviction to the other side, that I feel it a good
thing that there is to be a pause in the

discussions~

I hope that during such a

pause the Soviet Government will be able to refleot upJn this matter and settle
something which is of importance, but nonetheless fairly

simpla~

In short, I hQpe

that after a careful study of our discussions the Soviet Government will find it
possible to give us the kind of assurance which we have

sought~

There has been one other matter which we have discussed at some
~~~

Gromyko put forward his proposal for an all-German

our objections to his

proposal~

comDittee~

length~

We sta.ted clearly

We indicated what we considered to be a reasonable

methud of continuing discussions about these wider German problems without calling
upon either side to concede any point of

principle~

Our feeling was that this

conference, as at present constituted, might cuntinue in being for the purpose of
facilitating the consideration of the German problem as a whole, meeting at whatever
~ime,

or level or place that might seen

apprvpriate~
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l~.

Herter has

alrea~

referred to the words I used on 23 July.

"Our formula permits of any
~er~

o~bination

I said:-

or permutation of the delegations

in this room today, to meet from time to time for ?urposes whic~

oould :be defi;ned :;?:i:'ecisely or left general.
not,hing is forbidden.

Nothing is oompulsory, ..

1I

Mr. Gromyko did not feel able to a.ooept this proposal.

Again I hope that

he will reconsider his position.
I have tried to set out my assessment of the course of our disoussions
aooording
whether

the first test which I 1a.id down for any oonferenoe, tha.t of

~o

~eoifio

agreements ha.ve been oonoluded.

No speoific a.greement ha.s

beenconoluded but we have not made it more diffioult for la.ter a.greement and
if we are pa.tient I thinlr we may a.chieve it after there has beon an interva.l
in the discussions.

The seoond test which I have suggested should be applied

to any oonference is its impact upon the course of interna.tional events and
upon the

llro~eots

the past filled
increa.sed

of future· negotiations.

p~o,le

ten~ion.

with a

fe~li~g

Failure to reach agreement has in

of foreboding about the future and has

It has $eemed to make a orisis inevitable.

I do not ,believe

t~a.t ~y

sensible person oould:possibly have that feeling

about the end of this :>ho.se of these, negotiations. ,The. atmos:i?here between the
four af us has been friendly;' the disoussion has been temperate;

there has

seemed to be a genuine desire to find some oommon ground, While holding fast
to whc.t we regard as posi,tic)Os of principle;

we ha.ve not made the,se stubborn

problems mora difficult :of solution in the future.
In the last 48 hours we have had a rema.rka.ble example of the way in whioh
the a.tmosphere has improved.
statement that Mr.

:~shchev

The British Government welcomed very muoh the
is to visit the United states and that President

Eisenhower is to visit the Soviet Union.

We have a.lways believed that personal

contact between the leading statesmen and the peoples of our various countries
can pla.y an important part in establishing oonditions for genuinely :peaoeful
co-existenoe.

We believe that the visit whioh Mr. Macmillan paid to the

Soviet Union, on whioh I acoompanied him, resulted in better rela.tions between
the Soviet Government and the British Government.
Mr. Gromyko has said on that point.

oonta.cts is

lU~ely

I agree with what

I am sure that such a pa.ttern of personal

to bring a further reduction of tension and the kind of
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Acoording to this seoond test, I assert that our meetings here 1n Geneva.
have been of substantial value.
particular ma.tters,

bu~

We ha.ve fa.iled to reach final agreement on

we have been able to

m~~Q

a. real oontribution

the creation of t,he correct atmolJPhere for the further international
discussions which we

l~y

must follow.

to~ds
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5 August 1959
Your Excellenoy,
At the session of the Meeting of Foreign iiinistars held today, my colleagues
nsked me, as Chairman of the session, to express to you our sinoere thanks for the
helpful and hospitable manner in whioh we have been received in

Switzerland~

We

are all very much a.ware of the extent to which the arrangements moos by the various
responsible authorities have facilitated our work and contributed to
stay here a plea.sant
y~

m~ing

one~

colleagues and I will be most grateful if you will be good enough to convey

our thanks to the President of the Confederation and to the Federal Council.
~n

I

writing separately to the authorities of the Republio and of the Canton of Geneva.
Aocept, Your Exoellency, the assuranoe of my highest consideration and

(Signed)
Monsieur wax Petitpierre,
Chef du Departement Politique Federal,
Berne~
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ivlr ~ President,

At the session of the

~eeting

of Foreign Ministars held today, my eollaegues

aaked me, as Cho.irCltUl of the session, to express to you the gra.titude whioh we o.n.d
our delegations 0.11 feel for the help and hospitality which have been extended to
us in

Genevn.~

I should be grateful if you would oonvey this message tv the State Council of
the RepUblic and 0f the Canton of Geneva, to the Uayor and

Admini8tra.~ive

Council

of the City of Geneva, end to ell the other authorities who have contriou:t&d to -tI1s
smouth running of the arrangements for the
Accept,

~~~

Meeting~

President, the assurance of my high consideration and esteem;

(Signed)

Monsieur Dupont,
President of the State Council of the
Republio end of the Canton of Geneva,
Geneva~
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